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Mural On Dome Of Old Opera House Here Brings Back Memories
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Sown Meat Market betiding years ago. The
OLD OPERA Hi it SE—Few people remember the eid opera'NOM list was Iit
theatre, called the Woodruff Theatre, was the seem)ufliwirelleg wItaievtlie ado Nal oilier entertainment for local people shortly
after the turn of the century. Carroll Farmer and 011ie Boren were the last peeps owe the theatre. which closed around 1922. The
theatre would seat 81*-1,11611 people, Farmer remembers. It had a huge stage,and a balcony on the back half of the building, with box
seats above the stage. The theatre was named after the Woodruff Stock Company, the first group to perform there The three pie-

lures here show a mural which was painted on an old dome in the top of the ceiling, still there today, in the attic of the Shroat
building The top of the building has been closed off to form apartments, and the dome is In the roof above the second floor ceiling.
The paintings are In remarkably good shape, considering their age The dome Is plaster, with the mural painted on the plaster
Readers' contributions on the history of the opera house, and the age of the building, as well as when these murals were painted are
welcome. as well as wires of other unusual events or places which are a part of Murray's history
Staff Photos By David Hill

Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper
—1199Ma._

The Primary
Source of News
In Murray and
Calloway County
Member of Associated Press

Murray Ky Wednesday Afternoon, February 7, 1973

In Our 94th Year

Unsigned letter in the mall
Tuesday from some postal
employee who did not have the
courage to sign his name. The
letter Itself was rather innocuous and complained about
the editorial on the Postal
• vice taking off so many
times while the rest of the many
services continued to work and
perform the service the public
rightfully expects and deserves
We believe In freedom of
expression and we also believe
that if a person has a conviction
he should have the intestinal
fortitude to sign hiis name.
Victor Olazabal calls to tell us
that he contacted 150 people on
a personal survey and they all
say that February 2, was the
Groundhog Day. He also
reported that it rained on this
day and that the Groundhog did
riot see tits shadow so returned
to his dry den filled with corn to
wait out the short winter. So
there it is folks. The Goundhog
did not see his shadow, he's got
a dry den filled with corn, so
what else is there?
Now, the Associated Industries of Kentucky has
provided us with the latest
information on what 100 new
manufacturing jobs mean to a
Kentucky community
Bear in mind that this is Increased with every 100 new
jobs
more
112
It
means
households.
—4 more retail establishments
—107 more passenger Car
registrations
—91 more children
—359 more people in the area

Mrs. J. L Hortin Will
Be Speaker For The DAR

The Captain Wendell Oury
Chapter of the Daughters of the
American Revolution will meet
(('ontinued on Page Twelve) at the home of Mrs Paul W
Sturm, 503 Meadcrwlane. on
Saturday, February 10, at 1:30
p.m
Mrs. L.J. Hortin will be the
guest speaker Her subject will
be "Lest We Forget—The First
Rain beginning early tonight Ladies of the White House."
and changing to snow late
Dr Helene Visher will be
tonight. Low around 30. Colder cohostess with Mrs. Sturm.
with chance of occasional light
snow Thursday. High in the low
SHRINE BREAKFAST
30s. Friday clearing and cold.
The Murray-Calloway County
Kentucky's Extended Outlook Shrine Club will have its monthly fellowship breakfast at the
Friday through Sunday Fair and cold Friday and Holiday Inn on Sunday,
Saturday. Highs on Friday in February 11, at nine a.m.
the upper 20e to low 30s with
FREE PUPPIES
lows 10 to 15 Highs Saturday in
Six puppies, half Collie and
the mid to upper 30s. Lows in
the low teens. Partly cloudy and half border Collie, males and
a little warrner„Sunday. Highs females, are free to persons for
In the low to mid 4. Lows in pets. For information call 753the mid 20s.
6862.

The Weather

104 Per Copy
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Steve Sanders
Files For City
Judge Tuesday

Seen&Heard 'Time To Run'
Attendance Is
Around
A Record High
Murray

A total of 4.193 people saw
"Time to Run," the latest,
fulllength Billy Graham motion
picture, during its four-day
premiere showing last week in
Ray Brownfiel,
Murray,
the
of
local
chairman
arrangements committee for
the film, has revealed.
This was • record-amaehing
number of people to see a film
during an engagement at the
Capri Theatre, the manager,
Tommy Brown, says
The 1,122 people who saw the
film during the two showings
last Friday also was a record
number for a single day at the
threatre, Brown pointed out.
Brownfield also reported that
during the 10 showings of the
film, which depicted the
"generation gap" struggle
between a young man and his
parents, 55 people came forward at the invitation at the end
of the film to make a personal
confession of their faith in Jesus
Christ as their personal
Saviour.
Twelve others came forward
to rededicate their lives to
Christ, and 12 others came
"asking for help," Brownfield
said. More than 50 ministers
and lay people from churches in
the surrounding area were on
hand to counsel with those
accepting the invitation
The Murray engagement was
one of the film's premiere
showings in 23 communities
across a six-state, mid-America
area. Other area showings
during the same period took
place in Mayfield and in
,Paducah.

THREE SECTIONS TODAY
Today's three-section, 36page, edible: of the Ledger &
Times contains two regular
sections numbering 12 and II
pages plus a 14 page tabloid
section for Big K

Steve Sanders, local attorney,
flied Tuesday for the office et
city judge in the May 21
Democratic primary
Sanders is a Murray High
School graduate, and Murray
State University graduate, and
also graduated from the
University of Kentucky Law
Sanaers graduated from
Schml
Murray State with a degree in
biology and Chemistry, and
completed law school at U K in
1969 Before vetting his office
in Murray in May, 1972, Sanders
was associate with Marvin C.
Prince in Benton for two years.
He is the mon of Mr and Mrs
A.C. Sanders, who live in
Sherwood Forest Subdivision.
Sanders Is married to the former Mary Warren Swann. The
Sanders' live at 1564 Oxford
Drive
Only one other person has
filed for the office with county
clerk Marvin Harris William B.
Harris filed earlier this year.
Dr. Hunter Hancock

Dr. Hunter Hancock Plans To
Retire At End Of School Year
By Dwain McIntosh
Dr. Hunter M Hancock,
chairman of the department of
biological sciences at Murray
State University, has submitted
a formal request for retirement
at the end of the current school
year
Hancock, chairman of the
department since 1969 and a
faculty member since 1954, is
known for his efforts in
biological research and for his
the
role
prominent
in
development of the newlycompleted biological station on
Kentucky Lake.
He expressed pride in the

$52.05 Average
Seen On Leaf
Sales Tuesday
Dark-fired tobacco sales
resumed in Murray yesterday,
with a total of 434,037 pounds
being sold
The total brought 1225,914.57,
according to local tobacco
market reporter David Hill, for
an average price of $52.05 per
hundredweight.
The three Murray floors,
Growers, Farris, and Planters,
will hold sales again tomorrow
There will also be a cleanup sale
on one-sucker leaf tomorrow
here.

$450,000 project locateJ near
Kenlake State Park about 15
miles east of Murray and admitted "some reluctance"
In giving up his direct
association with the facility he
first proposed in 1964
He described the station last
fall as "one of the most
beautiful in the country" arid
said it has vastly enhanced both
research
and
teaching
capabilities in the biological
sciences and related programs
such as conservation, ecology
and environmental studies
Hancock, who is 62, said his
plans for retirement include
writing and traveling He has
had many articles and studies
relating to the biological
sciences published.
Although born in Mayfield,
Hancock said he considers
Murray his home now, adding
that he "will never lose interest
in Murray and the things that
are happening in the community and at the university."
He earned the B. S. degree at
Murray State and both the M. S.

Service Offered To
Assist Veterans;
Legion To Meet
Murray American Legion
Poet 73 sutd Auxiliary Post 73
will meet Friday, February 10,
at seven p.m. in the Legion
home. All Legionaires are
urged to attend
Commander Roy Folsom
announced that a Service Officer will be at the Post home to
assist any Veteran with any
problems they may have from
five p.m. to
seven p.m.
the
preceding
meeting.

AN INTERVIEW ('OMMITTEE—These men were appointed by Board of Regents president H
Glees Doran to begin the screening process for the selection of Murray State's sixth president. They
are: (left to right) Doran, Murray; Bob T. Long, Benton; Dr. Marion D. Hassell. Murray, and
Graves Neale, Murray. Absent from the picture is Harry Lee Waterfield, Frankfort, also on the
committee
I Photo by Wilson Woolley,

11.S. To Receive POWs Along
Cambodian Border On Saturday
The official, who is a member
of the U S. team planning the
repatriation of American
prisoners, said the first group of
prisoners in North Vietnam
probably won't be released until
the early part of next week,
perhaps Sunday or Monday,
coinciding with the visit there of
Gospel Singing Will Be
presidential adviser
U S.
Kissinger.
A.
Henry
Held At Brooks Chapel
The official said the first
A gospel singing will be held prisoners would be released at
Sunday, February 11, at 1:30 An Loc, a provincial capital 60
p.m at the Brooks Chapel miles north of Saigon and 10
United Methodist Church, miles from the border He said
east of American helicopters will pick
located two miles
Dexter on Highway 1346
up the men there, fly them to
All singers and listeners are Tan Son Nhut Air Rase in
invited to attend the singing Saigon, and they will be tranwhich is being planned for each sferred to a C9 medical
second Sunday of the month evacuation plane for the 1 hour
throughout the year.
and 45 minute flight to Clark Air
SAIGON( API—A senior U. S
official said today the United
States is planning to receive 20
to 40 American prisoners of war
from jungle camps along the
Cambodian border north of
Saigon on Saturday

This will be a regular practice
preceding the monthly meeting
each month. Also there will be a
service officer at the Post home
each 4th Monday afternoon
from two p.m. to four p.m.
Two members of Post 73
completed a three day training
session the latter part of last
month. They are Tommy
Hamlin and Wade Green and
Nine persons were cited for
will be available on an -as
following the fire truck Tuesday
be
also
will
needed basis: They
night, as the Murray Fire
available to assist the Vietnam
Department responded to a call
Veterans with any benefits they
in Canterbury Subdivision,
may have coming.
according to police reports.
Plans for the American
Fire Chief Jackie Cooper said
Legion Birthday Party to be
the department received a call
of
one
be
will
held next month
i('ontinued on Page Twelve)
6 p.m at 1526 Oxford Drive,
the major items for discussion at
that when they arrived,
Has Surgery
at this month's meeting. Also and
there had been no call made
Joe Hal Spann, 1204 Dogwood plans
the
will be made for
from that address.
East is reported doing well
coming season of American
"When we started to move
following surgery at the Baptist Legion
baseball.
the trucks," Cooper said, "they
Hospital, Memphis, Tennessee
had us blocked in."
Those who wish to send cards,
Cooper said that police who
NAME °Mit relit
letters or flowers may do so by
Clady Mills was omitted had accompanied the firemen
addressing them to Room 1464
Union East, Baptist Hospital,. tram the semester honor roll at then blocked off the entrance to
the subdivision and wrote
Memphis, Tennessee
Calloway County High School

Nine Cited For Following Fire
Trucks On Call Tuesday Night
citations to nine persons who
had blocked the trucks
Person.s cited, according to
police records, were Robert T.
Housden, David T C,iilvett,
Terry L. Orr,James R. Gingles,
Virgil I.. Brittain, Dan W.
Lewis, Gene N. Cooper, Charles
R. Rushing, and Eugene L.
Alton. The nine will appear in
city court.
Kentucky statutes provide for
a fine of not less than $20, nor
More than $500 for each offense.
The law states that motorists
may not follow within 500 yards
of a fire vehicle, or park
the same block were the
vehicles have stopped.

Force Base in the Philippines..
Meanwhile, prisoner.
recovery teams of the four:•
nation International Commission of Control and
Supervision were making plans
for their part in the POW
releases
Three eight-man teams-two
(Continued on Page Twelve

BULLETIN

Farmington
Bank Robbed
The Bank of Farmington
reportedly was robbed of an
undetermined amount of cash
by a lone gunman shortly before
II a.m today, according to a
Police
State
Kentucky
spokesman.
The state police spokesman
said a man entered the bank
with a handgun and departed
with an unreported amount of
cash.
The bandit was believed to
have fled the scene In a green
automobile hearing Kentucky
license number 141-964, the
police spokesman said. Tbe car
was thought to have beaded
toward Mayfield following the
robbery.
State police and Graves
County Sheriff's Department
officials were conducting on the
scene investigations at press
time and additional details were
hot available.
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Board Votes Down
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MAY FIELD, Ky,— Kentucky is the only state in
the nation where a state legislature is not meeting in
1973. All other state legislatures began their sessions
in January except Alabama, Florida, Louisiana, and
Tennesre. The Tennessee legislature convenes Feb.
Florida meets April 3 and Alabama and Louisiana
begin their sessions in May.

A large number of local people have filed for the
various offices in the city and county and it is our
hope that even more will file before the closing date
in early April.
The city and county business has grown over the
past years so that fully qualified persons are needed
for all the offices In times past some of the offices
were looked upon as "time fillers" or retirement
jobs, hit this is no longer the case and voters should
be highly critical of those who seek these public jobs.
We are in no position to have any office held by a
person of mediocre ability and it is for this reason
that we hope that voters have a wide ranee of. individuals from whom to select to hold these offices.
The Murray City Council has increasing
responsibilities and the Calloway Fiscal Court finds
itself with a greater array of services to provide for
the county Top administration and fiscal officials
are needed in all offices.
Voters should keep uppermost in their ininds that
1 these offices are manned by persons on the tax:
payers payroll and they should require the utmost in
ability and services.

1L11
LELDGE1• T111.68 11,

Forrest H. Riddle of the Southern Bell Telephone
Company retired on December 31 after 42 years of
service with the company.
Mrs. J.A. Outland, district director, and Mrs.
Ernest Madrey, Calloway County delegate, gave
highlights of the Farm and Home Week Conference
held at Lexington at the meeting of the Advisory
Council of the Calloway County Homemakers
Association held yesterday at the City Hall.

•* •
The first meeting of the five Murray State
University regents who compose the screening
committee to select the next president of MSU will
be Saturday, February 17, at the university. The
committee is now in the process of accepting
applications for the position, accorcUng to H. Glenn
Doran of Murray, chairman of the committee. Other
committee members are Dr. M. D. Hassell and Graves
(Skip) Neale of Murray, Bob T. Long, Gilbertsville,
and Harry Lee Waterfield of Frankfort and Clinton.
Some few have already applied for the presidency,
currently held by Dr. Harry M. Sparks, who
submitted his resignation at the board of regents'
meeting last week
•••
Growing public concern for protection against
criminals will most likely cause legislative approval
next year of some type death penalty provisions to be
included in the 1974 Kentucky Penal Code. The most
perplexing problem will be to achieve death penalty
legislation within the framework of the recent U S.
Supreme Court decision on that subject.
•••
State Sen. Walter Baker suggests a test suit be filed
to clarify the voter re-registration law passed by the
1972 Kentucky General Assembly. The Glasgow
Republican says it was the legislature's intent to
permit absentee voter registration (helping most the
--Inftrtned and elderly) but "some county court clerkshave interpreted the law to prohibit such
registration."

The Murray State Thoroughbreds blasted the
Middle Tennessee Raiders 109-73 in basketball last
night. Jim Jennings got 28 points for Murray.
Miss Ann Herron attended the annual midwinter
meeting of the American Library Association at the
Edgewater Beach Hotel, Chicago, T11., January 28 to
February 1.

Mrs. L.H. Carriger of Mansfield, Ohio, sister of
Mrs. D.L. Divelbiss of Murray, died there this week.
Officers of the Girl Scout Troop at the Murray
Training School are Sandra Sue Ross, Jane Cross,
Donna Kay Bucy, and Meredith Farley.
Murray State College's three remaining home
basketball games with Eastern, Western, and
Kentucky Wesleyan are complete sellouts.
Rev. Clifton Courtney has resigned as pastor of
Sugar Creek Baptist Church to accept the pastorate
of Liberty Grove Baptist Church, Jackson. Tenn.,
Route Three.
Major and Mrs. Dale Parker of Fayetteville, Ark.,
are the guests of his parents. Mr. and Mrs. R.R.
Parker'.

While the earth remaineth, seedtime and harvest,
and cold and heat, and summer and winter, and day
and night shall not cease.—Genesis 8:22.
The reliability of God gives our life a solid foun-

dation.

Isn't It The Truth!
by Carl Riblet Jr.

.$
$

The administrative appointees in the government
and the politicians who created them have us mixed
up and confused over taxes, inflation, seniority in
congress and the continuing attacks on the press, all
of it springing from the fact that nobody believes
anybody in government anymore. The way to clear*
the air, however, would he to make everybody tell
the truth, but that is a manifest impossibility in a
society that sends politicians to jail only when they
are caught

e

•

"Ali woe is me..."
—Percy Bysshe Shelley

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The state Certificate of Need
and Licen.sure Board voted
Monday voted to deny certification of health care facilities
planned for McCracken and Logan Counties.
panel,
15-member
The
created by the 1972 legislature
with the power to approve or
disapprove construction of medical facilities in the state, denied certification of an intermediate-care facility proposed
for McCracken County and a
combination personal-care and
Intermediate-care home slated
for Logan County.
The board approved several
other projects, including a
$900,000 addition to the University of Kentucky Medical Center to house the school's Student Health Service arid College
of Medicine's department of
family practice

'B'I*
*
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HUBBARD
CARROLL
SENATOR
By
*
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McCracken Project
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Perhaps it was premonition last June that I would
soon be outnumbered 3-1 at my home that caused me
to be skeptical of the equal right* for women
amendment which barely -passed both the House and
Senate during last year's special session of the
legislature. Knsta Leigh Hubbard, born February 1,
1973, weighing in at 6 lbs. 7 oz., fortunately favors
her mother. Most likely her big sister, 3 year-old
Kelly Lynn Hubbard, will be counseling her in the
State Senate chamber next January as to what a
Senate page should do, especially the necessity of
being quiet.
•• •
Two distinguished Lexington Democrats who have
served long and well in the legislature have announced
recently that they will not seek re-election this year.
They are State Sen. C. Gibson Downing and State
Rep. Bart Peak.
•••
Kentucky's Council on Public Higher Education in
its annual enrollment survey listed 84,328 students
enrolled at the eight state universities -- University of
Kentucky and its community colleges, Murray State
University, Western Kentucky University. Eastern
Kentucky University, Morehead State University,
University of Louisville, Northern Kentucky
University and Kentucky State University. This is an
increase for this current school year of 4,024 students
over the 1971-72 enrollment of 80,304. Meanwhile,
enrollment at the state's 21 pnvate colleges and
universities dropped from 17,680 last school year to
the present 16,916.
Murray's one year increase in enrollment was from
7,071 to 7,257. Western's increase during the same
period went from 11,845 to 11,481.
•••
Departments, divisions, agencies and commissions
of state government continue to move into the
beautiful, new 28-story Capitol Plaza office tower in
Frankfort. Moving offices has a chain-reaction effect,
since office space left vacant by new tenants of the
Capitol Plaza is soon filled by another moving agency.
It's confusing to state government visitors. Among
the departments moving recently to the new office
building are Insurance, Education, Labor, Natural
Resources and Environmental Protection, Parks and
Commerce. Al Hubbard is manager pf Capitol Plaza
and supervises the current moving process.
•• a
Newport last week Lt. Gov.
in
dinner-meeting
-At a
Julian Carroll said that he would support Gov.
Wendell Ford for the U. S. Senate next year if the
governor decides to run. Asked then if he thought
Gov. Ford would support him (Carroll) for governor
the lieutenant governor replied: "You would
in 1975,.
7.11iive to ask the governor about that. We haven't
discussed it." If Gov. Ford were elected next year as
U. S. Senator then Carroll would become governor in
January of 1975 and would seek a full four-year term
as governor as the incumbent.
••
Attorney General Ed Hancock,. alter studying for
two days the recent U. S. Supreme Court decision
concerning abortions, has said: "Abortions performed
in Kentucky by any doctor for any reason by any
means are completely legal during the first six moilths
of pregnancy." Hancock added, "In order to clarify
the law relating to abortions there seems no doubtthat the 1974 General Assembly is going to have to
enact new legislation,in accordance with the recent
Supreme Court decision."
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Wheat deals blamed
for food cost rise
By JEFFREY ST. JOHN
Copley News Service
LOS ANGELES — "We
have a great country- a
great economic system," observed the former president
of Campbell Soup, William B.
Murphy, here in a speech
before the Supermarket Institute annual convention.
". But we'd better make
sure that we're objective in
our attitudes and statements,
and not be misled or allow
others to be misled."
The American consumer
was misled and continues to
be fooled about the fundamental source of the skyrocketing cost of food
Consumers were understandably angry when the Labor Department announced in
early January that the wholesale price index had taken the
largest leap in 72 years, primarily because of a rise in
food prices
Members of the food industry meeting here as part of the
Supermarket
Institute
greeted the news with considerable gloom, fearing that
consumer anger and frustration would make them in the
future the target for attacks
bs government and consumer
groups.
Shortly after the news hit
the headlines that the consumer price index had hit its
highest mark in 22 years, the
Nixon administration moved
to modify its wage and price
controls program with one of
the exceptions being food. Supermarket operators took the
news with some bitterness
and much silence, which is
part of the reason why the
U.S. consumer is being fooled
about who is really to blame
for rising food prices. Only the
retired Murphy sought to set
the record straight.
"Now it is true that there
are temporarily some increasing food costs," Murphy
observed in his speech here.
In considerable measure
they apply to grains and to
soybeans and, therefiree, to
meat products, due to supply
shortages because of excessive demands, including those
that arise from our government's programs of exporting
grains and feed grains to the
Russians and Chinese."
When the Soviet-Chinese
wheat deals were announced
last year, they were hailed as
major breakthroughs in our
relations with Moscow and
Peking During the fall presidential campaign, criticism of
Ihe wheat deals began to
mount, focusing on how small
farmers lost out in profits to
big grain speculators; almost
no one dared point out what
the wheat sales would do to
the American ennsurner. —

February 2, 1973
ADULTS..57
NURSERY ..4
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Kittle Audian Faircloth.
Route 1, Benton, Mrs. Eva
Cornelia Hooks, Route 2, Cadiz
Mrs. Wilma Dean Stephenson
919 N. 18th, Phillip Dan Anderson, Route 1, Miss Lea Ann
Phillips, Route 1, Harold Arthur
Chrysler, New Concord, Mrs
Cluzell Lynnville Falwell.
Route 4, Joe Pat Johnson, 1604
Catalina, Mrs. Mary Fran
Hughes, Route 7, Mayfield.
Master Billie Shea Ellis, 601
Ellis, Mrs. Sandra K. Hardy
and Baby Boy, 1106 College
Courts, Mrs. Linda Sue Wright
and Baby Boy, Route I.
Kirksey, Gene Dale Steely, 901
Story Ave., Roger Dale Mitchuaon, Route 1, Miss Mitzi
Louise Curry, 1315 Vine, Ernie
G. Sheridan, Box 120 Route 7
llitayLield. Mrs. Fredda Kay
Rogers, 1624 Miller, Rees
Dudley Odle, 811 SunnyLane,
Mrs. Hilda Ruth Ward, Route I.
Mrs. Opal Frances McFarland,
-1107 Mulberry Street, Mrs.
Hutchie Smith, Route 1,
Kirksey, Mrs. Stella Shemaker
Futrell, Route 6, Box 181, John
Henry Jewell, 1510 Johnson
Blvd.

Walter Cronkite, however, U.S. wheat to nations like
North Vietnam and Marxist
observed on the CBS-TV
"Evening News" on Oct. 6, Chile.
1972: "On the basis of figures
supplied by the House Agri(Jeffrey Se John is a CBS
culture subcommittee, CBS
Radio-TV "Spectrum" comNews has computed the total
mentator and is seen on the
cost to the American consult).
CBS-TV -Morning News"
er over the next nine months
with John Hart.)
in increased price of bread
and other flour-based prodAccording To Boyle
ucts as a result of the Soviet
wheat deal. The cost will be at
least $290 million, and that's a
conservative estimate
•'Moreover, because large
quantities of corn and other
grains fed to cattle were included in the Soo* deal, the
American consumer will be
by HAL BOYLE
"Why does it cost so much
feeling the same bite at the
NEW YORK I AP) — Re- get a cat or dog fixed? Ten
meat counter as well. Pie cost
marks a pet doctor gets tired of years ago I paid less for my
of feed grains plays a large
hearing
kid to get a tonsillectomy."
role in deterrruning the price
"You don't have to be afraid
"Before we leave our Pekiof meat,and people in the feed
of Tiger, Doc. He wouldn't hurt nese with your kennels during
grain, cattle and hog raising
a housefly."
our trip to Europe, Doctor, I'm
business now estimate that it
"How's the veterinary busi- afraid that I must ask for your
will cost the American conness these days — going to the written assurance that you
sumer $1.2 billion more over
dogs"
board only purebreds here Our
the next nine months to eat
"If a cat and a dog in your Peke has been champion of her
the amount of meat that he
hospital get in a fight, which: breed" in five different shows,
has been consuming
side are you on?"
"riefigure does not include
and I don't think she'd be hap"Hey doe, how about me py in a kennel where she had to
expected rises in the price of
sleeping in your hospital for a associate with canine riffraff."
poultry, eggs, and dairy prodweer I've got the flu, and I
ucts, whose costs are partially
"You don't have to be afraid
can't afford to pay what they of Prince, Doc. He only bites
determined by the price of
feed grains."
charge at a human hospital."
my husband, and then usually
"Yes, our cat is caught up in just on weekends—when Prince
All of the above was
a tree again and won't climb gets tired of having him around
dramatically reflected in the
down. Can you come rescue the house."
steep rise in the wholesale
her' I'd call the Fire Departprice index announced by the
ment, but I called them twice
labor Department in early
last week and we're no longer
Unpaid Tickets
January, 1973. And higher
food prices in the first six
on speaking terms."
PHILADELPHIA AP) — Of
months of this year are clear"You don't have to be afraid
ly in prospect. However, neiof Sport, Doc. He only likes to all the traffic and parking tickets issued by Philadelphia Pother the government nor the
bite the mailman."
food industry itself seems
"Do you make house calls, lice last year more than a third
prepared to tell the American
doctor? The reason I'm asking went unpaid.
consumer the real source for
Scofflaws, according to a
is that our cat needs a checkup,
the rise in food prices
but I've never been able to get traffic court judge, cost the city
Members of the Supermarhim to go to an animal hospital $4 million in 1972. Police issued
ket Institute meeting here
since I took him to one as a about 2 million violations and
from all over the world had a
young kitten and they changed more than 700,000 were never
superb opportunity to set the
him overnight from a back heard from again.
record, straight for the press
"They just don't give a
fence baritone to a living room
-- and for the government.
damn," the judge said
soprano."
However, they failed to do so_
And although the retired president of Campbell Soup
pointed out that the rise in
food was due in no small measure to the Soviet-Chinese
grain deals, he still insisted
that he approved of the transTONITE thru TUESDAY 1r
action.
In a nutshell, the Nixon administration sold to the
Soviets and Chinese wheat at
a subsidized price, making up
the difference at the taxpayer's expense_ Thus the Soviet
Union was saved from famine
by the Nixon administration
at the expense of the U.S.
housewife and taxpayer. The
Never•dude
W.thrr,
upsIligt being that not only did
Allattfhou Burnett
Ni. this ono!
domestic consumers take it on
"Pete•wTilliethe chin in higher food prices,
but they were forced to subsidize wheat to Socialist societies that in turn reshipped

Overworked Cliches
From the Pet Doctor

Cleanli
germ r
DEAR ABBY
I once had a neigh
night And after ei
had worn She use
she blocked up the
and remorse, actu
raise his own rent
This superelea
disinfectant and a
in case she touched
her what she did
She also carrie
which she literal!
moderate in its to
rounded her, forcin
Now, do you st
DEAR griNKI
session for phobia
suggestion that ey,
utes and a little
Fragrance before
from men who al
guages for my al
back' I
DEAR ABBY
from a woman wh
Partners She ad
her husband was
someone better at
gave her good ad
to join
That brings ir
ents Without Part
I know is marriac
tal status. I don't
the one to turn hi
DEAR SCHEll
tinue the charade
doesn't drop out
serrice, and the I

DEAR ABBY
husband. Why is
life is unsatisfact
not proud of it
Magazines ar
slim and attract)
have yet to see a
not exactly tuns
flab Aside from
physical encounte
steam roller
Frankly, I fi
slim and handson

DEAR ALSO
Watchers togetho
to gain'.

DEAR ABB'
hostess who serv
hunting lecture s
deer meat.
The hostes.,
is necessary to I
actually the cas
trained governrr
and weak as nat
and strongest as
The feeble
rationalizations
out because of
world, it is man
the ghetto will la
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Erwin-Paschall Engagement

"De1t-A611,
"By Abigail Van Buren

n,
n•
tri

1,
34

g

11:-]

DEAR SCHENECTADY: Tell him he had better discontinue the charade or you will report him Then de is, be
doesn't drop out. You would be doing the organdies •
service, and the heel doesn't deserve to be pronmiled.
DEAR ABBY!''DepreseiarlArfforth" sounorairiwy
husband. Why is it always the wife's fault if a couple's sex
life is unsatisfactory? I admit I let myself get fat sad rm
not proud of it
Magazines are filled with articles telling women to stay
slim and attractive if they want to keep their husbands I
have yet to see an article that informs men that women are
not exactly turned on at the sight of a 2110-lb mass of
flab Aside from the fact that it's just plain revolting, a
physical encounter is more like an endurance contest with a
steam roller
Frankly, I feel frustrated and cheated, too HE was
slim and handsome when we were married
ALSO DEPRESSED UP NORTH
DEAR ALSO: What are you waiting for? Join Weight
Watchers together; yea have a lot to lose, and everything
to gain!
DEAR ABBY: You seemed to sympathize with the
hostess who served venison to a guest, and received an antihunting lecture when the guest learned she had been served
deer meat.
The hostes. «aimed, as most hunters do, that hunting
is necessary to thin out the overpopulated herds If thia is
actually the case, wouldn't this duty be far better kit to
trained government hunters who would eliminate the old
and weak as nature intended rather than to kill the biggest
and strongest as trophies as most sportsmen do?
The feeble arguments in favor of hunting are mere
rationalizations. If there is any animal that needs thinning
out because of over-population and doing violence to the
world, it is man. Perhaps one day sniping at old drunks in
the ghetto will become a wonderful new sport!
BRUCE F. IN STUDIO CITY
Problems! You'll feel better If you get It off your chest.
For a persoaal reply, write to ABBY . Box No. iris, I- A.,
cant nue. Enclose stamped. self-addressed saveloys.
please.
••••••••••••••••

Anniversary Sale
3 DAYS ONLY
Thurs., Fri., Sat.
a
ty
ed
nd
er
a

All Knit

DRESSES
1/3 OFF

Odds & Ends

Regular Price

Dor-Mae Fashions
Dixieland Center
Phone 753-7441

The Galloway County Conservation Club will meet at the
Calloway County Court House
at seven p.m.

• The general meeting of the
WMU of the First Baptist
Church will be held at the
church at 6 30 p in. Special
tables for prospective WMU
members will be at the
fellowship supper at the church
at 5:45 p in

DEAR ABBY: Cleanliness can be overdone, you know.
I once had a neighbor who bathed every morning, noon and
night And after each bath, she washed every garment she
had worn. She used so much detergent [to kill the germs]
she blocked up the plumbing, so her husband, out of guilt
and remorse, actually called the landlord and offered to
raise his own rent'
This superclean screwball always carried a bottle of
disinfectant and a wash cloth in a plastic bag in her purse
in case she touched simething "dirty." [Someone once asked
her what she did ,sith all her old dirty paper money 1
She also carried a bottle of sweet-smelling cologne with
which she literally drenched herself She became more
moderate in its use after a swarming bunch of bees surrounded her, forcing her to run inside for cover.
Now. do you still think women can't bathe enough'
JUST A STINKER

a

The Senior Citizens of the
Hazel Community will meet at
the home of Mrs. Koski Jones,
State lane Road, at one p.m.
For transportation call 753-1)929
on Wednesday.

The Flint Baptist Women and
the Baptist Young Women will
have separate meetings at the
church at seven p.m.

Cleanliness yes;
germ phobia, no

DEAR STINKER: Your neighbor had an abnormal obsession tor phobia] of germs, which is a far cry from my
suggestion that evers woman should invest about five minutes and a little soap and water to insure freshness sad
fragrance before intimate contact. IP. S. And the mall
from men who said "thank you" in eight different languages for my suggestions—Dearly broke my mailman's
back'1
DEAR ABBY I recently read a letter in your column
from a woman who asked if she could join Parents Without
Partners She admitted she was married but she said
her husband was a rotten father, and if she could meet
someone better she would gladly make a quick change You
gave her good advice when you told her she wasn't eligible
to join.
That brings up the following problem I belong to Parents Without Partners, and I keep seeing a man there who
I know Is married, but he is very deceitful about his marital status. I don't think this is fair, but I don't want to be
the one to turn him in, so what do you suggest?
SCHENECTADY

business meeting and refreshments.

Wednesday, February 7
The Cherry Corner Baptist
Women anti the Baptist Young
Women a ill have separate
meetings at the church at seven
p.m.

Cumberland
The
Presbyterian Women of the
North Pleasant Grove Church
will meet at the home of Mrs.
Thomas Jones at seven p.m.

The Blankenship Circle of the
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church Women will
meet at the home of Mrs
Geneva Cooper at seven p.m.

Frontier
New
The
Homemakers Club will meet at
the home of Mrs. Ed Hantel,
Oak Drive, at 9:30 a.m.

The Twin Lakers Good Sam
Club will have a dinner meeting
at Captain's Kitchen at 6:30
p.m as guests of Parker's R.V.
Sales.
The Murray Open Duplicate
Bridge Club will meet at
Gleason Hall at seven p.m.

Miss Evie Erwin
Mr and Mrs Billy M Erwin of Hazel Route Two announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their eldest daughter,
Evie, to Richard Paschall, son of Mrs Ruth Paschall of 1703
Melrose Drive and the late Gaylon Paschall
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mr and Mrs. Hub
Erwin of Hazel and W C Paul of Mobile, Ala.
Miss Erwin will be a 1973 graduate of CallowayCounty High
School. The groom-elect will be a 1973 graduate of Murray High
School, and is presently employed at Paschall Truck Lines.
Wedding plans at this time are incomplete

Woodfin Hutson, Sr.
Honored At Party
On 91st Birthday
Sunday, February 4, was the
91st birthday of Woodfin Hutson
Sr., father of Dr Woodfin
Hutson Jr.
A gathering at the Puryear
Nursing Home made it a festive.
vcasion. Mr. Hutson has been a
*tient there for several years.
A big birthday cake with
candles was cut. Punch and
cake were served, using lovely
birthday plates, napkins and
cupa.
About thirty gathered In the
reception room, some patients,
the employees of the home and
a number of visitors.
Happy birthday was sung and
business
Mrs.
Roberta,
manager, entertained them
with her "auto-harp" and
recited some poetry. "All
persons had such a good time
and we wish for him many
happy returns," a home
spokesman said.

Friday, February 9
North
The
Murray
Homemakers Club will meet
at the home of Mrs. Angie
Gibbs, Farmer Avenue, at I 30
p.m.

Thursday, February I
Wagon
The
Welcome
Newcomers Club will meet In
the basement of the First
Christian Church at 7:30 p.m.

Pe4441.4ii,
Mrs. Eddie Chapman of
Murray Route Two has been
dismissed from the Western
Baptist Hospital, Paducah

Saturday, February le
The United Methodist Women
Camp 592 of the Woodman of
of the Lynn Grove Church will
the World will meet at the WOW
Building at 630 pm. for a meet at the church at two p.m.

Rev. John Bradley
Speaker For Meet
At Independence

The Methodist Men of Independence United Methodist
Church held its February
meeting at the church. LAIOn
Duncan, president, presided.
Guest speaker was Rev John
Bradley, former pastor of the
church who is now wigging-a
church near Mayfield. —
Homer Fennell reported a
new stove had been ordered for
the kitchen for which cabinets
had been completed. The group
was dismissed with prayer by
Rev Schorey, church pastor
The men joined the women in
the fellowship hall for refreshments.
Members present were Leon
Duncan, Royal Parker, Rev
Schorey, Euel D. Burkeen,
Charles Hopkins, T.P Jones,
Ricky Burkeen, Dicky Burkeen,
Russell Hopkins, Ken Collins,
Wayne Burkeen, Frank Fennell,
C.C. Coy, and Homer
The Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
One visitor was Rev
Fennell.
Beta Sigma Phi met Thursday.
Bradley.
regular
the
for
1,
February
meeting.
Mrs. Mike Morgan ww in
charge of the program for the
evening and asked the group to
assemble at the Wild Raspberry
10
D ALLE 111
Gift & Craft shop. Following the
opening ritual, Mrs. Morgan
Have you read any good
Introduced Susan Emerson and
people lately? Coyer to cover,
Jo Beth Adams, employees of
the story of the clothes a perthe Wild Raspberry. The two
son wears is an exciting revelation of personality, social
young ladies, in turn, explained
status, self-image and even
some of the items in the shop.
((ewes Let's review the latest
After the tour of the store
novel on the subject - its
called "The Newest You."
each member was instructed
"The Newest You" begins
and given the opportunity to
_. with Food nutrition The
a
make
dried
flower
main character, you, is faith
arrangement in a picture
fully drinking a glass of
- milk. It seems that your
frame.
body, by a process called. miRefreshments were served by
tosis. produces 3 billion new
the Hostesses, Mrs. Gerry
cells per minute. Not wanting to take any chances.
Requarth and Mrs Jackie
you're getting your vitamin
Jones.
D. protein and minerals from
A short business meeting
milk. As the story progres.ses
it is apparent that milk's
followed, with members voting
nutrients are responsible for
to assist in the annual Inyour shining hair and glow ternational dinner.
ing complexion.
Mrs Fred Gardner reported
The personality of the
healthy glowing newest you
that pledge training was being
is brought out by the supportconducted.
ing characters .. the,clothes
Social Chairman Mrs Bruce
you choose to wear. The plot
thickens when we learn that
Thomas, reminded members of
you can't decide which newthe Valentine banquet to be held
you to put on Every artiest
February 15.
cle of clothing has its own
teaxltituyrea,s determined by
Members attending the
son
r.
no
ipie
February 1st meeting were
e
nd
ensI
prrtthio
color. For exapmro
Mesdames. Tommy Brown,
plain red silk' scarf gets
Tommy Carraway, Charles
new personality with a
change in shade or tone of
Chilcutt, John Emerson. David
color. "Crimson" is dramatic;
Foley, Wallace Ford, Fred "burgund_y"
iii romantic:
Gardner, Joe Ginn, Jackie "b
„co
._ el__ kinneeen
red" sporty:
Jones, Ray Kloss, Chas.
rtassic "shocking pink" . . •
Lowery, Mike Morgan, Gerry
;nide. The exciting concluFtequarth, Franklin Robinson, sion of "The Newest You"
Bruce Thomas, Jerry Thomas, reveals your true new, par."
sonality, so he sure to put
dri H. Williams, Bobby,Wilson
this hook -On your reading
and Danny Workman. ,
list.

Ole

The Murray-Calloway County
Jaycettes met Thursday,
February 1, at seven-thirty
o'clock in the evening at the
home of Mrs. Linda Waugh.
The president, Mrs. Judy
Rickman, called the meeting to
order. The minutes of the
January 4th meeting were read,
and the treasurer's report was
given.
Mrs Marilyn Newsome was
welcomed as a former member
who had rejoined the Jaycettes.
A letter from Western State
Hospital thanking the Jaycettes
for their Christmas gifts was
read.
Members voted to make a
cash contribution in response to
the Murray Woman's Club
request for participation in the
drive to purchase the Hurst
power rescue tool.
Members also voted to make
a cash donation to the M.S.U.
International Student
Association for their luncheon
to be held February 11.
Mrs. Waugh told the group
about her attendance with Mr.
Waugh at the Kentucky Fair
Association Convention in
Louisville. They came away
with many new and exciting
ideas for this year's Fair.
Plans were made for the
February visit with the patients
in the Convalescent Division.
The next business meeting is
scheduled for March 1, at 7:30
pm. in the home of Mrs. Diana
Youngerman, and all Jaycee
wives are cordially invited to
attend.

Bridge Club will meet
(Wednesday) at seven p.m. at
Gleason Hall. All bridge players
in the area are invited to attend
For further information or a
partner for the evening, contact
Charles Rang, Sophie Sagrera,
or Wallace Swan
The winners for last week
were the Max Carnians, first
place; John Adams and Ron
Cella, second place, and Alma
Tracy and Mrs Philip Mitchell, third place

lazdo•co.4\\
Frank Leffler of Hazel has
been a patient at Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah
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Swamis Market
208 So. 4th Street
Downtown Shopping Center

Bush's

Xi Alpha Delta
Chapter Meets At
The Wild Raspberry

The Dexter Homemakers
Club will meet at the home of
Mrs. June Pritchett at ten a.m.
Mrs. Naomi Edwards will give
the decorative lesson

Jaycettes Meet At Duplicate Bridge
Mrs. Waugh's Home Club Plans Meet
The Murray Open Duplicate
For Regular Meet
tonight

GREEN TOMATO

GREEN BEANS
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SAVE 10 on 1-lb.
Z
Folger's Coffee
o
at
&Fillgerl
Swanns Mkt.
Mil' ;
0 ;-with coupon 89(
v,
without coupon 99'
MER1Expires 2.14
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CARNATION

Produce

*

MEATS *

Steaks
Temple
Oranges 6/ 35 /
4 Pork Loin
1
T-Bone

$

lb.

1 59

89c

lb.

Lean, Meaty

Sweet
35
Potatoes 2 lb s

SPREADABLES

67'

CiPS
So.

Bananas

10' lb.

85c

lb.

Spare Ribs
Fresh Slicet:

Beef Liver
slab Bacon

Sliced

lb.

59c

lb.

79•

lb.

63'

Sliced or Chunk

Braunschweiger
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Parsons College To
Play Tonight At MSU

THE CARR RATINGS
OPPON NT
MAR IN
MISS VALLEY
IS
FAIR. DICKINSON
1.4
1.iviNGSTON
7
8- wA TER-MASS
19
TUSCULUm
39
SAM FORD
It
BEHREND
EDIINBORO
ARIZONA STATE
EL PASO
S. W. BAPTIST
2
EVANGEL
INDIANAPOLIS-I p
IS
EVANSVILLE-ISU

ALCORN
AMERICAN U.
ATHENS
BOSTON STATE
CARSON NEWMAN
CHATTANOOGA

OPPONENT
MARGIN
FA 0 ITE
MEMPHIS STATE
2
LOUISVILLE
FORDHAIA
17
MARYLAND
PARSONS
7
MID. TENNESSEE
ST. NORBERT
11
MILWAUKEE
COLUMBUS
6
MONT(VALLO
ARIZONA
15
NEW MEXICO
PIEDMONT
25
NORTH GEORGIA
NEW HAMPSHIRE
lb
RHODE ISLAND

"1 guess that settles the ponents' 67.1 points and 35.2
as
question whether they're a rebounds. Murray is also
bonified contender for the averaging 83.8 points but has
ST JOHNS-N I.
ST. LOUIS
league championship," Murray permitted opponents 77.1. The
SAN
FRANCISCO
SILLIEFICLD
6.
.•
FAIRmONT
State Coach Cal Luther said of Racers have outrebounded
SAVANNAH
ALABAMA A a m
FiSK
The
35.6.
to
48.5
ST
opponents
DAKOTA
SO.
MERCER
Austin Peay after the Gover7
FURMAN
SOUTHERN u
CAMPBELLSVILLE
9
GEORGETOWN-KY.
nors had beaten his Racers 105- Racers have hit 51.2 percent of
TENNESSEE ST
HOUSTON BAPTIST
25
HOUSTON
their field goal attempts and
76 last Saturday.
TULSA
SOUTH ALABAMA
JACKSONVILLE-F. 15
WICHITA
STOCKTON
CULV.
44.7.
hit
has
Parsons
16
.
L NCOL N- MO
Luther, who had been touting
WOF FORD
TULANE
4
L S. U
Tom Dieters, the all-time
the Goys as perhaps the
7
LOUISIANA TECH
strongest team in the OVC since scoring leader at Parson's,
pre-season, said they were an leads the Wildcats in scoring
outstanding team which had an with 16.6 points a game. He had
outstanding game against 27 points when Parsons beat
William Penn 92-67 last
Murray.
"The loss really puts the weekend. Other leading Wildcat
pressure on us," Luther added. scorers are George Green with
Well about have to win the a 16.0 average, Ron Claybourne
"I thought the score would go
By KEN RAPPOPORT
rest of our games to stay in 13.4, Henry Washington 111 and
Associated Press Sports Writer well over 100," said Oral
contention for the conference Rodney Young 10.3
Les
"We run and gun," the Oral Roberts' Coach Ken Trickey
Murray's leaders are
championship."
The rest of the Racer OVC Taylor 22.3, Mike Coleman 16.5, Roberts' basketball brochure after his 19th ranked team
schedule includes home games Marcelous Starks 15.7, Darnell announces on its gaudy front stopped Rhode Island 95-93.
Oral Roberts, with the likes of
with Morehead and Eastern Adell 9.6, and Steve Barrett and cover Translated, that means
Richie "Mad Bomber" Fuqua
about 100 points a game
Kentucky this weekend, road Jesse Williams 6.2.
and Greg McDougald, plays a
The Murray junior varsity, 9games with Tennessee Tech and
The Titans fell short of their wide-open game. The Titans led
East Tennessee next weekend, 4 for the season, will play the
a home game with Middle Jackson AAU All-Stars in. 5:30 lofty scoring goal Tuesday the nation's major colleges in
Tennessee Feb. 24, a road game preliminary to the Murray- night, but found that 95 points scoring last year and are up
with Western Kentucky Feb. 26, Parsons game. The varsity were just enough to beat Rhode among the high-powered teams
Island.
again this year.
and a home game with Austin game will begin at 7:30.
Two other ranked teams were
Peay Feb. 26.
in action Tuesday night.
Austin Peay, tied with
Marquette, the country's No. 7
Morehead for the league lead
club, held off Wisconsin 64-58,
with a 6-1 record, has home
and No. 18 Kansas State
games left with Eastern Kenovercame stubborn Iowa State
tucky, Morehead, and Western
78-74.
Kentucky, and road games with
Rhode Island, led by Steve
East Tennessee, Tennessee
valuable player award-to the
SALT LAKE CITY ( AP Tech, and Murray Morehead Turnabout is fair play. For the dismay of Utah partisans who Rowell and Robbie Young,
has road games at Murray, West All-Stars of the American thought their own Willie Wire came back from a six-point
halftime deficit to make things
Austin Peay, and East Ten- Basketball Association, tier deserved it.
Interesting late in the game.
nessee and home game with words were never spoken.
Wise led the scorers with 26
Western Kentucky, Middle
Victims of a 45-point East points, tallying 12 of 15 unan- The score was tied rune times in
Tennessee, Tennessee Tech, outburst in the final quarter last swered West points that turned the first 16 minutes of the last
and Eastern Kentucky.
year, and down by 19 points in a 32-S2 deficit into a 97-92 lead hau before Young fouled out
But before getting on with the third period Tuesday night, over a 34,1-minute span reaching and then McDougald and Fuqua
took charge.
OVC affairs, the Racers, 12-5 the vengeful West suddenly into the final period
McDougald scored a gameoverall and 5-2 in the OVC, will exploded-leaving the confident
But Jabali helped make it high 32 points while Fuqua had
. play Parsons at Murray tonight. Fait broken, bewildered and
possible, feeding others and 24. Rowell and Young each had
_Luther said Parsons, 14-3 for
-bedew
scoring 11 points in the third 26 for Rhode Island.
12,556
of
NNW is a dangerous team his
A partisan crowd
Marquette's pressing
—11illeers are catching at a bad sr:relined with delight as the period as the West whittled
that had defense, plus key field goals by
time. "They're a big, strong West smashed its favored foe down an East lead
after the Larry McNeill and Allie
team that would give us trouble 39-19 in the fourth period and reached 71-52 soon
tipoff.
halftime
McGuire, helped the Warriors
they'll
-- anytime," he said, ''And
claimed a 123-111 victory. That
Jabali tied the game at 97 turn back fired-up Wisconsin.
be dumbly tough coming bet- squared the six-game series and
ween our loss at Austin Peay gave the Westerners a full with a three-point play and McNeill topped all scorers with
17 points and McGuire added 16
and our big game with measure of revenge for the 142- wound up with 16 points.
as Marquette won its 17th game
Morehead"
115 humiliation suffered in 1972.
But then, as if under a spell,
Parsons is averaging 631
Warren Jabali, Denver's the East collapsed and the West In 19 starts.
Four points by Ernie Kusnyer
points 45.1 rebounds to op- stocky guard, won the most could do no wrong.

APSU Slips By Bellarmine In
Overtime Last Night, 100-97

By The Associated Press
Transylvania, led by the 23
points of Jim Biven, became the
only
college
Kentucky
NIAGARA
18
basketball team in action
BRADLEY
6
SANTA CLARA
Tuesday night to win, defeating
9
ALBANY-GEORGIA
1
overmatched Hanover 89-94 in
MORNINGSIOE
37
Lexington.
H. TILLOTSON
21
KNOXVILLE
14
Terry Blunk added 22 points
NEW MEXICIO ST.
and snatched down 16 rebounds
WEST TEXAS ST
ERSKiNE
as Transy gained a 45-29
RO K
4
rebound advantage and outshot
the visitors 49.3 to 47.4.
Greg Clark scored a gamehigh 24 points for Hanover. The
visitors whittled away at the 6049 lead Transylvania had with
15.12 to play, bringing it down to
a 77-74 margin with 3:21 to go.
But then Biven scored six
in the final 29 seconds helped
straight points, following two
Kansas State beat Iowa State.
free throws by teammate Ted
Kusnyer came through with a
Thompson, to give Transy a
driving layup to give Kansas
safe cushion.
State a 76-72 advantage. After a
In the only other game in the
field goal by Iowa State's
state
Tuesday night, BellarMartinez Denmon, Kusnyer
mine forced Austin Peay, which
delivered both ends of a one-and
is tied for the Ohio Valley
one foul situation with seven
rorderence lead,into overtime,
seconds left.

suffered a six-minute scoring
drought, and Dayton triumphed
85-78.
Western went dry in the last
5:55 of the first half, allowing
Dayton to build up a 43-29
halftime advantage. Dayton
was able to hold off a secondhalf Western rally.
Freshman Johnny Britt led
Western with 17 points and Ray
Bowerman added 15. Granville
Bunton snared 16 rebounds for
Western.
Dayton guard Don Smith fired
hi a game-high 34 points to lead
the home te,am's effort.

but the OVC school held off the
scrappy Louisville college 10097.
"We didn't expect Bellarmine
to be that tough," said Austin
Peay guard Eddie Childress
after it was over.
Robby Todd led Bellarmine
with 22 points, followed by John
Eppensteiner with 19.
Austin Peay center Percy
Howard toyed with Bellarmine
inside as he racked up a gamehigh 43 points and snagged 16
rebounds. He was heldped On
offense by Childress, whp added
23 points for the winners.
Austin Peay had appeared on
the way to a win, when Todd
dribbled the length of the floor
and banked in a shot to make it
85-85 with five seconds to play,
forcing the game into overtime.
But Austin Peay took over
then, and a three-point play by
Howard put the game out of
reach for Bellarmine.
Western Kentucky went on
the road Tuesday night, but

:Sabers Call Up Richer
CINCINNATI (AP)—The
Buffalo Sabres of the National
Hockey League have called un
left wing Bobby Richer to
replace injured Nick Martin
Richer has 10 goals and 19
points in 56 games for the
Cincinnati Swords, Western
Division leaders of the
American hockey League.
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Lake
To 1

By MIKE BRA
Ledger & Times Six
The music was thr
the crowd and the
box was 6-5 sei
Thompson. From c
boondocks, Thomps
through the air and
missed free throw to
home court win for
County over Carlis
last night.
The Lakers have
home this year.
It was the fouril
season that the two i
tangled and the
evens the series at
apiece And, thou
Seem unusual for OA
meet five tunes
season, there is a
the two could con
again next mon'
Regional Tournarne

West Explodes In Fourth
Period To Win Star Game

QUILTED
TWIN OR FULL SIZE

FLORAL PRINT

BEDSPREADS
In 4 CO"( Groups -

112.97

Lovely Florals in shades of Gold, •
Pink, Blue or Yellow.
COMPLETELY MACHINE WASHABLE!

LADIES
BRUSHED
DENIM

ON NEW 1972 DATSUNS
510
2 Doors -

4 Doors - Station Wagons

PASS ON
goes up in the air ov
tributed 16 points tr

PANTS
• Flare Legs
• Belt Loops
• Trim Fit

Regular 53.99

We bought a warehouse full of New 1972 510
Datsuns ad we're passing the savings on to our
customers.

Buy ... BELOW DEALERS COST!

The latest fashion colors in the latest
styles. Great for now and on into

* All 1972 Models Must Go *

Summer. Sizes 8-16

11We Also Have A Complete Line
BANKAMFRICARD

of

fitrilibire

1973 MODELS

l P1

POLYESTER DOUBLE KNIT
Beautiful colors in Prints and Solids. Ideal for Spring and Summer
sewing. 60 inches wide. Machine washable.

Reg.
3.88
yd.

*. OPEN EVENINGS TILL 8:00 *
South 12th Street

Phone 753-7114

HIGH SCORER
Tuesday night. Th

•
.
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Bowling
Standings

!Akers Use Balanced Scoring
To Take 7067 Win From Comets

al

to
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Dillat or Dollar
Bowling League
.!
..
Team
47
25
Strike Outs
44
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The Flubbers
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Pin Drops
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The Friendly Four
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High Team series (SC)
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Lido Dooda's
The Friendly Four
1607
The Daisies
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It was the most balanced
cords to lift the halters to a four
scoring attack that the Lakers
point lead.
The final margin was cut to have had all season as four men
three when 6-1 forward Thomas broke into double figures.
Jenkins meshed one charity
Handy Shelton, playing an
toss with a single second left in excellent floor game, paced the
the already decided game.
attack with 19. Thompson
With the Lakers holding a 4-2 followed with 17 while Wells and
lead early in the first period, Howard each had 16.
.two rebound buckets by James
In the rebounding departWells and a driving layup by
ment, Calloway: County had a
Greg Howard boosted Calloway
big 38-23 advantage. Thompson
County to a 10-2 bulge over the grabbed 13 rebounds while
surprised Comets.
185
Howard and Wells pulled off 10
Shirley Billington
17/
The Lakers, playing some
and eight respectively.
--#741--of their finest defensive ball
"I knew the kids would be up
sO Game (HC)
In
ghhklift
holl
H
Cj'an4w1.'4k-i'
of the year, were able to
231
for the game," a tired but happy
CORNERED—Marty Nichols of Carlisle had David Waters
224
s
od
Sh:t
Ottrie(Yellrit°n
the
from
force outside shots
Coach Jerry' Conley said.
hemmed up in the corner, but not for long Waters came off the
223
Comets and luckily Carlisle
223
"Everybody came through bench in relief several times as the Lakers' sixth man.
Candy
n'.°r'nsd Series (SC)
'wkr.1
llh
r
.1G
BC)bbe14
County was not able to hit.
Just fine. I was exceptionally
494
By the time Shelton cashed in pleased with our ballhandling
490
Bobbie Garr icon
487
B
hs ndaohHritalnan
Gtne
on a 10 foot bank shot at the 1:19 When you are in a good frame of
High Ind Series HC)
mark of the stanza, the Lakers mine, you can handle the ball
611Kaye Doran
591
were coasting to a 19-7 lead.
against any press," Conley
Jeanette Storey
580
Shirley Billington
Wells and Thompson did an added.
High Averages
excellent job of checking their
In the preliminary game,
167
Jane Buchanan
160
Glenda Hill
men off the boards in the
Rick Scarbrough fired in 12
158
Garrison
Bobbie
quarter In fact, the Lakers had
points to pace the Lakers to a
156
Mary Smith
154
Jane Knight
13 rebounds in the frame while
$4-51 win. Kenneth Cleaver
148
Morton
Margaret
to
Carlisle County' was able
added nine while Mark Miller
147
H.Ida Bennett
14,4
grab only three caroms.
Pat Scott
contributed eight.
141
Grogan
Verona
a
mounted
County
Cartsle
Friday raeit the Lakers will
141
Kay Add,son
rally in the middle part of the meet the improving Benton
Bantam League
second canto and a 15 footer by Indians in a road game and then
Bowling League
L
W
laprIns
Nichols with 3:34 left in the half, on Saturday, the Lakers will
25
47
trimmed the Laker lead to five, visit Paducah Tilghman.
Con()
29
43
29
43
CThorevKeantes
30-25
14
313
Royals
. 1"P
32' 7 39' 7
FG
The ability to work the ball
Bullets
Lakers
'
31' 2 407
Hot Shots
6 4, 3 16
Howard
under to the open man payed
41
31
Tornadoes
6 5 1 17
50
Thompson
off well for the Lakers as
27
Super Stars
High Ind Game (SC)
7 2 5 16
Wells
Calloway County spurted in
141
•
Bryan S. oft
9 1 3 19
Shelton
the final minute for a 4141
135
Glen Van Speck
Story
Ent
2
1 0 4
Ferguson
halftime cushion.
(NC)
Ind
Game
High
0 0 1 0
On the boards in the half, the Waters
194
Bryan Stott
183
Gary Eaker
Lakers grabbed 21 rebounds Totals
182
Stevie Thomas
while Carlisle County had only
Comets
FG..FT..PF tP
High Ind. Series (SC)
six. Thompson and Wells each Nichols
9...) h..
had seven caroms while Greg Woods
.5 3 4 13
339
r rc Story
j
f
49
372
Howard grabbed stk.
J Martin
1 0 5 2
High Ind. Series (NC)
494
Glen Van Merck
Well& going some of his best R..Martin
4 0 4 8
4474
BrUadSrottjumping of the season, paced Yates
4 0 4 8
490
Chuck Wiltiam
458
while
12
Eaker
with
Gary
the Lakers' attack
4 4 4 12
Jenkins
High Averages
Thompson netted 11 Shelton Garrett
1 1 2 3
II)
Er.c Story
10e,
(.) 0 2
Don Hargrove
and Howard scored 10 and eight Hendrix
US
Bryan S.ott
respectively
29 9 24..17
Totals
97
Sherri Reguarth
96
After Jenkins had hit from
Scoring by Quarters
Rogers
BIG REBOUNDDsi Thompson fights tor this rebound, Susan
94
Jeff Reed
under, Wells and Thompson Carlisle
11. 22 20 14-47 needed desperately by the Lakers late in the game when the score
93
Glen Van Merck
and
worked for inside baskets
92
21 20. 10 19-70 was tied.
Calloway
Mark $64,nrhester
'
the Lakers held a a 45-35 le*
hi.•
%so
with 6:54 left in the third period
But the Comets, known fOr
their pesky defense and
lightning-quick offense, began
their comeback.
Six straight points by the
Comets and suddenly the Laker
lead was down to a mero four
points.
PASS ON PLAY??Greg Howard doesn't know whether to shoot or to pass off under the basket as he
Shelton gave Calloway some
goes up in the air over two Carlisle players last night. Howard scored several key baskets and conbreathing room by meshing a 15
tributed 16 points to the Laker cause.
tooter to up the lead to six.
But at the 3:54 mark of the
period, Wells picked up his
when
personal
fourth
Jenkins scored from under.
of Keeneland Subdivision
Jenkins missed the charity
toss but Robert Martin was
there to put the ball back and
the Lakers'edge was down to
one basket.
Carlisle County tied the game
for the first time of the night at
the 3:03 mark when Mike Woods
popped a 15 tooter to knot the
count at 47 apiece.
The Comets took their first
lead 72 seconds later when
Jenkins meshed two free throws
to snap the deadlock. The
Comets pulled to a four point
edge before Howard hit at the
buzzer to pull the Lakers to
within two points, 5341.
Wells entered the game for
the center jump to start the
final stanza. As soon as the
Lakers got the tip, Coach Jerry
* OPEN BOWLING ONLY *
ALL DAY
Conley called for a tune and
Every 25th Bowler Will Get A
Wells came back to the bench.
Twice the score was tied
before back to back baskets by
_
Howard and Mark Ferguson
lead
lifted the Lakers to a 59-55
Games for $
This Special Good 6 Days A Week
with 4:27 left to play. Just a.
the
entered
Wells
seconds later
game again for the Lak#rf.
Every Day Except Wednesday
FREE SHOE RENTAL!!
Following a 15 looter by
•
Robert Martin, 5-10 guard J.J.
Yates knotted the count at 63
apiece by hitting on a fast break
drive with 120 seconds left.
Howard and Robert Martin
traded baskets before Wells
picked up his fifth personal with
1:06 showing on the game clock.
Nichols hit the first of his bonus
situation and the Comets took a
slim 66-65 edge.
With 43 seconds left,
Ferguson had a chance to put
Watch for Future Advertisements On The Opening of
the Lakers back in front but the
front end of his one plus fell off
and Woods grabbed the loose
ball.
Instead of holding the ball,
Woods sprinted down court
and took a 15 looter. The shot
fell off and Thompson picked
the hall up to set the stage for
County
the 20 footer by Shelton that
Carlisle
points
against
19
his
of
game-high
two
in
pumps
Shelton
Corvette Lanes is solely owned by Mr. H L. Worrell
HIGH SCORER—Randy
gave the Lakers the go ahead
Tuesday night. The Lakers had to fight to the last minute to hold on to a three-point win.
Staff Photos.fly David Hill
points.

By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
The music was the cheers of
the crowd and the jack-in-thebox was 6-5 senior Dan
Thompson. From out in the
boondocks, Thompson leaped
through the air and tipped in a
missed free throw to seal a 70-67
home court win for Calloway
County over Carlisle County
Last night.
The Lakers have not lost at
home this year.
It was the fourth time this
season that the two teams have
tangled and the Laker win
evens the series at two games
apiece And, though it may
seem unusual for two teams to
meet five times during the
season, there is a chance that
the two could come together
again next month in the
Regional Tournament.

Kandy Shelton had given
the Lakers a 67-66 lead by
hitting on a 20 tooter with
only 24 seconds remaining in
the game. Comet Robert
Martin was whistled for a
walking violation and the
Lakers got the ball back.

6-3 senior Marty Nichols
committed his fifth personal
with 13 seconds showing on the
clock. Shelton hit the first on his
bonus situation but the ball
bounced off the rim. Somehow,
Thompson got his fingers on the
ball and the sphere ripped the

Corvette Lanes, Inc.
Is Now Operating

Under New Management
MR. & MRS. 0. H. (Bottles) HUTSON

ARE THE NEW MANAGERS
lanes and enjoy one of
Mr. and Mrs. Hutson invite you to come out to the
the most enjoyable sports for all ages.
Check On Our

SPECIAL RATES

for Church and Organizational Groups

Take Advantage of Our Specials!!

WEDNESDAY

3

1.50

_ FREGANVE

* NEW HOURS *

Friday and Saturday
Monday thru Thursday
8:30 a.m. to 12:00 p.m.
9 a.m. to 11 p.m.
Sunday 1:00 'p.m. 111 11 p.m.

,
it

4tt_te,PI

CORVETTE GRILL

CORVETTE LANES, Inc.

1415 Main Street

Phone 753-2202

'.4.
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PENNSYLVANIA AVENUE

Laser developed
to track pollution
By L. EDGAR PRINA
Copley News Service
WASHINGTON - While the
Pentagon continues its effort
to make a cost-effective
weapon out of the • •absolutely
incredible" laser. two other
federal agencies have found a
new and important peaceful
use for it.
A team of experimenters
from the the National AMR
nautics and Spnce Adminbtranon's Langley Va Research Center in cooperabor
with the Environmental Protection Agency . has developed
a laser which will detect air
pollution gases discharged
from industra: smokestacks
NASA calls the efkrt .a
major advance it air pollution
monitoring esbits
The experiment by the
tangle'. expels employs a
laser
telescope-mounted
beamed at the smoke emoted
from the smokestacks of the
Carohne Amer asd Light
Compsny Plant in Asheville,
NC
Polhitants, such as sulfur
donde, one of the worst to befoul the air and one often
present in industrial exhaust,
reflect light having a specific
frequency which is detected
through special optical filters
attached to the laser
laser is an acronym for

-light Amplification by Stimulated Emission of Radiation "Thus, lasers are sharply focused, powerful, penalthin beams of concentrated
light that move at the speed of
Light, or 186,000 miles per second
EPA's National Environmental Research Center, located near Durham, N C is
mterestni in using the laser
_device for remote seining of
many kinds of industrial
',Pabliklbe laser is believed to
be accurate up to one
kilometer ; 3,300 feet] from an
exhaust stack
Heretofore, EPA investigators had to sample exhaust
plumes by inserting probes
Into the base of a plant stack,
a complicated process
As NASA put it
'Remote observations with
a portable instrument, such
as the Langley laser, have an
advantage in that measurements can be made specie-.catty without inconveniencing
the plant operator
.
The laser detector is accurate only at night During
daylight. background scattering of light impedes the acouracy But night observations
are taghly desirable anyway
since man) industrial plants
emit a large amount of their
pollutants eel dark

Frances

Drake

FOR THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 8, 1173
nonessentials. Accommodate to
necessary changes. Move with
an air of built-in confidence.
Desired goals are nearer.

Look in the section in which
your birthday comes Mid find
what your outkiok1aWarding
to the stars. : •
ARIES
Mar 21 to Apr. 831
Aspects indicate new advantages, but you may well
overlook some because of their
very ..newness.' So.. search
well, imaguntively --,00 with
optimism.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
Handling your own and
others' affairs may present new
or increased problems Study
situations well before acting or
voicing opinions
GEMINI
May 22 to June 21) IbligfA clear-cut display of your
wares and ideas will be appreciated. Follow the messages
of your intuition and foresight.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23,
Don't think efforts are not
being observed, and do not
compromise because of expediency Some -odd" ideas
may prove useful in the future.
LEO
'July 24 to Aug 231 gaga
Maintain a well-balanced
schedule and don't complain
about trifling situations Bolster
self-confidence Things ARE
going well for you

eriA

0(::)

SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21( 36144'.
Maneuver practically, employing your instincts, in
decisive manner. Take and
maintain the straightforward
position, one you will be proud
to defend. A good day'
CAPRICORN
Dec. M to Jan 20)
Develop your ideas along the
lines you know to be most
profitable and satisfying Be
strong now and don't let minor
obstacles stymie you.
AQL'ARRJS
-'
Jan 21 to Feb. 19)
Generous planetary influences favor new enterprises,
with remunerative returns
indicated. COEISL LS clear for
ACTION - but with discretion.
,
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar 20,
Your innate intuition should
help you take appropriate steps
to solve current problems.
Don't rely on too much help
from others just now.

by WENDELL P BUTLER
Commissioner of Agriculture
The Kentucky Department of
Agriculture has presented its
annual awards to local fairs
made outstanding
which
progress in their programs last
year.
Honored at the recent
meeting of the Kentucky
Association of Fairs and Horse
Shows were the Madison
County, Hopkins County and
Hart County fairs. The Madison
County Fair received the
"Commissioner's Trophy" and
a plaque as the -Most
Progressive Fair" for 1972.
Hopkins County and Hart
County were the first and
second runner-up.
Fairs considered for the
awards are those participating
in the Aid to Local Fairs
Program administered by the
Department of Agriculture's
Division of Shows and Fairs.
Under this program, fairs
meeting certain specifications
can qualify for State aid up to a
maximum a amount of $2,000.
The awards given by the
Department are awarded on the
basis of progress-the progress
which a fair makes over its
previous yekr's program. For
example, Madison County
showed a 21.4 per cent increase
in the amount spent for
agriculture in 1972 over 1971,
and a 32 per cent increase in the
amount spent for approved
agricultural classes. The other
two winning
fairs showed
similar progress in their individual programs
Kentucky's program of State
aid for local fairs is unique It
was designed to stimulate
greater support of county fairs
at the local level along with
providing them direct financial
assistance The fact that local
fairs are spending more for
agricultural premiums shows
that the objective of the
program is being reached -as
more money is being raised at
local levels.
In honoring the three
progressive fairs this year, and
those honored in past years, the
Department also recognized the
contribution which fairs make
to local communities. It is our
hope that we can continue a
strong fair program. and that
Kentucky can continue its long
tradition as a center of good
fairs and horse shows.

Hospital Report
February 1, 1973
ADULTS 12
NURSERY 4
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
DISMISSAIS

Wildy Graves Miller, Route 3,
Master
Authur
Murray,
Holman Bailey, 301 N 4th, Mrs.
YOU BORN TODAY are a Eva Arnett, Route 4, Mrs. Linda
highly gregarious individual, Faye Fennel and Baby, Boy,
endowed with great self- Route 1, Dexter, Mrs. Mary
reliance, a lively imagination Frances Hargrove, Route 1 Box
and an unusually outgoing 400, Mrs. Rema Oina West,
personality You combine ar- Route 1, Box 126, Farmington,
VIRGO
A tistry with practicality and can Mrs. Lois Ward, 112 N. 12th,
"
t Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) WP
your truly brilliant Roy Hancock, 1505 13e1rnonte,
If you are determined to score execute
with finesse and dexMrs Annie Laurie Bailey, 1304
a top-notch record, you can ideas
Your talents are many,
make great strides toward it terity.
Mrs. Nellie Dean
Farris,
could especially excel in
now. Some annoying situations but you
journalism, Outland, Route 5
of
fields
the
indicated, but don't let them
literature, science, painting, Deadly dark
ruffle you.
music and the theater You are
DETR011' 11UP11 - Three
LIBRA
ambitious, but must (ma (if four adult prde.trian.
extremely
i Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) 11.
-•°
be careful not to undertake too killed in Detroit traffic in the
You may be wrong in some much or to scatter energies or firm 111 month. of l'072 met
detail, so double-check before you will capsize your own boat. their death. during the hour. of
stepping ahead; make sure of Your sense of humor is out- darknem when it wa. more
facts, ignore hearsay: listen to standing. Birthdate of William difficult for both drivers and
both sides of a story
Tecumseh Sherman, Union perle.trian. to !kee danger,
the Traffic Safety
General, U.S. Civil War; Jules report.
SCORPIO
• Asaociation of 14etroit.
Ruskin,
John
and
•
Verne
'
(Oct 24 to Nov. 22) nVeltic
- Of ths-Oin adult riptiporians
Map out a clearly defined authors; Lana Turner, film killed during the period 46 were
.truck when it oa. dark.
of star.
devoid
program,

* SPECIAL *
ALL DAY THURSDAY (Murray Only)

Reg. Box $ 09
$ 1 09

$1.35 Value

3 Pieces Chicken, Potatoes with Gravy,
Cole Slaw, Rolls
COLONEL SANDERS' RECIPE

Kentucky fried ekickeit.
Phone 753-7101

12th & Sycamore
11111111=k,
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State Gives
Awards To
Local Fairs

Your Individual Horoscope

r
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* Free Delivery
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By FRANK MACOM
Copley News Servi,

Murray, Ky.

Semi-Annual Storewide Sale
SOFAS

1 MISCELLANEOUS I
Reg.

Sale

Reg.

I

Fairfield Antique Velvet Mushroom Gold and
399.95
White

We, flame

199.95

Chairs

Sale

Set Slate Top Table Black Vinly
519.95

299.95

1 Fairfield Spanish Wood Arm Gold and White
499.95
Boucle

249.95

1 N'ellow French Lingere Chest

139.95

49.95

1 Fairfield 4 Cushion Red Streia Velvet

499.95

249.95

1 Webb Gold Lighted Curio

299.95

149.95

I Fairfield Loose Pillow Back Traditional

399.95

199.95

1 Pecan Upright Cellerete

449.95

199.95

I Fairfield Sennia And White 4 Cushion

449.95

224.95

I Round Webb Gold Lighted Curio

349.95

175.00

I Caravan Gold Nylon Lawson

399.95

1 2Pc. Gold Velvet Traditional

499.95

199.95
249.95

1 3Pc. Pecan Drexel Tables 2 Ends-1 Octagonal

475.00

199.95

I Green Floral Short Sofa

329.95

179.95

y
in.195
,
4
1 5Pc. Game Set Glass Top Table Black 5A'
('hairs

249.95

I Spanish Black and Red Dark Trim Wood 119.95

224.95
119.95

49.95

1 5Pc. Heavy Pine Drawer Set 4 Mates Chairs430.00
44" Table

199.95

:149.95

174.95

1 3Pc. Set English Oak End Tables 2-1 Drawer
429.95
Tables I--Qateleg Table

19935

1 3Pc. Set Pecan Table Group 1-Commode 1269.95
-End Table 1-Cocktail Table

99.95

1 2 Drawer Pecan Commode
1 Floral Loose Pillow Back Red and Olive
Wipe

329.95

199.95

1 Kroehler Early American I.oveseat

329.95

199.95

1 Kroehler Beige Quilted Floral

449.95

299.95

I Open lleai.s Pine Hutch

1 Fairfield Olive and White Printed Velvet 449.95
1 8 Pc. cline Carved sofa,_2 chairs,'Ottoman. 2
1090.00
Glass Top End Tables,2 Coffee Squares
1 6Pc. English Oak Group Sofa, Lounge ('hair.
Black Vinyl Chair and Ottoman. 2 End
999.95
Tables

299.95
499.95

499.95

3 Solid Cherry Cigarette Tables

49.95
Each

19.95

1 Slightly Damaged Pecan Bar

239.95

69.95

189.95

79.95

249-95

124.95

1 Antique White Lighted Secretary-Green
129.95
Trim

199.95

169.95

84.95

Thomasville Octagonal Pecan Table

CHAIRS

1 Octagonal Webb Gold Curio

Reg.
2 Red Velvet Chippendale Wing

159.95
Each

1 Off White High Back Blue Welt

149.95

Sale
79.95 Each
74.95

I Solid-Cherry Console Gallery Top
•

I French Blue and %1 hite Cut Velvet,
Cane Arms

249.95

99.95

1 Drexel Oct. Pecan Table

1 Red Striped Velvet Chair

139.95

69.95

I Ant. Green ('aptains Desk, I.ighted. Leather
229.95
Top

159.95

2 Off White Gold and Green

139.95
Each

69.95 umn

120.00

79.95

2 Blue Stripe Velvet Chairs

139.95
Each

69.95 Faih

139.95
Each

69.95

89.95

44.95

2 Kroehler Gold A'el% et Lounge Chairs

249.95
each

124.95I

1 Gold and White Floral Fairfield Wing

169.95

99.95

1( a mel Color Kroehler Modern Fur Chair 199.95

99.95

2 Green and White Cut Velvet
I ‘ntigue Pine Rocker

2 Fairfield Red and White Spanish Chairs

149.95
Each

2 Fairfield Celery and Bronze Floral Nylon 139.95
F:ach
I Green Tweed Lawson. Nylon Cover

149.95

2 Conant Ball Wing Chairs English Oak with gold
319.95
Cover
Each

BEDROOMS
Reg.
I 1Pc.Thomasville Oak Triple Dresser. Chest.
Bed and Night Stand
799.95
1 ll'c. Stanley Pecan Door Chest, Double
Dresser Night Stand and Queen Size Bed
849.95
1 3Pc. Caldwell Pecan, Apanish Bed. Dresser.
and Chest
599.95
1 4Pc. Stanley light Pecan. Cane Headboard,
Double Dresser Door Chest, and Night Stand
829.95

249.95

Large Selection

PICTURES, LAMPS
ACCESSORIES
1 2 Price
/

h

79.95
129.95 Each

I
Sale

I

SOFA SLEEPERS
Reg.

Sale

439.95

219.95

5-19.95

349.95

1 Queen Size Early American Plaid Herculon.
Brown and Olive, Loose Pillow Back
399.95

299.95

1 Kroehler Gold Velvet Stripe Queen Size

499.95

349.95

11,awson Arm. Gold and Olive Herculon
Stripe

:199.95

299.95

419.95

299.95

:129.95

249.95

1 Simmons Lawson Arm,Gold Nylon
Tweed
-

1 Olive Corduroy, Queen Size

499.95
499.95

349.95

1 Kroehler

Tuxedo Herculon Gold and

()raw
1 Red and Blur IA lug Loseseat Sire

-

Bison retu
to Scotlar

499.95
One Group

299.95

I

99•95

•

69.951

1 3PC. Solid Maple Suite Double Dresser, Chest.
Spindle Bed
439.95

A Partial Listing

.

3Pc. Queen Anne Thomasville Mhgy Com530.00
modes with Butlers tray-table

74.95 .1( h

299.95

Only

1 Metal and Glass Etagere Ant. Gold

Each

1 Bassett The. Pecan, lied. Dresser. Chest and
Night Stand
139.95

This Is

255.00

LA -Z-BOY
RfCLINERS

values to '229.95
,8 to sell -

$
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Exhaust
gadgets
defended
By FRANK MACOMBER
Copley News Service
If you own a reasonably new
car,one that came with an antipollution device, you probably think most of a decrease
in gasoline mileage should be
blamed on the exhaust emission control.
Well, ..the Environmental
Protection Agency, which
studies such matters in its
role as a sort of guardian of
our air, land and water resources, says this isn't so. The
agency advises new car owners not to worry about lost
mileage from emission control gadgets.
The real culprits, says the
EPA in a report entitled
"Foe! Economy and Emission
Control," are the greater
weight of late model autos and
the use of air conditiorung.
Fuel economy data from
more than 2,000 cars, the report says, show that pollution
control systems cut miles-pergallon less than 7 per cent
compared with uncontrolled
pre-1968 vehicles.
comparison, fuel
By
economy loss from air conditioning averages about 9 per
cent and can run as high as 20
per cent on a hot day in city
traffic Fuel consumption due
to an automatic' transmission
is about 6 per cent more than
that for manual gear shift
cars, the report says
It also claims that a change
of only 500 pounds in the
weight of 1973 vehicles, from
.1,000 to 3,500 pounds, can lower nuleage from an average of
16 2 rinks per gallon to 14
a fuel economy drop
miles
of nearly 14 per cent
The stud) concludes that today's car buyer has a wide
selection of autos in terms of
sizeand weight. engine type
and converuence devices And
all these factors affect fuel consumption
For example, for 1973 ye- hides, fuel consumption can
range from 7 1 miles per gallon to 28 5 miles per gallon,
depending on these options
One of the federal government's newcomers. the Environmental Protection
Agency. has come along with
scholara new gimmick
ships for sons and daughters
of agency employes
Before you start fuming
over the outlandish use of taxpayers dollars, EPA scholarship awards totaling $5,550 for
the 1972-73 academic year are
financed from honoraria and
fees to agency officials for
speeches and magazine articles
Federal regulations forbid
the acceptance of payments if
an official is speaking or writing as an EPA representative.
But voluntary charitable contributions in lieu of such fees
D.
are legal. William
Ruckelshaus, EPA administrator, and other EPA officials also have contributed to
the scholarship fund.
Fifteen students are receiving 1972-73 scholarships,
r,•
from $150 to $500.
Ruckelshaus established the
scholarship fund in mid-1972
to further the studies of children of career civil service
employes working either at
EPA's Washington office, in
its regional offices, national
environmental research centers or EPA-affiliated laboratories across the' nation.
First recipients of the EPA
scholarships are Susan Margolin, Triangel Park, N.C.;
Martha Piepmey-er, Mary
Wilson, Susan Thomas and
Jeffery Kamphake, Cincinnati, Ohio; Barbara Rinardi
and Nina Dee Suter. (As
Vegas, Nev.; Mary Jo Reid,
Atlanta, Ga.; Philip Regalbuto, Evansville, Ind Aleice
Heiser, Montgomery, Ala.;
Susan Parks, Chamblee, Ga.;
Mary Jo Peskin, Kansas City,
Mo., Regina Anthony, Gig
Harbor, Wash.; Lind Massie,
San Francisco, and James
Bradac, Wheeling, W. Va

TRY THESE VALEN'T1NE DAY FOOD VALUES
Armour
FLEISCHMAN'S
100% GOLDEN CORN OIL
CHILI
CjJ
MARGARINE
with BEANS

Keebler Club

KERS
CRACnly
"Uncommo
Crisp"
1-lb. box

39'
U.S. No. 1 Idaho Baking

Potatoes
Fresh Texas

Frosty Acres

Orange Juice
Pot Pies
Morton — Mix or M3tcfr.

10-oz. 6-bot. ctn.
with bots_ or llep

anieedes
/Gmeitabl
Vege
Shortening

lb.

to Scotland
Bison returned to Scotland
recently after an absence of
thousands of years when two
.
pedigree European bison
from Poland, a male and aft'
delivered to the
male, we
200-acre Highland Wildlife
Park at Dunachton.
The animals will be joined
by three others from Sweden
and Denmark later this year.

6
Lean, Meaty Beef

SHORT

RIBS
lb. 59c

No. 28061

PARKER'S MKT.

SAVE 50c

INSTANT
NESCAFE
10-oz. Jar
(with coupon) $ 1 09
Good Only at Parker's
Limit: 1 per family
, it.i.rifULJ1111 Offer Expires 2/10/73

PARKER'S MKT.
SCOTT

PAPER TOWELS
(with coupon)

4 Bioons $ 1 00
Good Only at Parker's Mkt
Offer Expires 2 28 73

PARKER'S MKT.

ROYAL GELATIN DESSERT
(With

coupon)

Good Only at
Parker's Market
IL UL

89c

Offer Expires 2/14/73

49';
"IF YOU MATCH OUR QuAirix.
pkgs

Bison return

10-lb

lb.

FLEISCHMAN'S
no% Golden Corn Oil

#
••••4e.ie
•

ee -Sr dr.
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Arts Academy To Be Created At
Murray State For This Summer

CAPITAL IDEAS ABROAD

Sheikh believes U.S
holds key to Mideast
•

By KAY McHl GH
Copley News Service
BEIRUT, Lebanon - People. not boundaries, must
have priority in the hoped-for
American peace initiatives in
the Middle East, says the boss
of the largest private enterprise in the Arab world
"There is no doubt that a
solution in the Middle East
lies with the United States. It
is our only hope," says Sheikh
Napb Alamuddin, chairman
and president of Middle Fast
Airlines
One of the most respected
Arab business and financial
leaders, the sheikh says -another war will settle nothing "
The burden of peace, however, he adds, -lies with
Americans, I am afraid"
"You have an association'
with Israel, but you also have
traditions of democratic fair
play, old friendships in the
Arab world and obvtously
your own ustarasta—______.__
''The Russians won't pursue
peace — nor will the Chinese
Europe doesn't have enough
weight "
The sheikh has felt the heat
and flame of Arab-Israeli hostility like few businessnen of
any nationality Four Decembers ago Israeli commandos
swooped into Beirut Airport
and virtually put MEA out of
business, destroying a halfdozen planes including Boeing
•
707 jetliners.
Though MEA is a privet(
company with no subsidy

from the Lebanese governmerit, it was singled out by the
Israelis for reprisal against
Palestinian guerrilla raids
from southern Lebanon. Some
saw it as a warning to
Lebanon's prominent financial and business community
not to underwrite Palestinian
forces.
The memory is vivid again
these days as Israeli forces
and Lebanese army ants battle Palestinians only 100 nalts
south of Beirut
In 1968 MEA rallied. largely
the shetah •s p.a.,
because
sonal standing in the interneuonal airline community
By renting planes and teleawing flights, the airlines
resumed its schedules from
Scandinavia to India as soon
as Beirut Airport reopened
Since then it has reported
three consecutive profit-makmg years -- one of the few air•
lines m the world that have
- been able to operate consistently in the black
"That crisis taught us a lesson about the importance of
people," the sheikh said in an
interview "They were challenged and they were magnif-,,.
went Employes offered ita
money from their owe pockets. Unions waived-overtime
".— In his 21
for six months
years with !AEA the airline
has never had a strike.)
.----1.1EA's recovery is reflected
in a 9 7 per cent, $8 million
profit for the last fiscal year
aid a growing reputation as

PRE SEASON SALE
These Prices Good February Only
Admiral

Admiral.

Imperial
3-DOOR Duplex

SAVE

'9995

NO-DEFROSTING FREEZER/
REFRIGERATOR

Now

Only

95

469

REFRIGERATOR
FEATURES
4 achustable shelves
Glide out meat keeper and
crrsPer drawers
4 door shelves
2 dairy compartments and
egg On
P40 defrost,ng

•

r-

•

FREEZER FEATURES,
Ice Maker
Automat , c
releases cubes when yOu
need them
. Juice can dispenser, 5
package size shelves ifs door
3 removable aluminum
shelves
Glide out basket for storing
bulky foods
No defrost lig

MODEL PN020211
Truly "imnerial'i in design and convenience you have over
twenty cubic feet of space ideally arranged for easy access
and storage You select the "iust right" temperature for
automatically shut
freezer and refrigerator Freezer doors
from up to 6" away Seamless Dora Lastecabinet and door
liners .cta e cleaner, resist chipping and peeling With easy roll
wheels, automatic lights. and 1 year free masfercare
Matntrenanrt, Aihditronal 4 year or seated un;t

AIR CONDITIONERS

10,000 BTU
12,000 BTU
15,000 BTU
18,000,BTU
21,000 BTU

199.95
219.95
$229.95
259.95

24,000 BTU

*299.95
329.95

27,000 BTU

369.95

Morris Refrigeration
Service
202 Main Street

Phone 753-7205

Have you had your air conditioner Checked? Call Morris
Refrigeration NOW and avoid the rush.

one of the best-rnariaged
smaller airlines in the world.
The sheikh•nncreasingly is
looked upon as a principal
spokesman for smaller airlines in international air
transport negotiations. Fifteen Boeing 707s make up the
backbone of MEA's fleet
The same "people" element
that the British -educated
executive stresses in his airline must be paramount in
settlement,
any Arab-Israeli
he says.
toward
Gesturing
Palestinian refugee camps
that lie close by his Beirut
Airport offices, the sheikh
said
"The central issive of any
Peace negotiation iniLsi be the
future of .these Palestinians
They have lived in squalid
huts and tents for 25 years.
They must be resettled and
helped to find a worthwhile
life Too many today live only
on hatred — hatred for Wiwi,
hatred for the Aral) countries
they thinkhilve done too
'who
little, who,-they think have

By Dwain McIntosh
Emphasis will be on the arts
at Murray State University this
summer with the creation of
Summer Arts Academy offering
seven workshops for selected
high school students.
Dr. Joe N. Prince, dean of the
School of Fine Arts and
said
director,
academy
university faculty and wellknown guest professionals will
combine talents to offer twoweek workshops in art, orchestra, band, piano. chorus
and theatre.
He gave this schedule of
workshops to be held during a
six-week period from June 17 to
July 27 while the summer school
term 'is in session!
June 17-29—Art Hoadrs
Workshop and Orchestra
Workshop.
July 1-13--Bind Workshop.

abandtiled them When men live on hate
-atone, no one can predict the
results
"The attack on the Munich
Olympic Village was a
tragedy It reflected the
desperation we know exists.
The Israeli reprisals, I'm
afraid, only accentuate this
desperation
"Someday some one must
answer this problem with
compassion and understand'Why don't the Israelis ro.
member what happened to
them in Germany"' Then it
was they who were denied
their homes, their birthrights,
the simple claim to exist Now
they are denying it to half a
nullion Palestinians
"They talk of 'secure frontiers 'Vat is secure today in
a time of missiles and rockets? The only security Israel
will know as a state must
come from an understanding
with the Arab nations. Time is
not on the side of Tel Aviv. It
has military superiority now,
we all know that But unless it
agrees on a modus vivendi
with today's Arab leaders,
I'm afraid it will be faced with
a mach more militant, much
more radical new generation
of leaders a few years from
now"

Lufthansa
BOAC will
cut fares
Travel Editor
Copies News Service
By HAROLD McCONNELL
Lufthansa and British
Overseas Airways Corp. are
planning to cut their transatlantic fares
Lufthansa will lower its
round-trip economy excursion
fares between Germany, the
United States and Canada,
subject to the approval of the
governments concerned. The
new fares-represent a reductional 37 per cent in the basic
-semen and 30 per cent in the
peak season In the basic season the fare would be $261 between New York and Germany; ire the peak season,
$334 ) The basic season is
April-May and SeptemberOctober for eastbound flights,
and April-June arid October
westbound flights
for
lidthansa's action followed
failure of the International
Air Transport Association to
reach agreement on North Atlantic fares for 1973

Stockholders Must
Pay On Income Not
Received, IRS Says
LOUISN/ILLE,Ky.(AP)—The
Internal Revenue Service(IRS)
has ruled that shareholders of
the insolvent Prudential Building and Loan Association will
have to pay income taxes on
about $i million worth of dividends which many of them never received.
The dividends in question
were credited to shareholders'
accounts only four days before
the association's funds were
frozen last April 3.
The chief of the audit division
of the Louisville IRS office,
Thomas McHugh, confirmed
Monday that the national office
of the IRS has ruled that the
dividends must be declared taxable income for 1972.
Eventually, McHugh said, depositors will be able to claim
tax deductions for all their losses, including the 1972 dividends
and he added that the IRS
hopes the initial deductions can
be taken next year on tax returns for 1973.
But the court-appointed attorney for the receiver of Prudential, Thomas Carroll, said the
recent IRS ruling means depositors will have to pay taxes "on
money they will never get."
Only a few shareholders appear to have collected their
dividend money between March
31, when it became available,
and April 3, • when Prudential
was closed.
The two dates were separated
by the Easter weekend, Carroll
pointed out.
He said the ruling was received last week, and that the
Prudential receivership has begun informing shareholders of
the amounts of their 1972 dividends.
But Carroll siikied that he and
Prudential receiver Arthur
Brown "are going to attempt its
get the ruling changed or reversed in Washington," because
"on its face it's so unfair."

Honors
8-20—Art
July
Workshop.
15-27--Keyboard
July
Workshop, Choral Workshop
and Theatre Workshop.
Jackson,
G.
Richard
aceneiate professor of art, will
serve as coordinator of the two
art workshops. Guest artists
and teachers will be Fred and
Margaret Merida of Louisville.
She is a teacher at Durrett High
School, and he is the director of
the well-known Frame Hosete
Gallery.
ticted art
Jackson has copti
workshops for high school
students on-the campus for the
past several years.
Neale B. Mason, associate
professor of music, will be the
coordinator of the workshop for
orchestra He will be joined by
Donald Miller as the guest
Miller is an
canductor
associate professor of music
and music extension at the
University of Illinois..
Paul W. Shahan, director of
bands, will head the band
workshop with Richard W
Bowles, director of bands at
the University of Florida, as
guest conductor. Bowles is also
president of the College Band
Directors National Association,
John C. Winter, associate
professor of music, will coordinate the piano workshop.
Guest artist and teacher during
that session will be Ykla Novik,
an instructor at Montgomery
Junior College, Takoma Park,
Md., and a contributing critic
for the Washington Evening
Star and piano editor for the

BOAC plans to reduce its
rates from Britain to the
United States If the U S. government approves, it will
slash its round-trip prices for
advance payment excursion
fares between New York and
Britain to $185 in winter and
S290 in July. The new rates
would apply to eight American cities, including Los Angeles ($242 in winter, $362 in
July I. Fares for the normal
economy excursion trips also
have been trimmed.
Tennis buffs may be attracted to the Palm-Aire
Hotel and Country Club in
Pompano Beach. Fla. Billie
Jean King, Palm-Aires touring pro, has given the courts
there plenty of tender, loving
care Nearby are Miami
Beach, Fort Lauderdale and
West Palm Beach — where
the tennis player when not on
the courts I can sail, fish or
pursue other diversions. National Airlines offers a sevenday, six-night vacation there
for $182 a person.
Between now and Feb 18,
you can get a look at the"Vintige Car of the Future" at
Chicago's Museum of Science
and Industry.
The Borg-Warner Corp.'s
car is the tongue-in-cheek invention of Rowland Emett,
British cartoonist and sports
car enthusiast. The 17-footlong car undulates, flashes its
lights and spins its wheels
A new campground will
open April 28 at Silver Dollar
City, Mo. The 111 campsites
there will be open the year
round. Further informatior,
on vacationing in the Ozarks
may be obtained from the
Ozarks Chamber of Cornmerce, P.O. Box 66, Silver
Dona/ City, Mo. 65616.
The Greek line's flagship,
the Queen Anna Maria, will
add two 11-day Canadian
cruises to its 1973 summer
program. It will sail from
New York July 9 and 23, ( as
well as Aug. 6 and 20 on already scheduled cruises). The
minimum rate is $415 a person.
Fossil Butte in Wyoming's
14 ncoln County, 10 miles west
of Keminerer, is now a national monument. Millions of
fish dating from the Cenozoic
era are preserved in the
tte's volcanic ash It's the
state's second national monument; the other one is Devils
Tower.

Doctor
in the Kit ere
by Laurenc,,o1.1 Hursh M D. •
Consultant, National Dairy Council

'American Music Teacher."
Robert K. Baar, director of
choral activities, will team with
Colleen Kirk, a professor of
music at Florida Southern
University, to conduct
choral workshop Se' is
Southern
president of the
Division of the A,merican Choral
Directo;s4:1:ciation
Jam
mpp, assistant
professor of theatre arts, will
serve as the coordinator for the
workshop. Guest
theatfe
director for the session will be
Hal Riddle of Hollywood, star of
film, television and radio and a
'42 alumnus.
Prince said the cost of each
workshop will be $128—a figure
that includes housing in an airconditioned dormitory, all
meals, supplies, tuition and
recreation.
He added that participants in
each workshop will "benefit
from the highest quality increative
and
struction
leadership," culminating in an
exhibition, production, concert
or recital.
"Our purpose is to make this
first annual Summer Arts
academy an exciting experience which will promote the
artistic growth and awareness
of those students who are
selected to participate," Prince
noted.
He said students may get
additional information and
application forms by writing to.
Summer Arts Academy, Box
1029, Murray State University,
Murray, Kentucky, 42071,

In
talk

VITAMIN INTERRELATIONSHIPS — IV
trciiirth of a four-part series of articles)
space
three weeks we've acid, and biotin There isn't
but
about vitamins generally, to adequately discuss them,

specifically vitamins A and D.
'hat I dairct mention in the earlier columns is that vitamins A
and D, along with vitamins E and
K, are known as the fat-soluble
vitamins This is because they always appear in the fat portion of
foods All the fat-soluble vitamins
are stored in our bodies to some
degree, hence we can build up reserves.
All other vitamins are watersoluble vitamins These are not
stored in the body They constantly are leaving by way of excretwin and must be replenished
from our food. Later in this column, they will be discussed
Vitamin E
But first a word about vitamin
E It is essential. Deficiencies in
various animals have caused degeneration of skeletal muscles,
paralysis of the legs, and reproductive failure But hone of these
failures have been demonstrated
in man Vitamin E in the body
acts as an antitoxidant, uniting
with oxygen to help prevent blood
cell ruptures caused by oxidizing
agents such as the peroxides in
unsaturated fatty acids The daily
need for vitamin E is closely related to how much polyunsatUrated fats you consume
The other fat-soluble vitamin —
vitamin K — Js essential for normal blood coagulation though we
don't really know how it assists in
blood clotting We get vitamin K
in our food and it is also synthesized in our intestinal tract

here, briefly, are some facU
Thiamin promotes appetite and
digestion, keeps the nervous system healthy, and helps the body
release energy from food Riboflavin helps cells use oxygen,
helps keep skin, tongue and lips
smooth and normal Niacin helps
keep the nervous system healthy,
and prevents pellagra, a disease
once prevalent in our southern
states Folic acid and vitamin BI2
and ascorbic acid share a function
related to the health of red blood
cells B12. on its own, is essential
for body cell function, especially
those In bohe marrow, the nervous system and the gastrointestinal tract
A deficiency of vitamin Be creates symptoms similar to those
resulting from a lack of the other
B vitamins -- skin problems,
tongue and hp inflammation. muscular weakness, nervous disorders, depression and irritability
Pantothenic acid helps release
energy from proteins, fats, and
carbohydrates in our food Biotin
helps us in metabolizing carbohydrates and in the synthesis aid
oxidation of fatty acids

Vitamin C
As for vitamin C, it appareaUy
Is involved in many of the reactions within cells but this function is little understood We do
know that vitamin C is vital in
helping us make the cementing
materials that hold body cells together Vitamin C also helps
make the walls of our blood yeslimb firm, and it helps us in heal I ing wounds and broken bones
The Water-Soluble Vitamins
by
The water-soluble vitamins in- Scurvy, once a disease suffered
fruits
clude all those referred to as the sailors from lack of citrus
you
if
result
vitamin B complex, plus vitamin in their diets, would
C
C, or ascorbic acid At least 11 did not get enough vitamin
Next week we will present a
vitamins compose the complex.
of the vita
The major ones are thiamin, nbo- chart showing each
nic mini, and the best food sources
vitamin
a, acid, tothe
vniacin, fohc
I for each

LOWERNew'
LAWN MOWER
TUNE-UP
ORIGINAL
LAWN-BOY
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BRIGGS & STRATTON
S
MADE IN MILWAUKEE WIS

U

A

SERVICE
PARTS
0

IECUNSEH
ENGINES

Parts and Labor Included
Factory Traind Mechanic
All Work Guaranteed

MASCO
BEL AIR SHOPPING CENTER
9-6 Mon.-Sat.
Closed Sundays
753-8391
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where
friendly people
help you save!

I* OPEN NOON SUNDAY *1

JOHNSONS
39'
Crackers
COFFEE
Red Cross'- 41::72,-)71:.x1,73;3enifi214z..49c
French Mixeicus8PreogE:i_F-2 35'
Instant Potatoes 2 59C
69'
Van Camp Tuna 2'cat$100
Cut Beans
89c
Nellie Weenies 3
$100
1
.
81
w
ButhYeLlo
Hominy_
2,2ai. 69c
Tomatoes
4
June Peas
49c
Sweet Gherkins
89c
Cooking Oil
Ch
c
s
49'14.1.
Bag Cookies
25c
Coconut
2"g. $159
Pamper's
Handi
29c
Clint wrap
Spray
79C
Soap Powder
59C
37'
Toilet Tissue
Cheese Spred
uPI:69c
Cheese Food
41
Cornr Beef Hashi5,v;noz.5"
1 lb Box

Maxwell House
Res Drip Fine Elsoctra
With Coupon
Perk

2 lb. Can

Pkg.

Prices Good thru Feb. 13

Food Saving
Features
XWELL OUSE
INSTAA HaFTE
6 01. JAR

°'

C1
8Ca;*

Hunts Whole

Tenni' Weenie
SOS
2 SV.

Fr° $

jarCtz

White
""

PR::

00

WITH
COUPON

chp Pecan
Creh Coc

Field's

5t Pork Loin 19'
Pure

16 OZ. PKG.

1

Center Cut

t _

Breast

RED AND WHITE FROZEN

Thighs

Orange Juice
19
6C:NSS

15's Daytime

12's OvernIte

100 Ft.

7 Oz.

Red & White

No Phosphate

1*1

Giant
Size

:114P kg

7 Fume

2 oL bx-79c
,

4'0
0.410.0

REDS
WHITE

Reg. - Drip Electra Perk $175
2 lb. con
Expires 344-73

Johnsons
Maxwell House

Instant
R25
COFFEE
6 oz
95c
Jar

Expires 244-73

*dr

79t

Sliced Cheese Ground Beef
Pork Chops
"1"
Chicken 896Parts
lb.

cal

Dow's

79'

lb.

1/4 Sliced Into Chops

RED AND WHITE SINGLE

3i OZ.

Rakers Angel Flake

It25 COFFEE Fine -

Bacon
Wieners

"Z

Nabisco

1.-...0.:77.11110,0•11
RED&
Johnsons
WHITE
Maxwell House

Swift's Eversweet

HARTS
RED - SOUR PITTED

CHERRIES

4 99,

Legs

796
lb'696
lb.596

lb'

Livers

Wings
Backs

lb.

296
lb. 194

Necks

lb. 19(

Gizzards

lb.59(

lb.

* PRODUCE *

Cabbage
Bananas
Lettuce
shes
Radi
U.S.
Idaho Bakers

lb.

Head

Pkg

Ot

10 Lb.

89,

* FROZEN FOODS *

303
CANS

2
1;iet7 Shells
:Oeti at,i Pie
BREAD
Cooking Bags
$100 Cheese Pizza
Frosty...
Oran e Juice
GOLDEN BAKE

Pkg.

8"

Sloppy oe

11

5-oz

no

20 oz.

29t

14 oz_

12 oz.

29"
69'
25'
75'
39'
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Mrs. Cletic Black Honors Mrs.
Bill Adams With Birthday Supper
By Mrs. Opt*lia BarseU
February 1, 1973
Recent guests of Lillie Etane11
were Mrs Bernice Eters-ell, Mrs
H. Tabers and daughter, Mrs.
Theron Crouch, Mrs Herman
Daniel! and Mrs Newell
*alley
:Recent guests of Mrs. Sarah
tat. Sanderson and Miss Treys
Peay were Mr and Mrs. Corbet
tucker, Mrs. Martha Adams,
Mrs. Clete Black and Mrs.
Lottie Pendergrass.
Recent guests of Mrs Lottie
Pendergrass were Mr and Mrs.
Movie Pentkrgrass, Mr. and
Mrs. Flavil Pendergrass, Mrs.
Ruth Watson and Mrs. Bun H
&ghee,. Other have called.
Mr!.
mrs. Martha Adams of
litichigan Ls spending a few
Weeks with her sister, Mrs.
Plebe Black and other relatives
jh Kentucky. Tuesday evening,
lanuary 30, Mrs. Black honored
Mrs. Bill Adams with a birlhday supper. Those present
Irere Mr. and Mrs. Bill Adams,
11. McCasey, Mr and Mrs.
?rumen Turner, Mrs. Mary
Tinsley, Mrs. Martha Adams
and Mrs. Black. Mrs. Ophelia
black was a Thursday afternoon caller.
- Sunday afternoon guests of
dlr. and Mrs. Flavil Pendergrass were Mr. and Mrs.
Pred Wilford. Little Miss Kim
Darnell spent Saturday night
with her grandparents.

Mr. and Mrs. Carl Hopkins
visited Mr. and Mrs. Cody
Darnell recently.
Mr. and Mrs. C.E. Ftichie
were recent guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Ben Carter.
Mr. and Mrs. James Black
visited his brother and family,
Mr. and Mrs. K. Black one day
the past week.
Recent guests of mine were
Mr. and Mrs. Relcia Watson,
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Perich,
Charlie F. Arnett, and Mr. and
Mrs. Robert L. &men
Carl
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Christenberry, Mrs. Aigie
Tabers, Miss Carlene Lamb and
Mrs. Ophella Bazzell were
recent guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Earl Owens.
Tuesday morning callers of
Mrs. Hattie Watson were Mrs.
Sarah M. Sanderson, Mrs.
Medye Christenberry, Mrs.
Dolphus Ctiristenberry, Miss
Carlene Lamb and Mrs Opheini
Bauell
Sacks joins
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)
Michael Sacks joins Goldie
Hawn and Ben Johnson in
"The Sugarlsnd Iicpress" at
ni%ersal.
suicide warnings
S.AN FRANCISC() tl.'Pli
-- Eight out of 10 suicides give
"definite clues and warningsabout their intentions. says the
San Francisco Bet Area Suicide
Prevention Inc.

IT

Economic Censuses
Soybean Official Calls
Research Funds Measures Surveys Due Dec. 15
MADISONVILI.E, Ky.—
Ralph Jackson, American
Soybean Assn. ( ASA ) executive
vice president, predicted
foreign soybean sales will triple
in the next 30 years "only if
farmers move now to get
legislation that assures funds
for market development and
research."
In h‘is talk at the Kentucky
Soybean Assn. meeting here
Tuesday, Jackson added,
"Foreign market development
isn't a one-shot affair where we
can increase sales in the next
few months with a big
promotion this month. It is a
long-tarinpragelM which must
be aimed at increasing demand
for world products."
ASA is a producer operated
organization funded partially
by legislated checkoffs of up to
one-half cent per bushel now
from 10 states Association
work centers on market
development, soybean reses-ch
and government relations.
Kentucky does not have a
legislated checkoff. However,
where checkoffs operate, state
all
control
- producers
allocations and growers can
request a refund.
Jackson told his audience
"agriculture is entering an era
when the commodity group who
does the most imaginative job
of developing new markets will
give farmers the profit edge.
That edge can mean an extra 50
cents per bushel if markets are

To
Ledg
HELP WANTED

WANTED SOMEONE to do 1966 DODGE Coronet, vinyl roof
Phone 753-1469 and power steering. Phone 753housekeeping.
emcensus
sworn
than
other
has
The U.S. Census Bureau
FBP
F1OC 9971.
p.m.
Nation's ployees Census reports may after 4 00
the
reminded
of
purposes
for
used
be
not
1972
received
businesses which
1963 CHEVROLET, white conEconomic Censuses taxation, investigation or
vertible. Excellent condition.
questionnaries a month ago that regulation
Phone 753-7964 after 5:00
$475.00.
weeks
two
about
the firms have
FOC
p.m.
to meet the deadline of
February 15, for the return of
Over 17. No experience
1970 MAVERICK three speed, air
the filled-in forms.
necessary. Travel and
$1300.00. Phone 753conditioned,
The Census Bureau, part of
training expense adF8P
21122after6:00p.m.
the Commerce Department's
vanced. Transportation
Statistics
Economic
Social and
furnished.
Earnings
1970 MAVERICK, tip top conAdministration, reports that
discussed at interview.
dition. Gold color. Priced at
although hundreds of thousands
Handicapped
people
$1200.00. Can be seen by calling
of the forms have already been
eligible also. Apply in
F8P
763-4155 after 5:00 p.m.
mailed back, the majority of
person to
Students who get monthly
the forms still must be retur- social security payments may
Mrs. Baker
1970 GT TORINO, power
ned.
Holiday Inn
get checks'for a time after
how
steering, power brakes, green
The Census Bureau noted-that
Thursday Only
their 22nd birthday, according
with vinyl roof. Overall good car.
the Nation's 2 mullion larger
10 to 2 p.m.
to a spokesman for the social
firms
industrial
Must sacrifice at $1500.00. Phone
business and
Parents
welcome at insecurity office in Paducah.
FOC
753-0310.
were sent the questionnaries
terview.
Under a change in the law, an
and that only a small sample of
undergraduate student can
1472 DATSUN 240-Z, red with
the remaining 3 million
to get Bodel security
continue
white interior. Low mileage.
businesses is involved in the
payments through the end of the WANTED ROUTE man for Phone 753-6005 or 753-9835 after
censuses, since information for
area.
which he Murray and surrounding
F12C
Loon Sword
5:00p.m.
most of this group is being semester of quarter in
reaches age 22
Preferably 24-36 years of age.
LOS ANGELES ( AP) — The obtained by the Census Bureau
If the student's school does Phone Mr. Ladd at the Regal
new owner of a silver presenta- from administrative records of
1967 MERCURY two door hardnot use the semester or quarter 'Motel, Monday or Thuragencies.
tion sword that once belonged other government
F9C
top. Phone 753-9021.
continue
can
Fl5P
payments
system,
sday.
Most large businesses in the
to Italian dictator Benito Muscourse
the
completes
he
until
solini says he will loan the following fields were mailed
he's taking or 2 months after he WANTED ASSISTANT manager
weapon to West Point Military the census questionnairesreaches 22, whichever comes for evening shift, 2:30-11:00 p.m., 1966 OLDSMOBILE four door
-Manufacturing
Academy for display in its musedan, fair condition. $350 00, or
first.
six days a week. Also need part
— Mining including the ex"MM.
best offer. See at 802 North 20th or
"The change means students time help, two days per week. phone 753-7964
Collector Stanley E. Walker tracting of petroleum)
F13C
and
neat
honest,
be
must
Men
problem
the
will no longer face
—Retail trade
paid $3,000 for the sword at an
with
man
Prefer
dependable
of having their benefits stop in
auction here Sunday. The
— Wholesale trade
experience on drive way. Apply
sword, inscribed "fl Duce," is
L--Selected service industries the middle of a school term,"
to X—Cel Service Station, 403
the speaker said.
decorated with *wets and fas—Transportation
Sycamore
is
he
said
Walker
symbols.
cist
--Construction
About 590,000 students are
a West Point graduate.
Return envelopes are ad- now getting monthly checks
FOR SALE OR TRADE
dressed to the Jeffersonville. because a parent insured under AVON HELPS make dreams
Indiana, processing office of the social security retired, became come true! Need extra cash for a
Bureau where the information disabled, or died. Checks for
BY OWNER; home in most
is transferred from the dependent children normally
desirable section of Murray,
questionnaires onto electronic stop at age 18, but payummts
consisting of 3150 square feet of
tape. The computer "runs" will continue to 22 for young pmpi•
living space, including four
be made in the Bureau's main who are in school full the110 SIM
bedrooms, two baths, central air
office in Suitland, Maryland, remain unmarried.
- and gas heat, fireplace, formal
Under previous law, social
just outside of the District of
living room, dining room, double
security payments stopped WANTED EXPERIENCED body garage, shop and laundry room
Columbia.
Companies contacted in the when the student reached 22. man. Apply In person at Gene's Beautiful landscaped yard,
Economic Censuses are asked For information or assistance Body Shop, South 4th Street, fedced. Phone 753-0391 or alter
to fill out and return the forms call PadIsenh 443-7506.
Fl3C 4:00 p.m. 753-8182.
Murray.
F10C
as quickly as possible even
though the due date is February
PEST CONTROL.
15. Bureau officials indicate

developed fast enough to keep
soybean supply in chase balance
with demand."
Market development
represents a variety of activities, he added. In December,
ASA initiated a cooperative
effort with the largest Italian
soybean processor to promote
brand-identified soybean 'Oil in
Europe. Until this program,
soybean oil has been sold in
Europe identified only as a
vegetable oil. The program
objective is to stimulate
demand for soybean oil with
resulting price-benefits for
producers.
-The greatest single *tor
affecting
soybean price is
product demand in relation to
supply. Many factors improved
soybean prices this fall but the
most important was greater
total world demand for
protein."

JOB
OPENINGS

they prefer to have the forma
returned promptly even if it is
necessary to use some
estimates. This policy is
up
speed
to
designed
publication of results.
Statistical totals derived from
the censuses arc used extensively by decisionmakers in
business and governrnent. They
also provide tench mark deta
for most estimates of industry
and business issued between
the censuses at monthly,
quarterly or annual intervals.
The Economic Censuses have
been recording the growth of
for
business
American
decades—the first Census of
Manufactures was taken in 1810
in conjunction with the Third
Census of Population.
the
receiving
Firms
questionnaires are required by
law to respond. The same
census law protects the privacy
of all infermsUon reported to
the Cava= Bureau by providing
that the information 1) may be
used only for statistical purposes; (2) may not be published
so that data for any business
firm can be identified; and, 13 i
may not be seen by anyone

THE PHANTOM

BEATLE BAILEY
AL.EgT I WANT
NO FUZZ"- .1EADEl,

TANKING ON n415
MANEUVER

Nisilogy ls The Science
Of Classifying Diseases
FRANKFORT, Ky —If you
think • mamisgist sits around
and cemebneses all day, you're
wrong.
According to Mrs. Donna
Burnett, nosologist for the
Vital Statistics Division of the
State Health Department, most
people don't even know what a
nosologist is.
"Nosology itself is the science
of the classification of
diseases," says Mrs. Burnett.
"Acutally, my chief duty is
coding death certificates to
establish the primary cause of
death. There may be several
causes listed on the certificate
but I have rules and regulations
to follow to determine the
primary cause."
Mrs. Burnett uses a reference
book published by the U.S.
Department of Health, Education and Welfare. The book,
International Classification of
Diseases, lists all causes of
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AVERAGE HOME sprayed for
$15.00. Six month guarantee. No
monthly contract required.
Superior Exterminating, ComF15C
pany Phone 753-7266.

death with a special numerical
code after each cause

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

Crossword Puzzle

NO, DEAR --YOU DON'T
LOOK WELL-YOU'RE
VERY

AUTOS FOR SALE

II 46 Mil II" JUUU
WI
WSW
HIM 60
W;
MEM MA
11N1111
IIU 6s WI
IiIIIIIINilIiUUUI

After the certificates are
coded, they are sent to a Data
Processing Center where they
are "punched" out in report
form and sent to the office of
biostatistics.
Biostatistics compiles the
findings into an annual report
which statistically compares
the different causes of death in
Kentucky.
"I also code birth certificates
and whether or not a birth or
death occurs in a hospital,"
says Mrs. Burnett
Mrs. Burnett started with the
Health Dept. in 1965 checking
birth certificates.
"You have to go to school for
this kind of work," states Mrs.
Burnett. "I've been to special
schools in North Carolina, Ohio
and Kansas City. You need to go
back for refresher courses
periodicallly because they
of
many
the
change
classifications through the
years.“
The hardest part of her job
seems to be reading the doctor's
writing on the certificates.
"III simply can't make it out,
I call the hospital. If they can't
decipher it, we contact the
doctor. They're usually pretty
nice about it because they know
it's a mess!"
Barbara White is now Mrs.
Burnett's assistant nosologist.
Together they code around 3,000
death and 4,000 brith certificates a month.
When you read that mosquito
bites rank as the 250th cause of
death in the United States, you
have
the
inconspicuous
nosologist to thank.
Noise I. romplicateit
1.1i A Stanford University twining
specialist ma). effort. tii curb
noise pollution should take into
account psychological es oell a.
physical elfeils.
1)r. Ihinahl A. Knit. a clinical
sti.not;;sist aiiif researcl
ssid current laws
dealinit wig' the prohleni have
partornbelt, 1111' 11111.1.
averptahli• Iii pre%ent ihs shill
ilantage te the Inman ear.
Ilossr‘er he *aid: "Scratching 41 blaykla(ard nith a pie....
of chalk make. .111Hk 11411%1- kit
it 5/ MO irritating mo.o
cringe, hat:ring to oh, roar and
thilmiripe iuF a .‘nl i dain
chestra. on the 1 Itiwr hand.( an
he Rimply

Ey"ATTIE SHERWOOD
SMITH
NEW YORK !API - Many
young mothers are endangering
the health of infants today by
eating alfalfa because they
tnink it is an important health
food, a nutrition expert
believes
"Alfalfa is not dangerous in
said Barbara Premo.
itself
nutritionist for the New York
('its Department of Health
"bui when it is substituted for
meats, vetetables or fruits it
simply .lacks protein and other
nutrients that both mother and
child should have
"Actually, alfalfa is used to
feed animals all oser the
country, especially cows Cows
have four stomachs and one of
these turns alfalfa into a
nutritive food "
The alfalfa frend licgan. Miss
Premo said, a hen high school
and college students latched
I rg ni
the
onto
food
mot ement Thc wanted 10 eat
vegetables greens :Ind fruits
fresh from the lields i.ithout
additives or chemical fertilizers
Health food store. flourished
Not only the young. hot the
nuddle aged and elderl are
mg vegetarianism and
dining on natural foods
"Then. too. somdof tht revolt
against nprmal mea if was due
to the spirit of 'protest and
rebellion among most young
people in the past few year,"
Miss l'remo said
Alfalfa, she added. had been
highly touted tor its ialue lo
pregnant and nursing women
because it eievaner vitamin.; A
and K. These, itamins are also
present
and___in--larger
amounts UI eetryilly greiairl
such as spinach, broccoli,
collards and kale.
••
"H(alth food Mores claim
that the alfalfa vitamins are of \
great value in (lighting toxic
substances. * That is correct,
because another of the cow's
Four stomachs creates up to 100
pounds .9,1, bacteria. There are
other legumes which create the
neecied-leacteria just as well for
humans.- Miss Premo said

FOR SA1
TWO YEAR old
paloasa Stallion.
Very gentle,
disposition. WW
western pleasui
stallion. Phone 75
p.m.
TWO BEDROOM
(8'x40'), extra c
ditioning, electri
i:
redecorated
$1100.00. Phone 43
KIRBY VACUU2
shag rug specialis.
all carpets. For sa
phone 767-6295 or
5.00 p.m.
WILL FINANCE
console report
condition. Will
finance at $22.80
credit office,
Joplin, Mo.64801
REAL ESTATE

BRICK DUPLE
building, one
University. Elect
wall carpeting, p
of closet space
dressers, 75'x140
ment has living r
kitchen and ban
Well insulated wi
the ceiling, stor
windows. Goo(
property for or
Including two elf
hot water heat*
stoves
and
refrigerators A
with 4 beds, 2 kitc
8 chairs. Now rent
per year. Shown I
only. Phone John
7278.

NICE two bedroc
decorated compl
with new shag, c
nice bath, wai
hookup. Nice lot
shopping center
hospital. Only $1i
Good 4 room ho
at Browns Grove
with 3 good outbu
refrigerator inch
Good 4 room h
lot in Coldwater
Good 5 room ix
near Stella, Good
$4,850
Nice 2 acre buil
94, near lake for
Galloway Inn
Estate Murray,
5842.

INVESTMENT
Two bedroom f
with living room.
gx,rn and bath,
electric heat, stot
storm doors, T
Large lot 93'2'x1,
$100.00 per m
quick sale at $12,'
4 beds, 2 chest
"hen table, with
stove, electric
Shown by appi
Phone John Paso
7278

NEW BRICK h
school
high
throughout, entr
bedrooms, two
room, family
fireplace, kitche
range, dispose
utility room witl
storage, patio, t
Phone 753-4567,

THREE BEDR(
miles east of Mi
throughout, built
oven and surplus
paved drive Wk
Phone 753-8819 Ix
and 8:00p.m.

BY OWNER:
brick house, bat
living and utility
rooms. 175'x75'
4945 or see at 205

THREE BEDRI
basement, about
blacktop near C
or best reasonabl
2110.

TWENTY TWO
Lake Berittee
tucky. Contact
Hopitinsville, Ky.
236-6316,
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Just Dial A
Friendly, Experienced
Ad-Visor at .

7531916
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

Another

View °

SERVICES OFFERED

TWO YEAR old registered Ap- gliblaillallIBIBIRIMAIIKATIBBIWAllies AOC 24100bilec stUDCsOIBIAIll
paloosa Stallion. Green broke.
Very gentle,
with goo
disposition. WW make excellen
western pleasure and halter
1 Group
Long Sleeve
stallion. Phone 753-7991 after 4:
p.m.
F9N

Murray
"Coffee Break"
Service

CLEAN-UP SALE
-4-Group

SHIRTS

TWO BEDROOM mobile home
)8'x40'), extra clean, air conditioning, electric heat, newly
Price
inside.
redecorated
F7C
$1100.00. Phone 436-2448.

Values
to '15

All Other Long Sleeve
SHIRTS 40% on

KIRBY VACUUM, an upright
shag rug specialist that adjusts to
all carpets. For sales and service
phone 767-6295 or 753-0359 after
500p.m.
February 19C
WILL FINANCE Piano: Spinetconsole reported excellent
condition. WW guarantee arid
finance at $22.80 monthly. Write 0
credit office, Joplin Piano,
Joplin, Mo.64801.
FttP
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
BRICK DUPLEX apartment
building, one block
from
University. Electric heat, wall to
wall carpeting, panel walls, lots
of closet space and built-in
dressers., 75'x140' Each apartment has living room, bedroom,
kitchen and bath with shower.
Well insulated with rockwool in
the ceiling, storm doors and
windows. Good investment
property for only $25,500.00.
Including two electric table top
hot water heaters, 2 electric
stoves
and
2
electric
refrigerators.. Also furnished
with 4 beds, 2 kitchen tables with
8 chairs. Now renting for $2,400.00
per year. Shown by appointment
only. Phone John Pasco, Jr., 7537278.
TFNC

$A 00
'T

PANTS I

SHOES

REDUCED an07
UP TO JU /0

$1000

Arriving Daily

'College Shop
Across From MSU Library
Ph. 753-3242
214 No. 15th
Amoravaimessismsolussamosessemeossunearimmiumit

HOLSTEIN CALVES
BULLS or HEIFERS
From 1 Week to Weaning Age
For Further Information

After ;00 p.m.

AM-FM STEREO receiver with BELTONE FACTORY fresh
NICE two bedroom home newly 8 track tape player, one pair of hearing aid batteries for all make
decorated completely carpeted two way air suspension speakers. hearing aids. Wallis Drugs. F7C
with new shag, central gas heat. Excellent condition. Less than
nice bath, washer & dryer one year old. Phone 767-3323 after CONCRETE STEPPING stones
TFNC and concrete splash blocks.
hookup. Nice lot with shade near 9:08p.m.
Murray Lumber Company, 104
shopping center, school, and
Maple Street
F7C
hospital. Only $10,000.
4
1
price.
JAPANESE HOLLY,
Good 4 room home on 1 Lt acres Hurry gut to. Murray Nursery,
NO REGRET, the best yet:
at Browns Grove. Nice level lot Nlayfielii Read while pit is good,..
with 3 good outbuildings, stove & $1.00 to $3.00.
F9P Blue Lustre cleans carpets
beautifully. Rent electric
refrigerator included. $6,000.
Good 4 room home on /
11
2 acre 24' TRAVEL trailer, sleeps 8. shampooer $1.00. Big K, Belaire
HOC
lot in Coldwater for only $4,250. Excellent condition. $4500.00, or Shopping Center.
Good 5 room home on one acre will trade for large boat at same
near Stella, Good well and pump. value. Phone 753-7482.
F9C CAMPER TOPPER for long
heel base truck. Phone 753-2271
$4,850.
F7P
Nice 2 acre building lot on Hwy. tNSURANCE: Homeowners, fter 5:00p.m.
Farmowners and Mobile Homes.
94, near lake for only $1,600.
Galloway Insurance & Real Low rates, broad coverage, 127 ACRES bottom farm; New
Estate Murray, Ky. Phone 753- Excellent claim service. Check Hollon manure spreader; break5842.
F8C with us before you buy. Galloway fast table and six chairs,
Insurance & Realty Agency.(bronze ) Phone 489-2225 after
F12P
Phone 103-0842.
February 7C 5:00 p.m.
INVES'i'MENT PROPERTY„
Two bedroom furnished house
with living room, kitchen, utility TRAILER IN Murray, 10'x48',
two bedrooms, washing rnoshine,
Axon and bath, paneled walls
set and underpinned. Phone
electric heat, storm windows and
Mayfield 247-6107.
F7C
storm doors, newly painted.
Large lot 931
/
2'x140'. Now renting
(r $100.00 per month. Priced for
quick sale at $12,750.00. Including
4 beds, 2 chest of drawers, kitchen table, with chairs, electric'
stove, electric refrigerator.
Shown by appointment only.
Phone John Pasco,Jr.,7537278
TEN('

THREE BEDROOM house two
miles east of Murray. Carpeted
throughout, built-in dishwasher.
oven and surplus units, 1!:2 baths,
paved drive way, city water.
Phone 753-8819 between 8:00 a.m.
and 8:00p.m.
F8P
BY OWNER: three bedrobrn
brick house, bath, den, kitchen,
. living and utility room. All large
rooms. 175'x75' lot. Phone 7534945 or see at 205 South 16th F7C
THREE BEDROOM full size
basement, about one acre, on
blacktop near Coldwater. $1,000
or best reasonable bid. Phone 4892110.
F13C
TWENTY TWO lots for sale on
Lake Barkteg at Linton, Kentucky. Contact T.W. Lowe,
Hopkinsville, Ky., Route 4, Phone
F9C
725-5316.

Read The Want Ads

- No Plumbing Needed -

Days 753-9135 - After 8:00 p.m. 753-4478
ILWINALMIAls`UsWIIIN•WelkIKILWIWII'MaJ

FOR REIN i
Z-7

4rEr-5

t•m. U & 1•11. 011.-A• VW.mar*
1173 114 U•••I NO.Illrelkaft. i.

NEWS ITEM: FDA 10 REQUIRE FOOD LABELING -TO GIVE CONSUMERS BETTER IDEA OF
NUTRYTIONIAL VALUE,
NOTICE

NOTICE

BROERINGMEYER
CHIROPRACTIC OFFICE
Now Open 6 Days A Week
Monday through Friday
9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Saturday 9 a.m. to 12 Noon
New Staff Member: Dr. Tom Geerdes
Phone 753-2962
UNCHEON SPECIAL-=`
Monday thrso Friday
10 a m to 2 p m
Meat, 3 vegetables, roll,
Si IS
Drink a ia carte. (You ca
take it Out tool

'TRIANGLE IN
NO STARVING, no diet pills, ho
exercising to take weight off Join
Weight Watchers and find out
how Class every Monday at 7.30
p.m., Gleason Hall, 401 North
12th.,( 12th & Payne).
ITC
SWIM/FAR
Hag Arrived
at the
FASHION MART
Discount Prices

THREE PIECE antiqued modern ATTENTION!
The
Red
bedroom suite. Phone 753Geranium in Canton is moving
FOC March 1. All present inventory is
3356.
one-half price. Sale hours are 10
15' RICHLINE deep V aluminum hi) 5 daily.
• • February 21C
1
2 HP. Evitrude
boat and 9/
motor, Excellent condition. Both
for $450.00. Phone 436-5582. F8P
The Catfish We Serve Today

If You
Miss Your Paper
Please Phone
Your

Paper Carrier
First
If No Results:
Phone

753-1916

FOUR BEDROOM house, large
recreation room, two stor) On
lakeway water front. Ideal for
college boys Phone 753F'13P
3263.

BILL'S
•
REPAIR
HOME
MOBILE
•
Almo Ky 0
• Hwy. 641 North
0
Phone 753-0880
0
•OF • AWNINGS
• UNDERPENNING
• PARTS • COLEMAN,
•° • PLUMBING
DUO-THERM & INTERTHERM FURNACE%

BEAUTIFUL SPACIOUS
Valarah Lee Apartments, South
16th. Unfurnished, modern. 2
bedroom. Carpeted, dishwasher,
refrigerator, stove, garbage
disposal, air conditioned. 753.3865
F9C
or 753-4974.

FURNISHED APARTMENTS,
living room, kitchen, bathroom
with shower and bath. One or two
bedrooms. Zimmerman Apartment,South 16th Street, 753February 27NC
6609.

I.

PARTS
It has become essential for Mobile
Homes to be tied downil
See Us For . . .

;

TRAILERS; ALSO furnished
apartment in Murray. Phone 7539957
ebruary 7C

NEWLY DECORATED unfurnished four room apartment.
Couple preferred. No pets. Phone
753-1258 or 753-1288
F8P

. HEALTH CLUB
NOW OPEN 51,2 DAYS A WEEK
Monday to Fnday 9 a.m. to 7 p.m.
Saturday 9 a.m. to 12 Noon
- PHONE 7512962 -

FURNISHED BASEMENT •
apartment, nice and clean, one
bedroom, private entrance.
Couples preferred Utilities paid.
1 $65.00 per month. Phone 7531739
F8C

Rent A New
Blue Luster

753-7278

SHAMPOOER
WESTERN AUTO

Hurricane Straps and nchors
-Your Complete Mobile Home
Parts and Service Center

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Vapernaker6

NEW TWO Bedroom unfurnished
duplex,
fully carpeted,
refrigerator and stove, one block
from shopping center. Also one
bedroom furnished apartment
block from university. Phone
753-9135 or 753-4478
FLIC

Before 5:00 p.m
Then
After 5:30 p.m. and
Until 6:30 p.m.

THURSDAY'S
PLATE LUNCH
81.60

•F

TV Towers
Rotor• and Antennas
At Wholesale Prices

TV Service Center
Central Shopping Center
Murray, Ky.

Papering
Painting
Canvas
-Citiling Tile

DEPENDABLE WATCH and
clock repair. See Clifton Paschall
off Murray-Lynn Grove Highway, mile north of Scotty's
F9P
Grocery.
FREE ESTIMATE on spectic
tank installation. Phone 753TFC
7850

COMPLETE HOME
REMODELING
FREE
ESTIMATE

Bill Houghton

Home of

753-0961
.JOHN'S REPAIR Service.
Plumbing-electrtal-roofing and
The Wishing Well
carpentry. Phone 753-5897 days or
--1 Meats753-7625 nights.
TEC .IERRY•s REFINISHING
Chopped Sirloin Steak
Slept Last Night
Custom Built Furniture. 6 miles
Ready
Pork
Chop
in A Ky Lake Bay
THREE DOOR clean up shop, for SEAMLF-SS ALUMINUM gutters South of Morro) on Hwy 641
TWO SPEED Filter Flow V-12
Roast Beef
12.25 512.00
rent immediately. Phone 753- manufactured and installed by Jerry McCoy. owner I 5021 492G.E. automatic washer in good
Of course you can take'em
-VegetablesTEC
4763.
condition. Phone 753-3302 after
F12C Atkins Gutter Installation, 8837
INN
°"'TRIANGLE
Creamed Potatoes, Fresh
7S3 4953
F8P
5:00 p.m.
7534407 or 753Murray,
phone
Butter Beans, Broccoli,
and
CLIPPING
TWO BEDROOM furnished sal
March 6C POODLE
Applesauce
grooming. Experienced. Phone
apartment, 408 North 17th Street.
THREE OFFICE desks, in exMarch 12C
753-48111.
UNIVERSITY INN
Available Feubruary 15. Phone
V% 1N1 TO BUY
for Sears Low Price cellent condition. Can be seen at
WANTED TO RSNT
RESTAURANT
F7P
753-2271 after 5:00 p.m.
Tucker Real Estate or phone 753on INSTALLED
WILL KEEP elderly person in
Free Parking for Customers
F8C
4342.
WANT TO RENT: house in the my home.Phone 753-IN7. FI2C
LARGE BRICK Colonial on 42
duplex.
brick
BEDROOM
TWO
SEAMLESS
16th & Olive
753-4421
country with small pasture, for
acres in Dukedom, II mile highceramic tile bath, electfic heat,
married couple. Phone 753-2672
way frontage, new 4" well. Writ
ALUMINUM
only.
air conditioned Couples
TOP, trim and cut trees.
SPORT COATS
$12.58
F7C WILL
7:00p.m.
after
owner, Box 155, Dukedom,
753-6151
Phone
month
after 4:00 p.m
$1041
00
per
753-0230
Phone
1
Rack
Girls
GUTTERING
Tennessee 38226. February 27C A NEEDY organization needs or 75.3-6931
FIOC
CLOTHES
F1OP
F•00
toys
suitable
for
ages
4-6.
If
you
Ulm,
Feb
Discount
II percent
WANT TO RENT two or three
FASHION MART
have any please call 753-3230, if
Latest Fashions At
house near Kirksey, bedroom modern house in
rsears Catalog Sales Office
ROOM
FIVE
no answer, keep trying. These
FRESS ESTIMATE on septic
SOothstde Shopping
Antique Clocks
spot. $35.00 per Murray. References furnished.
Discount •
,
Ap•11 =NSW
Center
F8C good well garden
toys will be picked up.
tank installation. Phone 753- .
month. Phone 753-5315 days or Reply to P.O. Box 32-C. Murray,
We buy and sell old clocks,
TFC
7850.
F8P
Kentucky.
F12NC
435-5771 evenings.
cases, works and parts.
BALDWIN PIANOS and organs.
Ladies 100 per cent
FIREWOOD,$6.00 on the ground, Rent to purchase plan. Lonardo
Over 150 in stock We
WANT TO RENT: three or four FOR ALI. you additionsPolyester Knit
will deliver. Phone 437-4548. F8C Piano Company, across from
repair clocks. J & B Music
room
downstairs apartment, remodeling, residential or
Center. 753-7575.
Post Office, Paris, Tenn.
F9C
PANTS
preferrable east of 12th Street for commercial. New or old. Free
OVAL BRAIDED rugs, varied
Wide Legs & Cuffs,
RENT
FOR
a
lady Phone 753-3740.
F9P estimates. Call 753-6123.
/
2 GOOD AUTOMATIC washer, in
sizes and colors, 8 months to 11
Sizes 3 to 18
TEC
.
Modern Office Space-524
1
i
years old. Moving, quick sale. perfect condition. Phone 753WANT TO BUY: vinyl couch with
'sq. ft.-first floor, central
Reg. 514 -$9.99
Ftic 3369.
Phone 753.7243.
F9C or without chair; twin mattress
heating, air, utilities
FASHION HART
MUSIC
GENERAL HOUSE wirilig.
and springs; bunk bed set or
furnished, parking space.
10'ALUMINUM Jon boat, one USED BALDWIN Spinet pianos. small roll away bed. Must be
Installation or rework. No job too
Discount Prices
If interested contact
year old. Phone 437-4697. F12C. Used Baldwin organs. Used reasonable
big or too small. Call Jim for
Phone 753-4487
Dark
Fired'5
Pianos-Organs
Western
February
estimate. 436-2159.
See why more people buy
Baldwin grand pianos. Lonardo between 9.00 a.m. and 9:00
Tobacco Growersi l
Wurlitzer than any other
TWO PIECE Kroehler living Piano Company, across from p.m.
19NC
F8C
Association, Tobacco, • I
piano Sales-Service Rental
piece Post Office, Paris,Tenn.
two
suite;
room
The 2nd BEST thing about
F9C
purchase Practice piano and
Building, 206-208 Maple 1,
sandwich
set
up
our
soup
'hi
studios
.1 II B Music Center
naughahyde den set, light oak
Street, Murray, Kentucky;
is no-waiting to start You get
BUY: used medium
WANT
TO
'ELLY'S TERMITE and Pest
Murray, Ky 7537515
trim avocado green; white baby HAND MADE cedar bedroom
eat
immediately
to
your'
sOup
753-3341-3342.
Tels.
size refrigerator and apartment
'antrol. phone 753-3914. 100 South
while we make your sand
bed with mattress and matching suite, 35 years old. 90" couch and
it
range. Phone 753size
electric
wich
Street. '"Every day you _
13th
PIANO
and
Repair.
TUNING
three piece drawer chest; play two chairs. Three speed 26"
FOC
or
753-5108.
5865
lets bugs have their
our
delay
,5
thing
The
BEST
-Jerry Cain, 753-8712. Registered
pen; orange swivel rocking chair. English Racer bike. Phone 753HORSE TRAILERS for rent and
'fabulous soups & our 13
TF.0
stay..
craftsmaa
Piano
Technician
FI2C 5877.
Phone 753-4548.
great tasting sandwiches toF9P
gale at 641 Super Shell, Murray,
anytimr
Guild.
Served
choose
TFC
from
A t7CrION SALE
Kentucky. Phone Max at 753alter 10 a m (You can takr
BULLDOZER WORK, trucking,
1TC
HOMEIATE CHAIN saws. ROUND ANTIQUE oak table and
'ern out t00!)
9131.
also bank gravel, fill dirt and
Waldrop Saw and Lock Shop, 207 a new oak bed, never been used. AUCTION SALE on 641, Paris,
topsoil. Phone Hardin. 354-8138.
F9C Tenn., every Friday night.
Music Lessons
South 7th Street. February 20C Phone 753-2965.
THREE ROOM furnished cottage
"XI''('
or 354-8161 after 5:00 p.m
Professional teachers of
Another load from St. Louis. This
with electric heat, and air conPiano, organ, voice, guitar
ditioning. Good neighborhood,
JitSordson, drums and band
THINKING OF first line quality ALMOST NEW portable G.E. week we have glass, furhiture,
WIII, DO any kind of carpenter
instruments J
B Music
near university. Utilities paid.
1513931
carpet' Then check our prices. washer and Maytag dryer. No odds and ends of all kinds.
Center, Murray, Ky 753,
work, large or small jobs. Phone,
Couples only, no pets. Phone 7537575.
Hughes Paint Store, 401 Maple special hook up necessary. Phone Auctioneers, Shorty McBride-247
March6C
-79li5
ITC
7534418.
F13C
Travis-278
E.
James
and
1589.
6C
March
Street.

Call 753-2310

NEW BRICK home, near new
high
school.
Carpeted
throughout, entrance hall, three
bedrooms, two baths, living
room, family room
with
fireplace, kitchen with built-in
range, disposal, dishwasher,
utility room with built-ins, attic
storage, patio, two car garage.
Phone 753-4567.
F8C

For
Demonstration
Call ...

Spring Merchandise

/14

Phont489-2161 .

Let us show you the modern, fast, easy,
most economical, trouble-free way to make
delicious brewed coffee

ALL

1 Group

Solids, Patents, 2-Tones
Suedes
Values to $26

OFFICE • SHOP • STATION

Values to '23
tio*4 $400

FALL & WINTER
MERCHANDISE

SERVICES OFFERED

SERVICES OFFERED

Sersed from 10 a.m. tn 7

)
I:

TRIANGLE
INN
,

(

•

•

•
MN,
111•1

asseo".00,00000
<0000
"

Vice Commodore Charles Agan, U.S. C. G. Auxiliary, left, and Lt. Richard E. Simpson, Director of
Auxiliary, U.S.l' G.,right exteod coagratulations to Flotilla Commander Robert E. Johnson and the
Murray-Kenlake ilotillkfor their outstanding contributions to safe boating and education in western
Kentucky.

Kirk A. Pool's
Funeral Services
To Be On Thursday

'Murray-Kenlake Flotilla
Is Leader In Division 27

The funeral services for Kirk
A. Pool, long time business man
of Murray, will be held Thursday at 10 JO a.m at the chapel
of the J H Churchill Funeral
Home with Dr David Roos
officiating
Interment will be in the
Murray Cemetery with the
arrangements by the J H
Churctull Funeral Home where
friends may call
Pool, who was in Use office
supply and sporting goods
business here for about thirty
years, succumbed Tassday at
three a.m. at the Baptist
Memorial Hospital, Memphis,
Tenn He was 73 years of -aige
and a member of the First
Born
Christian
Church.
January 29, 1900, in Calloway
County, he was the eon of the
late Frank Pool and Emma
Utterback Pool.
The Murray man is survived
by his wife, Mrs. Ruby K. Pool,
807 Olive Street, Murray; one
son, Frank A Pool and wife,
Maxine,and two grandchildren.
Virginia and Allen 1604 Locust
Drive, Murray; one sister, Miss
Clotile Pool, South 6th Street,
Murray

The Murray-Kenlake Flotilla
of the U. S. Coast Guard
Auxiliary held its second annual
Anniversary and Awards
Banquet at the Holiday Inn
February 2, to celebrate the
founding and its chartering in
1971..
Lt. Richard E. Simpson,
Director of Auxiliary, second
District, U S. C G. Auxiliary
Agan; Lester
and Mrs
Siegfried, Captain of Division 27'
and EN Alex Pearson of the
, Safe Boating Detachment in
Paducah were guests who attended. The accomplishments
of flotilla 5 were reviewed by
Flotilla Commander Robert E.
Johnson.

State Department
OfficialTollisiU
University Thursday

▪
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An official of the U.S.
Department of State will be on
the Murray State University
campus Thursday, Feb. 8, to
.speak to students in political
science classes, Dr. Farouk
Ilmar, chairman of the
department, has announced.
John R. Dobrin, who is
assigned to the Office of NATO
and Atlantic Political-Military
Affairs in the State Departmennt in Washington, will
speak three times in Faculty
Hall during the day:at 930 in
Room 310; 1130 in Room 310
and at 1:30 p.m. in Room 206.
The public is invited, Dr. Umar
emphasized.
In addition to commets on
general U.S. foreign policy and
NATO affairs, Dobrin will
probably touch on such subjects
as:
The renaissance of urban
Europe and its implications for
foreign policy; mass communications in Eurpoe and
foreign policy; the emerging
role of the non-radical student;
some consequences of the
women's liberation movement
in Europe and United StatesEuropean relations; and the
electoral sociology of France.
Dobrin's primary responsibility deals with the home
porting of American ships
abroad, < xercises, the NATO
Security Committee, country
responsibilities for Iceland and
Malta and in the fields of
electronic warfare.
Dorbin earned an undergraduate degree at Vanderbilt University in 1964, and a
master's degree in 1966 at the
University of Pennsylvania. A
doctoral candidate at the
University of Pennsylvania, he
is in the process of completing
his dissertation.
Before entering the Foreign
• Service, he was a news reporter
with a Nashville television
station, and served as a special
to
the
correspondent
Democratic National Convention for UN Broadcasting
Gra,.

Initiating an award for the
Auxiliarist In flotilla ik who
performed the most courtesy
motorboat examinations,
Commander Johnson announced that the new solid
walnut and braes plaque would
go to Ken Stevens for completing the largest number of
courtesy exams in len.
congratulated
Johnson
Stevens for his interest in
boating safety and concern for
his fellow boaters. He also
thanked Dr Thomas Hopkins,
last year's officer in charge of
courtesy examinations, for his
ctaitributions to the success of
the CME program in this area.

The Murray-Kenlake group
led Division 27 in the number of
examinations given, performing a total of 309.
Other awards included the
1872 Commander's Honor
Award presented by immediate
past Flotilla Commander Neale
El Mason to Robert Forsee, who
was Operations Officee.
The "fun awards" included
James I. Schempp, who took
home the Bent Prop Award and
Dr. Hopkins who received the
Broken Compass plaque.
Commander Johnson
_presented past Commander
Mason with a gift of appreciation from the flotilla for
his leadership during 1972,
thanking him for the time and
energy spent directing the
flotilla's
Vice Commodore, - Aga!,
speaker for the evening,
congratulated Flotilla 5 for
being the leading flotilla in
Division V. Fulfilling all areas
of auxiliary work—public
education, courtesy motorboat
examinations, prompting
boating
safety in Western
Kentucky and fellowship,
Commodore Agan commended
the Murray-Kenlake flotilla for
their devotion to the principles
of the Auxiliary. He urged them
to continue and to expand their
fine efforts in boating safety
and education to the people in
his community

Seven Killed When
Bus, Train Collide

Mofield Named
New President
Of Association

LITTLEFIELD, Tex.(AP)— bused to the four schools in
"Everybody in the bus Littlefield.
Jesse Diaz, 15, said he was
screamed that the train was
coming," a young survivor said sitting in the middle of the bus
In describing the final moments when it stopped at a rail
of horror before a freight train crossing on U.S. 385 just four
rammed into a school bus. blocks from the Littlefield
Seven were killed, 17 were in- business district.
-Then it went on," the boy
luredPolice Chief James Cox said said. "I saw the train corning in
after the accident which before the bus started after it
stunned this Texas Panhandle stopped. Anita Martinez one of
Community of 7,000 on Tuesday the victims screamed at Mr.
that the Sante Fe freight train Johnson to stop."
Raul Ortiz, 11, said he saw the
was going 58 miles an hour
when it slammed into the rear train coming.
"When the bus stopped,
of the bus which was carrying 29
everybody yelled that the train
persons.
"The train hit the left rear was coming. Everybody yelled
side4the bus near the wheels and turned. He (the driver)
tried to make it across."
and ripped it off." he said.
Mrs. Jean Patterson, a
C.O. Heinrich,a Santa Fe
Employee, said red signal substitute bus driver who had
lights at the rail-highway stopped her vehicle behind
crossing where the accident Johnson's said:
•'He pulled up there and
occurred were working and that
all warning signs were visible. stopped. Then he kept creeping
The drive, Artis Johnson, 68, across the tracks and all of a
sudden the train came up from
was among the inuured.
Most of the dead and the in- behind the depot."
Mrs. Patterson, whose
jured were from Pieldton, a
small, nearby farming com- children ride the Littlefield
munity from which children are school buses, said she crawled
underneath the boxcars when
the train stopped.
"At first I thought my own
kids were in that bus," she said,
"but they had gone in the first
one. A little girl was crying and
saying, 'That's my brother.'
And I could see that the kid was
The funeral for Mrs. Nellie dead."
Outland of Murray Route Five
Anita Martinez was a school
will be held today at 2:30 p.m. at dropout who had decided to
the Cherry
Corner Baptist return to Wool. Four of her
Church, where she was a brothers may among the inmember, with Rev. Roy Gibson, jured.
Rev. R.J. Burpoe, and Rev.
Jack Jones officiating.
Boyce McCuiston, Cullen
Forrest, Dee Halcomb, Calvin
iCeetinued from Page I)
Chandler, Bill Stubblefield, and
Dale Spann will serve as
Ilimeywise it means
pallbearers. Burial will be in
:41,293,117 increase of
the Hicks Cemetery with the
personal inconie.
arrangements by the Max
4777.298 from the 100 new
Churchill Funeral Horne.
industry jobs.
Mrs. Outland, age 84, sucfrom 74 other join
cumbed Monday at 3:20 p.m. at Susurated.
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She and her husband,
It also translates into.
W.P. Outland, who survives,
—$490,091 more in bank
would have ben married for 62 deposits.
years on August 27 of this year.
-3150,002 for &aborted purBorn January 17, 1889, she was poses.
the daughter of the late Liznuel
and Mel in additional
Sills and Virginia Spiceland retail sahls broken down this
Sills.
way:
The deceased is survived by
—$157,379 more to grocery
her husband; three daughters, stores. 241 per cent.
Mrs. W.H. Crutcher of Murray
-443.099 more to eating and
Route Six, Mrs. Ann Klein of drinking places. 6.6 per cent.
Chicago, Eli, Mrs. John R. ---$33,967 more to apparel and
Crutcher of Humboldt, Tenn., npecialty shops. 5.2 per cent.
and Mrs .1 C. Moody of Murray
—$28,733 more to furniture
Route Five; six sons. Earl and and household appliance stores.
Sam Outland of Murray, John 4.4 per cent
W.Outland of Jonesboro, Tenn.,
—4136,687 more to automobile
Gilbert Outland of Chicago, Ill., dealers. 19.4 per cent.
and Russell Outland with the
—$52,242 more to gasoline
US. Navy at Charleston, S.C.; service station. 8.0 per cent.
two sisters, Mrs. Cordie
—$43,753 more to lumber
Garland of Paducah and Mrs. yards, building material,
Fannie Outland of Dover, hardware. 6.7 per cent.
Tenn.; two brothers, Elmer
—$24,815 more to drug stores.
Sills of Hopkinsville and Riley 3.8 per ceut.
Sills of Sytnsonia; twnety-seven
—1811,464 more to department,
grandchildren; thirty-three dry goods and variety stores.
great grandchildren.
13.7 per cent.
—$52,895
to
more
miscellaneous retail services
8.1 per cent.

Dr. Ray Mofield, chairman of
the department of communications at Murray State,
has been named president of the
Kentucky
Association
of
Communication Arts.
Mofield replaces Dr. Eugene
Hall, who held the office since
January 1, 1973.
Hall, of Western Kentucky
University, has moved, and his
resignation was effective Feb.

Services Are Today
At Cherry Corner
For Mrs. Outland

Kentucky Roundup
FRANKFORT. Ky.( AP ( -Kentucky's highway fatality toll for
1972 was the highest ever, the state Department of Public Safety
reports.
Recent deaths from 1972 traffic mishaps have raised the
number of fatalities to 1,091, the department reported Tuesday
The highest toll in any previous years was 1.086 traffic deaths,
recorded in 1966.
The 1972 death toll could go still higher, the department
reported, though March 1, has been set as a cutoff date for
statistical purposes
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)—The Kentucky Revenue Department
is suing state Railroad Commissioner, Chester I,. Ftegsby for
$298.24, contending he failed to pay state income tax for the years
1969, 1970 and 1971.
The sum includes tax,interest and penalties for the three years.
Rigsby was elected to a four-year term on the railroad commission in 1967. The Louisville attorney returned to the commission last year when he was elected to fill the unexpired term of
Thomas James, who died in office last spring.
RICHMOND, Ky. (AP)—A law enforcement traffic safety
center under construction at Eastern Kentucky University will be
paid for by $6.5 million in bonds sold by the university Tuesday.
Gov. Wendell Ford broke ground Oct. 18, for the project, which
will include classrooms, laboratories, a cafeteria and a 400-seat
auditorium. It will serve the school of law enforcement, the traffic
safety institute and a state agency, the Kentucky Law Enforcement Council.
Six bids were submitted in the bond sale. The lowest was a joint
offer by John Nuveen and Co., Chicago, and Johnston, Brown
Burnett and Knight Inc., Louisville, for an annual interest rate of
5.49 per cent.

ASHLAND, Ky. ( AP) --Directors of the Fivco Area Development District have talked about plans for a conference before
April 1, with Gov. Wendell Ford to discuss the commercial
potential of a toll road from Ashland to Alexandria.
Proponetnts met in January with Highway Commissioner
Charles Pryor, who said his department doesn't plan a feasibility
study of such a road because of a lack of funds.
When the development district directors met this week
Chairman G.B. Johnson Jr., cautioned the board it will be difficult
for the present administration to act on the highway "because it is
such a long range project." Executive secretary David Salisbury
suggested that commitments should be obtained from future
gubernatorial and legislative candidates.
HOPKINSVILLE, Ky.( AP)—A $2.5 million plant to produce a
new type of tungsten powder is expected to be fully operational in
this Southwestern Kentucky city by fall.
John U. Wickes, president of Mallory Metallurgical Co.,said the
17,000-square-foot plant will employ about 25 persons. Mallory
Metallurgical is a division of P.R. Mallory & Co. of Indianapolis.
A Mallory spokesman said Gifford U. Harvey of Indianapolis is
project enginner and will become plant manager.

Seen & Heard .. .

Funeral Services
Being Held Today
For Mrs. Morris

Funeral services for Mrs.
Mavis Morris of 812 Olive
Street, Murray, are being held
today at one p.m at the chapel
of the J. H. Churchill Funeral
Home with Rev. Roy Gibson
officiating.
Serving as pallbearers are
Ronald W. Churchill, Dwain
Taylor, W T. Downs, James
Swann, Edwin Stokes, and
Bryan Tolley.
Interment will be in the
Murray Cemetery with the
arrangements by the J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home,
Mrs. Morris, age 93, died
Tuesday at 4:30 a.m, at the
Westview Nursing Home. She
was preceded in death by her
husband, Hardin Morris, and
one daughter, Mrs. Margaret
Ruth Boaz A member of the
First Baptist church, Mrs.
Merris, born May 28, 1879, In
Calloway County, was the
daughter of the late William
Stanley Houston and Martha
Lassiter Houston
Survivors are one grandson,
Dan Boaz and his wife, Carol,.
and one great granddaughter,
Sarah Elizabeth Boaz, all of
Murray Route Three; two
sisters, Miss Ruth Houston of
Murray and Mrs. Louella
Beddoe of Galveston, Texas:
one brother, Stanley Houston*
Dallas, Texas

1

Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Tidwell, dairy and tobacco farmers from
the Lynn Grove community, were among those attending the two
days workshop,sponsored by the Tennessee Valley Association of
Test Demonstration Farm Families, in cooperation with the
seven Tennessee Valley Land Grant Universities and TVA, held
last week at the National Fertilizer Development Center, Muscle
Shoals, Ala This is an annual affair designed to help the farmers
to use farm resources to increase income on their farms. This
program has been a great boost to farmers in Calloway County
since its inception in 1935, according to Ted Howard, cCounty
Agricultural agent.

Nixon Visits Stennis;
'Thinks He'll Make It'

Mofield, a native of Hardin,
came to Murray State in July,
1964, as executive assistant to
president Ralph Woods. He has
been
chairman of the communications department since
July, 1968.
Mofield received his B.A.
degree from Murray in 1943,
and attended midshipments
school at the University of
Notre Dame, and did his
masters work in radiotelevision and journalism at
Northwestern in 1945. He
completed his Ph D. work at
Southern Illinois in Speech in
1964. He was awarded an
honorary LL.D. by Idaho
Christian College in 1962.
Mofield taught at Southern
Illinois University for five
years, and was also director of
academic affairs for thti
department of radio-television.
He was also in commercial
broadcasting for 14 years in
various news, sports, and
management positions at
WPAD, Paducah, WCBL,
Benton, NBC, Chicago, and CBS
News, in New York. He also has
a rruisters degree in economics
from Columbia University.

wounds continued "grave."
Sen
WASHINGTON AP!
But Nixon, after a 10-minute
John C. Stasis was visited today by Priddent Nixon as im- visit with Stennis in Walter
provement was reported in the Reed Army Medical Center,
conditim of the 71-year-old Mis- told newsmen: "I think he's gosissippi Dernocrat but chances__ing to make it."
he would reco4 from gunaluise --lrbospilal spokestnan said
the senator, who underwent 45
minutes of exploratory surgery
Tuesday, rested well during the
•
night and was- "awake, alert,
and conversant" today.
_
(Cantiseed from Page 11
The spokesman, Maj. Frill*
each from Canada, Indonesia, Garland, said at at 6 a.m. laid.
Poland and Hungary—are mg that the senator's surpass
Standing by in Saigon, ready to "consider his condition to Masi
move out on two hours' notice. stabilized since yesterday's surThey spent the morning at their gery."
headquarters at Tan Son Nhut
Stennis was shot twice in a
Air Base discussing operational holdup near his Washington
procedures.
home on Jan. 30.
Twelve members of the
Today's hospital statement
Canadian Red Cross were flying
to Vietnam today to join said:
"Sen. Stanals rested well last
representatives of the Polish
night. He Iles able to sleep a
Red Cross in touring the prison
total of five hours. He is now
camps An annex to the Paris
awake , alert and conversant.
cease-fire peace agreement
"His fever has lowered
says at least two Red Cross
somewhat from last evening.
societies will be designated to
The vital signs are good.
visit all places where prisoners
Surgeons consider his condition
are held "to contribute to imto have stabilized since
proving the living conditions."
yesterday's surgery.
1ft
The Saigon military com"However, he is still listed as
mand reported another 121
very serious and the prognosis
Communist cease-fire
As still grave."
violatons, including two battles
Stennis, chairman of the
in the central highlands north
Senate Armed Services Comand south of Pleiku.
mittee, warkhot in the stomach
The Saigon command also and thigh. The bullet that hit
reported that North Vietnamese him in the stomach penetrated
tarucs and infantrymen were his pancreas and colon.
spotted moving into position for
Each 160 new manufacturing an attack on government forces
}ths also means '174 more near the A Shau Valley about 20
workers employed.
miles southwest of Hue. South
—,100 more in the new in- Vietnamese forces attacked
dustry itself.
first, destroyed seven tanks and
non- killed 30 of the communist
new
in
—74
About 350 West Kentucky
manufacturing jobs
troops, while suffering no
casualties of their own, a students from 21 high school
chapters of the Kentucky
These 74 other jobs break communique said.
down this way
The command said a total of Association of Distributive
—6 in contract construction. 443 North Vietnamese and Viet Education Clubs of America are
—6 in transportation and C,eng and 42 South Vietnamese expected to attend the First
public utilities
troops were killed and 232 Region Career Development
were Conference at Murray State
—20 in wholesale and retail government troops
wounded in the 24-hour period University Monday, Feb. 12.
trades.
To begin at 10:30 a.m in the
--4 in finance, insurance, real ending at 6 a.m. today.
University School auditorium,
estate.
the meeting will include a
--15 in service occupations
CHORUS REHEARSAL
general session before noon,
—20 in government at all
The chorus of the Music competition in 16 events related
levels.
Department
of the Murray to marketing and distribution in
—3 in other occupations.
Woman's Club will hove a the afternoon, and an evening
rehearsal at the club house on
awards banquet.
Sunday, February 11, at two
Finalists and semifinalists
p.m All members are urged to from each event will
advance to
attend.
competition at the state conference in Louisville in March
Service for February 7, 1973
BOSTON (AP) — The wail of as representatives of the First
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
Market Report Includes Nine a fire engine siren in the night Region.
brings a cold chill to some and
Serving as host for the first
Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 513 Est. 800 the ring of adventure to others. regional DECA conference on
Barrows and Gilts steady to 20 To a certain sneak thief in Bos- the campus will be the Murray
ton's Roxbury section, it brings State DECA chapter. Assisting
cents higher Sows steady.
US 1-2 200-230 lbs. $34.75-35.00 an invitation to visit the empty as the courtesy corps will be
$34.00-34.75 firehouse
students from three schools—
US 1-3 200-2501b5.
33.50-34.00
Responding to concurrent Murray Vocational, South
US 24240-260 lbs.
*32.75-3350 alarms Sunday night, members Marshall and Benton.
US 3-4 260-280 lbs.
of Engine Co. 24 were away
SOWS
Other schools participating
50-28.50 a from their station for about an will be Owensboro Senior,
US 1-2 270-350 lbs
hour. When they returned they Union County, Daviess County,
few at $2$.00
$26.50-27.50 found ')ie firehouse looted and Caldwell County, Christian
US 13350-650 lbs.
US 2-3 450-650 lbs. $25.50-26.50--a their _elor television set miss- County, Hopkinsville,
ing—for the fifth time in less Matisonville—North Hopkins,
few down to $25.00.
than a year.
Boars $22.00-25.75
West Hopkins, South Hopkins,

POWs.

Dr. Hancock...
(Continued from Page 1)
and Ph
D. degrees at
Oklahoma State University
An avid naturalist, Hancock
has served on the board
directors of the Murphy's Pond
Committee, as president of thfrKentucky
Ornithological
Societysand has been active in
the Kentucky Chapter of Nature
Conservancy
His interests also include
historical sites and geneology.
has served as president of
the Jackson Purchase Historical Society.
Dr, Walter Blackburn, dean
of the
School of Arts sod
Sciences, cited the "notable
contributions" made by Hitt.'
cock as a teacher and as a
department head, particularly.-- —
in the area of research.
Blackburn made specific
mention of the upgrading of the
faculty in the department
during Hancrock'S tenure as
chairman, noting that 12 of the
13 on the faculty now have
doctoral degrees.
"It is with great regret that
we accepted his request for
retirement," Blackburn added
"For a period of three to four
months before he made his
formal request I had strongly
urged him to reconsider "
Blackburn said he would
probably be prepared to make
a recommendation about a
successor in two to three weeks

West Kentucky DE Students
To Converge on Murray State

Purchase Area
Hog Market

Trigg
Ballard
County,
Memorial, Mayfield, North
Marshall, Health, Lone Oak,
Fteiclland, Tilghman and Tilghman Area Vocational
Dr
Alberta
Chapman,
professor of business education
at Murray State and faculty
adviser to the Murray State
chapter of DECA, said the
conference enables students to
acquire career information and
to further their education
through competition in various
areas of study related to their
future jobs.
Contest categoties are: advertising, cashier-checker,
DECA Creed, visual display,
window display, sweetheart
contest, gift wrapping, job
interview, parliamentary
procedure, public speaking,
sales demonstration, student of
the year, store layout, shoe
card lettering, manuals and
DECA quiz.
Dr. Harry M. Sparks, Murray
State president, and Philip
Tibbs, dean of the School of
Business, will welcome DECA
members to the campus during
the opening session
Competition is scheduled
from 1:30 to 4:00 p.m., and the
banquet begins at 5:30 p.m. in
the ballroom of itie Waterfield
Student Union Building.
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New College Scholarships
Being Offered to Students

CPAs Outline 1972 Changes In Tax Laws

'SAWFLY' MISSILES

New Soviet sub

will debut soon

Two new college scholarships
with a total value of $4,000 are
being offered to students
beginning their junior year at
Kentucky's
colleges
or
universities by the state's rural
electric cooperatives.
Each of the scholarships
consist of annual $500 grant;
$500 interest-free loans—which
will be forgiven under certain
conditions—and
summer

hubs tithe first of a series of
articles prepared by The
Keatucky Society of Certified
Public Accountants offering
advice on filing 1972 Federal
Income Tax Returns.)
With the tune for filing 1972
federal income tax returns
drawing near, taxpayers begin
wondering what tax law
changes there have been since
last year. The answer provided
by The Kentucky Society of
Certified Public Accountants is
that the changes aren't
numerous, but they are important.
The one affecting the most
people- -just about everyone,
says the CPAs—is the increase
In the personal exemption from
$675 to $750. This amount may
be taken for each dependent,
including the taxpayer, himself.
Next in importance in terms
of
numbers
of
taxpayers affected
is the
liberalization of the standard
deduction for those who do not
itemize their deductions. Last
year one could deduct 13 per
cent of adjusted gross income
up.to a maximum of $1,500. This
year the standard deduction is
15 per cent, with a $2,000
maximum.
A third major innovation is
the boost in the low-income
allowance, the amount of income on which there is no tax at
all. It's up from $1,050 to $1,300.
By combining this with personi
exemptions a family of five can
earn up to $5,050 and incur no
tax.
Yery important to persons in
the high tax barckets isax
lowering of the ceiling on income taxes. On earned Income—as distinguished from
interest, dividends, etc.--the
top tax rate now is 50 per cent,
down from *per cent in 1971.

For working mothers, and
fathers whose wives are
disabled or no longer in the
home, there are new deductions
for the costs of having someone
take care of children or Invalid
adult dependents. The new law,
applying to fees paid to
babysitters, housekeepers who
also babysit, and nursery
schools, is crammed with
qualifications, so expert
assistance in this area is
recommended

Another major change, In
Internal Revenue Service policy
rather than in tax law, severly
restricts the deductibility of
expenses resulting
from
ownership of a vacation home
that is rented out part of the
year. Except for interest and
tax payments, deductions for
such a home are limited to the
amount of rent it brings in, says
the CPA Society.
, Finally, the CPAs offer a
reminder that contributors:to-

political campaigns may now
dtake a tax credit ta reduction of
the amount of taxes owed) of
one half the amount contributed, up to a maximum of
$12.50 ($25 on a joint return 1.
Alternatively, they can take a
deduction for the full amount
contributed,up to $50 ($100 on a
joint return). Persons in higher
tax brackets gain most by
taking the deduction, while
those with lower incomes do
better with the credit.

employment with remuneration
of at least $1,000 each summer
The summer employment will
be with one or more of the 29
rural electric cooperatives in
marines to carry them.
By L EDGAR PRINA
the state.
The U.S. Navy has 41 balCopley News Service
These two scholarships are
listic missile submarines, inbeing offered in addition to two
cluding 18 armed with Polaris
WASHINGTON — Somesimilar scholarships which
missiles and 12 with Poseidon
time next spring the first of a
missiles. In addition, 11 others
were awarded last year to
new class of Soviet nuclear
are being converted from
submarines, armed with a
students at Morehead State
Polaris to Poseidon.
dozen of the most powerful,
University and the University of
longest-range, sea-based balLast
year's
Kentucky.
The Polaris and Poseida•
listic nussdes in the world,
recipients will continue
to
weapons have a range of 2,50e
will begin a combat-ready
receive the scholarships
nautical miles, although the
cruise.
through their senior year.
latter can reach out up to le
The big, 9,000-ton sub, a
additional 500 nautical miles
The rural electric scholarship
converted unit of the Yankee
depending upon the number of
program is designed to assist
dass, will carry the thoroughwarheads it carries.
deserving young people in the
ly tested SS-N-8 missile,
The US. Navy, in its Tristate to complete their
called the "Sawfly" by North
dent program, is developing•
education and to encourage
Atlantic Treaty Organization
new ballistic missile and subserious consideration of the
planners.
Copley News Serce
marine for late 1978 and berural electric cooperative
Melvin R. Laird, outgoing
yond. Congress willing.
NEW YORK — The great
program as a career opdefense secretary, disclosed
Christian debate over saving
The Trident I missile is exportunity.
new details of what he called
souls vs. rescuing society may
pected to have a range of 4,505
Applicants for the scholarthe
continuing
"vigorous
mobe drawing to an end.
nautical miles. It could be
ships must be citizens of the
rnentiun" of the Soviet build-14149
.
rie.
Since the cataclysmic batcarried by a Poseidon subUnited States, must have
and
conup
in
both
nuclear
tles between fundamentalists
marine,
too.
later
'Priciest
The
graduated in the top one-third of
ventional weapons in his final
and liberals • of the 19203,
I missile will Kave a ramp-4
their high school graduating
report to Congress.
American Christianity has for
approximately 6,000 miles
class, maintained at least a 3.0
-The Soviet submarinethe most part been divided mand will have to be carried by
average
during
their
launched
ballistic
missile
grade
feel
those
who
u) two camps,
a totally new submarine.
force
has
been
methyears
SLBM
freshman
and
sophomore
the church's mission is to save
odically upgraded," he said.
Laird reported the Soviets
of college, display leadership
souls through personal con"The SS-N-8 missile, which
also were upgrading their
ability, arid be enrolled as fullversion and those who believe
has a range of 4,000 nautical
land-based strategic miie
man must be saved from him- time students for the succeedmiles, is expected to become
Inventory.
:
self through social, economic ing Fall term as a junior in a
operational in the next few
He said a new version of the
and political rescue missions., Kentucky college or university.
months. ...
Minuteman-size S-11 ICBM
In the 19th Century, fundaNo specific major course of
"The
platform
for
the
SS-Nhas
been "tested repeatedly
mentalist evangelists were at
but
the
apstudy is required
8 appears to be a 12-tube modand appears ready" for dethe forefront of social reform, plicant's curriculum should be
ification of the Yankee-class
ployment.
leading in the battles against
one that will prepare him for
submarine. The first of these
Laird told Congress that.
slavery and for prison reform.
management responsibilities in
units, which we call the Delta
new radars and other faciliThey urged humane treatthe rural electric cooperative
class, is undergoing sea trials
ties had been added to two
rnent of the mentally ill,
program.
and will soon be operatinnal
more Galosh AB complexes_
championed the right of laborStudents-WT:10 Wish to tWar
The Soviet ballistic missile
around Moscow while work
to strike, sought an end to the
who desire more information
submarine force — Yankee_ progresses on a follow-on
exploitation of women and
concerning the scholarships
and Delta class — now totals
ABM system_
children in factories and esWood, about 45 operational and
should contact Don
The secretary referred, too,
tablished homes for women
Kentucky Rural Electric
under construction."
to what he s4lled the SWIM
and organizations such as the
Cooperative Corporation, 4515
The situation reported by
Unions "first aircraft earSalvation Army
Bishop Lane, Louisville,
Laird means the Russians
ner
The .Ship, under 0.- Gambling bachelors
With the 20th Century and
'COKYO(UPI) — Gambling
Kentucky 40218, Phone i 502) have outstripped the United
struction at a Black Sea peek
the rise of prosperity among
As the chief 'diversion of
451-2438.
Applications
for
States
in
the
range
of
their
is
estimated
at
30,000
tons
dieProtestants, the evangelicals
Japanese bachelors. according
scholarships for the 1973-74
submarine missiles and soon
placement This would make to a government surseN.
gravitated toward the conwill
school
year
must
have
a
greater
it
smaller
U.S.4tbe submitted
number of
than any
servative views of their
ELECTRIFIED HAIRDO
Boni Petersen, a Junior at Hillcrest Hidh School in Dallas
Bowling is a close second. the
modern nuclear-powered subby April 1, 1973
tack carrier
wealthy supporters. Hell-fireTex presents this hair-on end style in her physics class The effect was produced when
-urvey showed.
and-brimstone preachers
she received a harmless charge Of 200 000 otts from an electro-static generator
such as Dwight L Moody and
Bally Sunday, bowing to the
leanings of the conservatives,
came to believe that social
progress
was achievedthrough individual salvationCome in, select your Valentine Heart
rather than mass reform.
What resulted, according to
a leading evangelical scholar,
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT
from our Big Display of Boxed Valentine Candies.
was "the great reversal," in
TO LIMIT QUANTITIES
which the evangelicals turned
away from an interest in soSnle 'Shires Wednesday
EAST SIDE OF THE SQUARE
Also Have A Nice Selection of Valentine Cards
as a whole, while mainEnds Snturriay
stream denominations forged
to the lead in areas of social,
racial, economic and educaWHITE RAIN
NIL
tional concerns.
"Instead of being in the
forefront of social concern,
Anti-Gas Antacid
Works to keep septic tanks,
evangelicals reverted to the
position of being at the tail
Choice of Regular, Extra Hold,
cesspools trouble free
100 Tablets
end of nearly every effort to
inn*
bring about social reform,"
Oily, Unscented 13-oz.
1 Lb. Box
according to Dr. David O. Moberg, chairman of the department of sociology and anthropology at Marquette University.
In an analysis of "The
CORICIDIN
Great Reversal, Evangelisn
TEGRIN
TEGRIN
Versus Social Concern," published by J. B. Lippincott, Moberg declared that there are
SINUS HEADACHE TABLETS
those who believe that the
Christian church has been in
Bottle of 24
danger of coming apart on the
deodorizes,
kills
Disinfects
and
Relief
from
sinus
Fast
Helps relieve flaking,
question of whether the gospel
is personal or social, but he
headache pain.
household germs. 14 oz. Spray Can.
itching, scaling. Leaves
Bottle of 25
finds that the polarization is

Great
debate
ending?
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I
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52.10
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SHAMPOO
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COLD
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He traced the onset of the
split to the religious conflicts
of the 1920s, a signal aspect of
which was the Scopes -monkey" trial, dealing with the
dispute over Darwin's theory
of evolution as against the
Scriptural account of creation. There also were heresy
trials of clergymen and seminary professors and religious
attacks on higher education
that helped bring the fundamentalist-modernist controversy to its peak.
Adversaries In those disputes saw the "ecumenical
wing" of Christianity pitted
against the evangelists, with
one side seeking radical
changes in society and the
other concentrating on a person-oriented theology.
Moberg maintains that the
difficulties of the church in
the 1970s took root in the disputes of the '20s, that the current tensions between personal and social ministries is a
continuation of those fundamentalist-modernist controversies.

-41 HAIR SPRAY

DI-GEL TABLETS
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lb U!
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74;

5.75-oz. Jar
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Food Giant
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WIN FREE CASH!!

EGGS
00
3.doz.$

Bel-Air
Shopping Center

TREASURE CHEST
This Week
Win
$20000

Limit 3 doz. with '7.50 additional purchase,
excluding tobacco and dairy products.

Prices Good
Feb. 7-13

Linda Harrison, 110 N. 9th, Murray, Card Not Punched
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boasts a string of firsts
Mississippi
I
By ROBERT BETTS
Copley News Service
Cotton is king in Mississippi
everyone knows — but it
has another claim to fame. It
produced the world's first can
of condensed milk.
Dairyman Gail Borden discovered a process of evaporating milk in 1856. Soldiers in
the Civil War found it particularly valuable, and its use
spread rapidly thereafter.
Borden's home still stands
in the town of Liberty.
Mississippi boasts several
other firsts - first to produce
a cotton crop entirely by ma- chinery, first to bottle Coca
Cola, to establish blind and
deaf institutions, to adopt a
homestead exemption law, to
establish a state college for
women and to have a planned
system of junior colleges.
Mississippi College at Clinton, founded 1826, was the
first coeducational college in
the nation to grant degrees to
women. The state led the English-speaking world with
Legislation protecting maras

LEFT STAN'DING—Twenty-two stately Corinthian columns, located near Port Gibson, and known as the Ruins of Windsor, are
all that remains of a once magnificent estate that was built in 1860 for 9175,000. The house, called the most handsome in Mississippi,
was spared from the ravages of war only to be destroyed by a lighted cigarette in 1890.

tied women's property rights.
Jefferson Davis, first and
only president of the Confederate States of America, was
a Mississippian. Beauvoi, his
home at Biloxi, is one of the
state's many historic spots.
A Mississippi last can also
be recorded It was the Last
state to abandon prohibition,
adopting a local-option liquor
law in May 21, 1966. It had
adopted prohibition in 1909.
The territory was first explored by Hernando de Soto.
He was looking for gold, and
discovered instead the mighty
river now called Missisippi.
The Spaniards were followed by the French, then the
English. Mississippi became
a territory of the United
States in 1798 with the capital
at Natchez, oldest settlement
On the ABSSiS•i1411 River.
Jackson, nsmed after Gen.
Andrew Jackson, hero of the
War of 1812 and seventh president of the United States, became the capital in 1821
Mississippi became the 20th
state of the Union an Dec. 10,
1817. It seceded Jan. 8, 1881,
as the Civil War began. Mani/

battles were fought in almost
every area of the state. The
major struggle was at Vicksburg, whose strategic location
on the Irlississippi River made
it a primary target of the federal campaign The city fell
to Gen. Ulysses Grant's Union
forces July 14, 1863, and the
fate of the Confederacy was
sealed. The state was readnutted to the Union in 1870.
Due to its soil and climate,
agriculture is Mississippi's
chief industry, but its "Balance Agriculture with Industry" program has led to a
large number of industries
moving into the state. Chemicals, metal, petroleum,
wood, clothing, electronic,
plastic and numerous other -E
types of manufacturing plants
are now located there.
Mississippi has been the
leading tree farm state in the
nation since October, 1955,
with approximately 17 million
acres of forest land. Pines,
oaks arid gums predominate.
The state ranks eighth in
the nation in production of
natural gas and ninth in oil
production. It has a wealth of

days, cement rock, sandstone, limestone, bentonite
and fuller's earth.
Water rasburces also are
abundant. The Mississippi
River, bordering the state on
the west, has a daily flow of ;
300-500 billion gallons. There
are eight other major rivers
in the state, plus hundreds of
lakes and stx large reservoirs.
The entire southern section
borders on the Gulf of Mexico,
a popular fishing area, with
several resort cities
Southern hospitality is legend in Mississippi, which calls
itself the "Hospitality State."
Tourism is of growing economic importance. It is estimated that vacationers spend
over $185 million a year in the
state.
--- They go to visit the many
historic tovms, forts, battle
sites and beautiful antebellum
mansions, to camp and to take
scenic drives through the several state parks, to fish, yacht
and swim in the numerous
lakes and rivers, and along
the world-famous Gulf Coast
-- known as "America's Rivera

Airborne safaris visit
primitive African villages
by aircraft from Nairobi's
Wilson Airport where several
charter companies and air
services are based.
NAIROBI, Kenya — One of
Each Wing Safari lasts
Africa's continuing attracthree weeks and includes not
tions - in an illogical manner
only the great game parks of
of speaking — has been its inEast Africa but, perhaps even
accessibility That Dark Conmore enthralling, glimpses of
tinent image persists despite
remote areas and little-imown
the incursion of jumbo jets,
people.
package tours and satelliteFor instance, the Njemps —
communications.
bounce
and who has heard of them?
There still remains a romanThese are a strikingly handtic exclusivity about an Afrisome people who do a little
can safarL__
The new Tartan and his — fishing and a tittle. herding
and who live on the shores of
Jane can get the best of both
Lake Baringo in the Rift
young
now.
The
bright
worlds
Val* in Kenya.
capitals, all champagne sparA .corrifortable lodge run by
kle, offer with their new hotels
an English couple who treat
American-standard comfort,
their visitors as personal
food and facilities. And then,
guests is sited on the shores of
way off the beaten track
the lake. The cry of a fish eawhere even the tire marks of
gle breaks the silence — but
the tourist mini-bus are selnothing else disturts the
dom seen, is the real unpeacefulness of this quiet
spoiled Africa.
place_
The Njemps will, on inthat
Many people argue
vitation, dance for visitors: a
they can get the true "feel" of
flowing and a leaping perforthe country only by road
mance interrupted by occatravel.
sional howls, half-comic
Others, whose time is too
echoes of the fish eagle, as a
short to see the famous parks
dance- lets hirnseif go
which lie often hundreds of
Another tribe that the Wing
nules apart or who would willSafaris drop in on are the
ingly forgo the mud and-or
Korokoro who number a mere
dust of the road, prefer to fly.
800 or so. The Korokoro live in
For them, the concept of the
tiny villages near Garissa
Wing Safari came into being.
along the banks of Kenya's
That was back in 1963 when
longest river, the Tana It is
Tony Irwin of Lindblad Travel
hot there and only the turgid
& Tony Irwin EA) Ltd., flew
brown flow of the river treaks
six passengers around the
the vastness of the dry, scrub
pine parks of Kenya, UganLand
da and Tanzania
But for those who have
Lindblad
Travel
last year
tasted the charms of the welldr Tony Irwin had 102 Wing
covered tourist circuits, this
Safaris scheduled — nearly
has the quality and solitude of
900 passengers, traveling in
the Africa that was
small groups About 200 tourSankuri camp, set up by
ists visit the parks every day
By MARION KAPLAN
Copley News Service

1

professional hunter David
Lockwood on the riverbank, is
in the heart of Korokoro country — it is, in fact, the only
camp of its kind in all the
emptiness of the northeast
province.
Wing Safari- visitors land at
Garissa and are driven the
sandy road to the camp. Smiling Somali service, good food,
a unique Livingstone-like atmosphere, re-create an almost forgotten past
A canoe ride down the Tana
River i yes, of course there
are crocodiles and hippos —
with expert Korokoro canoeists and a sharp-eyed hunter
to keep an eye out for them);
a pause at a village where
beautiful maidens perform
dances that have never been
seen on lodge verandas; the
timeless river setting in a remote corner of a great continent • it makes a remarkable
experience — even or especially for those who had
thought all. Africa's wonders
were in the game parks_
The Wing Safari concept is
growing. Lindblad Travel &
Tony Irwin retain11y lint-.
chased a $300,000 ltV1.4.441gined Britten-Norman Trig-.
'ander, the only aircraft of its
kind in Africa
Rugged
enough to cope with bush
strips, it also has the speed
and range to meet the demanding Wing Safari routes.
Designed for 18 people, the interior has been converted to
accommodate ten visitors and
a "wing hostess."
Even old Africa hands (like
this writer ) are finding new
delights from the air. And
what a temptation -- to drop
in in Africa!
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GREAT PLACE TO REST -- Dalmation named "Brutus" picks the best seat in the
house to view annual fashion show staged by the British Footwear Manufacturers Federation in London. The latest in British shoe fashions were shown This is just thrown in
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A CHANGING WORLD

Terrible decision drawin I near?
By JOHN PINKERMAN
Editor,
Copley News Service
The pundits, have been
prognosticating all kinds of
worldly things for 1973 and the
not-so-smart people are saying what their smart bombs'
have done to end the anguish
of the Vietnam war
Unquestionably there are
more important things to
think about in a global sense
but the big question oii 1973 in
the little world that encompasses our household is: Will
this be the year of the terrible
decision'
The decision concerns our
beloved lady, Miss Jill, now
gou
.13 III,...eimaraner..
years Of 70 to SG in human
years. Mans best friend far
beyond the call of duty, she
doesn't see much any more
and she- doesn't hear much.
She has the multiple benign
tumors of old age, and arthritis in her rear legs makes her
less agile than in previous
years of hiking the hundreds
of trails up to nearly 11,000
feet in California's San
Jacinto Mountains.
On Christmas Eve we
thought, sitting around the
fireplace among the mountain
pines, that Miss Jill had made
our decision for us She crept
and dragged herself closer to
the fire, then didn't move for
what seemed like days -- actually less than 24 hours. She
had no interest in food and she
didn't respond to the petting
that usually had been so much
of her pleasure Had she decided on her own, -*nobody's
going to - put me away • I'll go
out on my own "
Ben. Christmas Night she
rebounded -- to the extent
that a senior citizen can
-'bound," and demanded a
run in the woods And, today
she again is a reamOnably
frisky pal for her 5-year-old .
adopted sister, Hesdi, aim a
wei ma raner. ,
So. our decision is postponed and it has to be a decision predicated on what
Miss Jill wants, nil a decision
to satisfy our own pleasure or
convenience Bat,--the close'
call of Christmas Eve does recall some of the joys shared
by man and dog.
There have been hikes to
Tahquaz Peak, to San Jacinto
Peak, to May Valley, to
Thomas Mountain, to Skunk
Cabbage Meadow, to Carambe, to Suicide Leap, to Deer
Springs, to Alvin Meadow, to
Desert-View, to Hidden Hike:Miss Jill has been the tut of
the hiking party, to the pi —
where the people of our mountam village do not refer to her
master by name buy by -that
man with the beautiful gray
dog."
There is the nightly ritual of
presenting the old man's slippers, too, and the fact that
Miss Jill does no tricks —
she's no showoff, just a loyal
companion. And, there is the
satisfaction that she has
never growled at anybody —_-almost never, that is:
Her only growl ever was delivered at a newspaper composing room foreman, and
some of us in the news business would say this is a supreme tribute to her acute instincts.
She has other instincts, too,
and my Missy would say one
wasn't one of her b&.st. She

hates to be alone and on one
occasion took out her loneliness by chewing up several
books from our library One,
The Fading American
Newspaper," was :in auto-

Bangladesh is halting its
nationalization program in an
effort to attract foreign and
local investment, Syed Lslam,
industries minister, announced recently.
The government has nationalized 85 per cent of the country's industry, butlaek of
managerial 'skills prompted
the new industrial investment
policy.

again her instincts were currect, because within a few
days there was a "fading
American newspaper"
the
demise of the New York Heraid Tribune

•
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One thing is for sure. If the
time is 1973, it will be because
Miss Jill says so — and not because I say so That's the least
one can do for a friend so
brave and so loyal
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der piece and said 1 hoped I
knew -also when to make the
right decision regarding my
Miss Jill. -When the time
comes," he said, "you'll know

AVONDALE SLICED

TOWELS

)

Nationalization
program slows
in Bangladesh

Years
she hiked four miles in precaOne thing she has not done
'nous snow along a'ledge just a
- she has not chewed up her a
d• • ago
•
, few days
mast's
er partial dental plate
But, it is 1973, mei could this
as sister Heidi did — to the
be that terrible year of dentune of $450, and she is scrupmon" Reading that fine writulously careful . in staying
stay
er , Loudon Wainwright, in the
clear of neighbors' lawns
Jan 21, 1971, issue of Life, as
She loves to ride in cars —
he wrote of the last minutes in
the vet's office with his dog,
so l°11/4 as she can sit in the
front seat, banishing Missy
Juhn Henry, 1 told Loudon
and Heidi to the rear — arid
how much I enjoyed his ten-

SWANSOFT WHITE OS COLORS

laird issues warning
to NATO allies
In his farewell statement to
Congress, outgoing Secretary
of Defense Melvin Laird
warned the North Atlantic
Treaty Organization that U.S.
allies must bear a greater
share of the common defense
burden.
—
He says it's not fair for the
United States to bear the burden of both auclear and conventional defense "That is
neither equitable nor politic,"
he said.

gi a plied copy from no
the late Carl E. lind.stroiii. a
great editor The book's c aer
was dyed red and our carpet
and you can
was white
guess the result, Howe Yer.

KENTUCKY

Miss Jill is a friend of the
deer i'ha eaarn our mountain
property and has the habit of
sitting silently on the deck,
tucking her head in wondernient as they chew up our
shrubs
She whines at squirrels but
doesn't chase them, and she
loves skunks to the point,
luckily. where there has been
only one disaster in rtearly 13
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mhabitang as adults. _ --A survey of U.S. schools by
the World Future Society reports that teachers almost
unanimously report great enthusiasm from students.
Courses are generally interdisciplinary in nature, even
when given under the auspices of a single department.
Guest lecturers, films and
field trips introduce the u-

CAPITAL TOUCH

nL
variety of material
which stimulates some "really innovative thmlung," according to one professor
quoted in the survey.
In some areas, the study of
the future has branched out
from the college to the community, with special conferences or workshops in which
adults and students discuss
alternative futures.

. -Among
-fttt.tic---""ftfttwP5- Oturbaritsnrand -the courses surveyed was that
city."
He says that Asians must
taught by Prof. Richard L.
Meier, University of Califormake du with only five to 20
nia at Berkeley-.
per cent of the per capita reHe believes that many imsources enjoyed by Califor
portant decisions about the
mans, but despite this handia "textbook" in American
By EDWARD NE1L4N
the future is growing at a raplegei, some high schools and
organization
of cities will be
cap, some Asian metropolitan
schools?
Copley News Service
pace
throughout the United
id
even a few elementary
made in Asia during the next
areas are developing -spec
Perhaps, in a figurative
States and Canada, as well as
schools are introducing stu20 years.
tacularly well."
sense.
WASHINGTON -- Could the
in some other countries
dents to ways of trying to viFor this reason, Meier fo"Half a dozen of the millioncrystal ball someday become
Interest in teaching about
In addition to courses in colsualize the world they will be
cuses on Asia in his course on
size metropolises of Asia now
lead the world in the rate of
economic and social improveVALUABLE KROGER COUPON
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—Nashville Notorious As Music
City For Unrehearsed Events
By ALAN WILSON
Assbeiated Press Writer
NASHVII.1.E. Tenn. AP) —
It began like any. other day
would for John Hartford—plane
reservations, a concert itinerary that needed double checking
and, because he was in Nashville, some recording.
But, after the routine stuff
was dispensed with, he began
doing things that gave an insight into why. this towns music atmosphere is like no Other.
Hartford, the first of Nashvale's so-called hip generation
of musicians to attain wide popularity, came here one day last
week from a road tour to lend
his talents to an album being
made by Vassar Clements, the
famed fiddler.
Once that was done. Hartford
skipped around town to see old
friends What came of all that,
; to some, would have been momentous

ed the musical ball rolling
again, at a place called Jocks.
Jocks had an act booked for
that evening consisting of Clements and Buddy Martin, a fiddler of Opry fame. Hartford
slipped in on the whole affair
with his banjo in hand—and
wound up playing and singing
through three sets into the late
night hours.
Had Nashville's music freaks
known Hartford was playing at
Jocks, the place_ would have
been overrun. But even Jocks
didn't know it. until it happened.
Then it was back to the studio for sonic more fun picking
and recording in the wee morning hours.
In all, it was the kind of thing
that has made Nashville notorious as a free-swinging.
easy-going music town that
does as many things spontaneously as it does rehearsed.

Hartford, 35, came to NashAfter he got the day 's business chores out of the way ear- ville as a disc jockey eight
ly. Hartford dropped into a years ago from Malden, Mo. He
small, elite guitar shop behind was playing mostly bluegrass
the Grand Ole Opry. The shop's music then, which at the time
owner, George Gruhn, is a was unfashionable for the
friend of Hartford, who had young, long-haired set.
gone there to buy a fiddle case
Today.. however, young and
Gruhn produced his fiddle.
made in 1815, and told-Hartford old alike cram concert halls to
to try his hand at it. What hap- hear Hartford. He picks a banpened next was a musical ex- jo like no other man has ever
successfully- attempted--seven
cursion.
Hartford began to cut down frets below the normal range—
on that fiddle like it was his and blends it all with lyrics unlast farewell and obviously was paralled in bluegrass-folk cirenthralled with the sound cles. His style, for sure, is enemitted by the fine instrument. joyably unique.
Hartford's latest album,
Then, Doug Green—an accomphshed local guitarist who Morning Bugle, shows off his
works at the shop began pick- real brilliance. It offers more,
trig and singing with Hartford. both technically and lyrically.
Moments later, another shop than his previous album, Aereo
worker grabbed an antique Plain, outstanding in its own
banjo from a display window right.
As for labelling his music,
and chipped in his two bits.
It went that way for nearly He says, "I'm like evan hour All the while custom, ery other musician. naturally I
ers walked in and out—stopping don't want to be labeled. Just
momentarily to listen to some say. I'm a labelless, bagless
fine music—and many were musician."
But bluegrass, he concedes,
unaware that it was Hartford.
the master of "Gentle On My "is where my heart lies."
Mind" that they were hearing. Asked to explain its rising popBy this time it was late after- ularity. Hartford offered an hisnoon and Hartford had a few torical comparison of it with
more business matters to clari- folk music in the early 60s.
fy A short time later, he start- "What we're doing DOW in

It's A Buyer's Market
When Selling Your Ideas

rock music is simply a logical
progression of rock in the 50s,"
he said, noting that the early
rock era preceded the soft
sounds of folk and the hootenanny days.
"So, man, with bluegrass
we're just in another chapter of
the hootenanny era," he theorized.
"I like the ego trip of playing
music," he said. "You have to
if you like playing bluegrass
music because no one's going
to make any money off of it."
Hartford, recently, has been
living in Los Angeles, but Nashville is his musical home. Yet
there's one thing he dislikes
about the country music capital.
"They're tearing down everything that I came here for," he
said, referring to plans to destroy the Grand Ole Opry and
rebuild it, as a modern structure, outside town near Opryland USA.
Hartford has two songs in
Iwhich he sympathetically gives
his version of Nashville's socalled progress. One is about
the Opry's destruction; the other foretells of a day when
Nashville's musical vintage will
be gone—found instead in Oprylancl a modern-day recreation
and rides park
-1 just hate to see Walt Disney influencing the Grand Ole
Opry" was how Hartford put it.

Purchase Area
Hog Market
Service February 5, 1873
Market Report Includes 9
Buying Stations
Receipts: Act 2209 Est. 800
Barrows and Gilts mostly 25
cents lower instances 50 cents
lower Sows steady_
US 1-2 200-220 lbs., 34.00-34.50
US 1-3 206-250 lbs., 33.25-34.00
US 2-4 240-260 lbs., 32.75-3325
US 3-4 260-280 lbs.,
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs
few 28.75
US 1-3 350-650 lbs.,
US 2-3 450-650 lbs.,
few at 35.00
Boars 32.00-25.00

WEDNESDAY—FEBRUARY 7;1913

32.00-32 75
27.50-28.50
26.50-27.50
25.50-26.50

It's a buyer's market when
you're in the business of selling
ideas.
Often, the toughest customers
are those whose business is
selling because progressive
businessmen must be convinced
that the commodity on the
board is the best value they can
get.
The federal Work Incentive
Program is one government
sponsored workfare program
that the state Department of
Economic Security is asking
employers to consider.
-Getting information about
the Work Incentive Program to
employers is our biggest
problem," said Bill Eddins, the
program's coordinator. "If we
can get employers interested, I
think we can sell them on the
idea. But first, we got to get
them interested."
WIN became operational in
western Kentucky last July,
marking the completion of the
program's expansion statewide.

Community College
quality questioned

of our other workers do."
Follow-up studies in sections
of the state where WIN is
operating have shown WIN
having
workers
trained
significantly lower absentee
rates than other workers with
coniparable jobs.
incredit
tax
The
centive, applicable to employers who offer jobs to WIN
participants, grants a 20 per
cent tax write-off, yet many
Owensboro, Paducah and
Hopkinsvtlle, employers are not
aware of it.
Local employment offices are
canvassing eEnployers now to
inform them of the credit, but
are not meeting with much
success because of the newness
of the program.
They are encouraged, though,
but the fact, that many employers seem to prefer WIN
workers because "they provide
a much larger labor pool."
"With WIN," said one employer, "we can be more
slective in terms of the personnel we hire. It is much easier
to fit the right person to the
right job when we have a large
source to draw from.
participants
are
WIN
specifically trained for the job
and training can be customedtailored to la employer needs
with WIN picking up the tab.
Because the program has
only been operational in the
area within the last two.months,
local staff feel it will take some
time before the full impact of
the program can be felt.

Disadvantaged Kentuckians
throughout the state participate
either by volunteering or by
mandatory' registration under
the Aid to Families
with
Dependent Children Program
AFDC 1.
A goal of 3,000 placement is
projected for fiscal year. 1973,
many of them slated for the
western Kentucky area. Eddins
said over 502 welfare recipients
have been placed in jobs since
the program went into effect.
More than 5,280 individuals
have been registered.
H.F. Hurt, employment
service supervisor for the
western Kentucky area is optimistic about WIN. "The
program will be a success," he
said. -Anytune you can put'
-disadvantaged people into
gainful employment, you're
helping not only the person, but
the economic conditions in the
community."
Some western Kentucky
businesses
and
service
organizations have already
begun to participate in the
program We always have had
a high rate of absenteeism,"
said one area employer. "It
stands to reason that the people
we get from WIN will not take
their.jobs for granted as some
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EDUCATION NOTEBOOK

By KENNVIII J. RABBEN
Copley News Service
Few public education facilities have grown faster in size,
enrollment and expenditures
or with more grandiose promises than the nation's twoyear community colleges.
In the last few years, these
open-enrollment institutions
have forced statutes through
state legislatures that require
state colleges and universities
to accept academic credits
from transferring two-year
college students without stigma or question. Public and
some private four-year institutions soon may concentrate
on the last two years of undergraduate education and graduate schooling. Serious questions have been raised over
the academic quality of community colleges that claim to
stress good teaching rather
than academia's publish-orperish tradition.
Little reliable information
is available to compare the
ability of community colleges
and private, proprietary posthigh school training facilities
to prepare students successfully for the world of work.
This makes it difficult for students with little time or money to waste to decide how best
to spend their educationtraining dollar.
Wellford W. Wilms, of the
Center for Research and Development in Higher Educa-

taw at the University of Cai
forma at Berkeley, is planning to compare these institutions. His 18-month project is
particularly important because of recent congressional
broadening
of
federal
scholarship and loan programs allowing students to
use grants at private, profitmaking or public facilities.
Private vocational schools
enroll 1.3 million to 7 million
students in more than 7,000 in. —
stitutions They spend $2 to
$13 billion a year. Public community colleges enroll about
700,000 students in surular
programs and spend less than
$200 million annually.
Wilms says existing research shows that proprietary
schools do a much better job
than public institutions. In his
study proposal that provides
an incisive, concise comparison of these institutions' characteristics, Wilms explains,
"... proprietary and public mstitutions
are conceptually distinct in that the public progriuns are dependent
on the political process and
the proprietary schools are
dependent on performance in
output markets.
'Ibis study takes the view
Lida these markets transmit
needs from the broader society more precisely than the
political process and that the
proprietary schools are less
constrained to act on them
than the politically encum-

bered public institutions."
Wilms hypothesizes that
"the graduates oi the proprietary programs will perform
significantly better than the
graduates of the public progams .• ," in. firstlYear job
earnings, placement time and
relationship to training; per
cent of time employed since
graduation; earnings about 18
months after graduation; and
job satisfaction, stability and
mobility. Private school graduates also will show at least as
Much personal growth as
their community college
counterparts, he adds.
People from the OaklandSan Francisco Bay Area, Chicago, Miami and Boston who
are learning to be secretaries,
dental assistants, cosmetologists, electronic technicians,
radio broadcasters, accountants and computer progyammers at about 70 private
schools; 17 community colleges, four area technical
schools and a state university
will be studied in as great
depth as the project's rapidly
dwindling financial resources
permit.
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Oil Shortage Causes Scattered Hi h Price Of Fuel; Shutdowns
By JOHN BARB()UR
AP Newsfeatures Writer
A dangerous shortage of oil
and gas has caused scattered
high pricing of diesel oil, the
shutdown of some schools and
pleas to consumers in cold regions to lower their thermostats
in favor of more clothes. But
the nation is getting by.

. hat
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projob
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A mild January in the Northeast has eased the crisis some-

what, but any siege of cold
weather in the Northern states
could tip the delicate balance
between the dwindling fuel supply and the gradually lengthening days. The resulting competition for available fuel could
plunge the nation into a new
crisis almost overnight.
fhe Cost of Living Council,
meanwhile, has scheduled a
hearing next week to check into
price rises for heating oil put
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Copley News Service
LONDON - The creator of
that good-fer-nothm', harddrinking, wife-beating English lay-about Andy Capp is
- of all things -- the white
sheep of his fanuly.
"I never even had a drink
until I started drawing Andy sighs Reg Smythe. "My
mum was so ashamed of me."
He feigns embarrassment.
But Andy Capp changed
that - and other things in the
life of Reg Smythe.
Slender and bespectacled,
Smythe sipped a foaming mug
of beer as he relaxed with his
- -f-ASH ION WHEEL.
Leg of mociei is revealed when
wife, Vera, in their fourththis wheel like tunic is raised at fashion show in Rome
story flat in London's theater
Italy. The Heinz Rive creation, in checkered linen, is one
district.
of his innovations of 1973 spring-summer collection
They live in a spacious, elegant, quiet flat in one of those
faceless buildings on a narrow
street behind the Shaftesbury
Theater, London home of the
rock-musical "Hair "
They talked about Andy as
you would discuss a childhood
friend who grew up to be the
town rascal but is, nonetheless, a friend
By Virginia Knauer
"Andy is the kind of bloke I
wouldn't mind having two
Special Assistant to the President
drinks with - but not six Afand Director
ter six he's liable to pick a
CNIce of Consumer Affairs
fight just because he doesn't
like the way you look aCtum,"
A good indication of the fact that consumerism
said Smythe
is a growing public concern is the number of publicaU you walked in wearing a
tions available on the subject.
suit and tie, he'd call you a
puff," added Vera
Though not complete. the following is • list of
And they should know
some consumer magazines and newsletters that have
Silly the comes from a town
full of Andy Capps His carcome to my attention. While we May not always agree
toon strip character which is
with everything that is in them, they cover topics of
so popular it plices Smythe in
interest to consumers. You may be interested in
the $110,000-a-year income
browsing through some of these publications. You'll _ bracket, is based on a childprobably find them in a local library.
hood friend of Smythe's
. named Charlie Low. Even
Union of United States, 256 " doeer to home, Capps everTimes-pubChanging
Washington St., Mount N'erMarine wife Flo is patterned
lished bLthe Ki lin er WashslffyilitrrOWTSTriotherington Editors, Editor,-Picik,- non, NA inSSO a 18e-y
issues product reports and
also named Florrie.
Md. 20872 at $7 a yearrates products on the basis of
covers general information
"Hartlepool," says Smythe
quality and price.
on consumer • products and
of his home in the heart of
Consumer-pubFDA
services.
northeast England's mining
lished 10 times • year by the
Alert-pubConsumer
country, "Ls the sort of place
Administration,
Drug
Food &
lished monthly by the Federal
where men still reign su5600 Fisher Lane, Rockville,
Trade Commission, Washingpreme and wouldn't be caught
/dd. 20852 and available at
ton, D.C. 20580; available
dead washing a teacup."
$3.50 a year from Consumer
free-reports on FTC conWhat's more, a wife is in for
Products Information, Public
cerns relating to consumer
a thumping if tea's not served
Documents Distribution Ceneconomics and education and
ter, Pueblo, Colo. 81009-reon time.
consumer affairs in general.
ports significant FDA regulaAndy Capp's clothes are
Consumer Bulletin-pubtory and provides informastill the "in" look in Hartlelished monthly by Consumtion about various products
pool, and the Humphrey
ers' Research Inc., Washingregulated by FDA.
ton, N. J. 07882 at $8 a yearBogart-style collar and
Consumer
&
Media
and
products
rates consumer
cigarette dangling from the
published monthly by Media
provides comparative shoplip are still considered by
..1i
13
Foundation,
Consumer
&
ping information.
local women as the ultimate
Box 850, Norwalk, Conn.
News-pubConsumer
in manliness
06852 at $12 a year-reprints
lished the let and 15th of each
"The women have a fancy
news media reports about conmonth by Office of Consumer
man in the pub, and the men
sumer problems an various
Affairs, Washington, D.C.
towns and cities and reviews
have girls they flirt with -20506; available for $2 a year
news media coverage of conbut that's all they do," says
from Consumer Product Insumer affairs.
Smythe. Men and women
formation, Public Documents
published
Money
Distribution Center, Pueblo,
rarely go out together after
monthlg by Time Inc., 641 N.
Colo. 81009-reports about
they are married in Andy
Ill.
Chicago,
Court,
Fairbanks
Federal Government proCapp country If he does ask
60611 at $15 a year-a new
grams for consumers and
his wife out for the night,
consumer magazine aimed at
lists proposed and adopted
chances are he'll drop her off
helping the reader manage
regulations of interest.
at the movie while he steps
his money wisely.
Consumer Newsweekinto the nearest pub. Both
Of Consuming Interestpublished weekly by Conpublished twice a month by
have a good time.
sumer News Inc., 813 NaFederal-State 'Reports, P.O.
Smythe. who still turns out
tional Press Bldg., WashingBox 986, Court House Station.
his Andy Capp cartoons
ton, D.C. 20004 at f15 a
Arlington, Va. 22216 at $36
about two strips a day - withyear-reports on government
a year-though written priactions and consumer legisout any help, claims success
marily for businessmen, it
lation.
couldn't have been more paincontains information of InterConsumer Reports-publess Especially since he ingenerally.
consumers
to
est
lished monthly by Consumers
sists he's not much of an artist.
''One Monday morning in
1952 .1 was asked to draw a
cartoon for the Daily Mirror,
featuring a character from
the northeast. I just drew people I knew, and from the first
day, it has been a success."
Now nearly 400 newspapers
in the United States carry
The Tennessee Valley Authority offersfor sale a tract of
Andy Capp. He has been
hardwood timber constanding, selectively marked
translated into 30 languages
taining an estimated 300,000 board feet. The timber is
and shows up regularly in
located in Land Between the Lakes in Stewart County,
newspapers of 13 countries.
Tennessee, approximately ten miles north and west of the
Occasionally he even puLs in
intersection of U.S. Highway 79 and Tennessee Highway
an appearance in Russia's
49.
lzvestia.
Management
Forest
the
by
received
be
will
Sealed bids
"One day a man from lzSection, Lend Between the Lakes, Tennessee Valley,
vestia came here asking if he
Authority, Golden Pond, Kentucky, until 10 a.m., Central
could look over some Andy
Standard Time, February 15, 1973.
Capp cartoons for his paper,"
Parties interested in inspecting the aforementioned
recalled Smythe. "He would
timber should contact the above office. Office hours are
look at them and laugh his
Bid
Friday.
through
forms
Monday
p.m.,
7:00 a.m. to 3:45
head off and then say, 'Oh,
and detailed information may be obtained from the
my, no, we couldn't uselthis
forester in charge, Land Between the Lakes, Golden
one, It's subversive."
Pond, Kentucky, telephone number 502-924-5602.
Like Dogwood Bumstead
and Charlie Brown, Andy
Capp has become a household
Friend to thousands of petiole

across America, Europe, and
maybe even Russia
He makes them laugh And,
perhaps for the henpecked
men of the world, he's some
sort of reassurance that man
somewhere still has the upper •

into effect recently by several
oil companies.

president ut 'Die Signal Companies, -because discoveries
Refineries have been blamed
are not keeping pace with defor a late start in producing
mand."
fuel oil for heating and for
In a nation where 6 per cent
trucks, but oil men insist the
of the world's population conreal problem is a shortage of sumes 35 per cent of its
energy,
crude oil.
even mild shortages in prime
-•'There's a very critical fuel show up quickly.
Some truck stop operators
of
looks
the
from
shortage, and
things it's going to get worse," admit to paying higher prices
says Forrest N. Shwitway. for diesel fuel --- sonietimes
three times as much as normal
on the open market when
their regular supplies went dry.
But an Associated Press survey
shows no real black market in
Wel as yet.
Snow still grips hard-hit
areas in the Midwest_ Homeowners from Wisconsin to
Rhode Island have been asked
halal
to turn down their thermostats.
As for Smythe, his recipe
In the East, governments
for carrying Andy on to more
grudgingly set aside antipollusuccess renains simple. "I
tion rules to allow burning of
Just draw and write for mysome plentiful, if dirtier, fuels.
self. If I like it, then I draw it.
The effects are widespread
I never think about who'll see
but not uniform:
it.

Farmers in the Midwest
The slate of Iowa has
Nebraska to Michigan had
from
begun
bought up fuel oil and
rationing it on the basis of a late harvest because of a wet
fall. When they took their soyneed.
bean and corn crops to grain
-New York City is allowing
elevators, they ran into trouble
distributors who run out of low
sulfur fuel to sell lower grades because there was a shortage
that don't meet antipollution of fuel to operate the grain
dryers. Emergency fuel was
standards.
- In San Antonio, Tex., a trucked into some areas.
Truckers and truck stop operSouthern city with large hatural gas supplies, city utilities ators throughout the Midwest
burned fuel oil to produce elec- are scrounging for diesel fuel.
tricity because of cuts in natu- One Minneapolis firm sent a
ral gas and are 11011' running tank truck to Chicago to buy all
the diesel fuel available. Other
out of fuel oil.
- In Denver, Colo., seven truck outfits are reported to be
schools closed or limited sched- leasing gasoline powered vehicles to stam in business.
ules.
Officials and oil men are con-One school district in Maryland turned its thermostats centrating on meeting the curdown to 60 degrees and kept op- rent fuel shortage crisis, but
some oil men see the possibility
erating.
-In Boston, officials warned of another fuel shortage this
that generating plants, schools, summer: gasoline. Refineries
may have to work into the
industrial plants and many
homes would run out of low sul- spring to build up fuel oil refur fuel required by antipollu- serves and gasoline supplies
may suffer.
tion laws by midweek.
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Tenderized

Cut-Up

Shank Portion

Smoked

37!

Fryers33 HAM
HAMS

Tenderized, Whole

1-lb. Pitt

Sliced, Tenderized

(our customers)

67c
Field's WIENERS
-79;

lb.

Fields
Vas HAM

Very Impressive Prices
For
Very Important People

69

79c

lb.

NO COUPONS * NO GAMES * NO FORCED PURCHASES * NO COUPONS * NO STAMPS

WESSON OIL

99'

48 °"°ttle

Giant Size

OLEO

QUARTERS19c
:

Dixie Fresh

Detergent

Tide

MUCHMORE

69,

HUNT'S PEACHES

No 300 Can

Scott

Bathroom

EGGS
Doz
29'

Martha 'White

Tissue55,
4-Roll Pkg

SUNFLOWER MEAL

5 lb Bag

49'

Big Chief
HUNT'S

FRUIT COCKTAIL
HUNT'S PEARS
Checker COLA

No. 300 Can

No 300 Can

28-0z. Bottle

FLOUR

29'
29'
19'

10-lb.
Bag

ÀRi"TPLE JELLY
PEPSI

Pinto

HEINZ

IGA
IGA
BLUE RIBBON

20 oz Loaf

Gal
5-lb. Bucket

Ripe, Yellow

BANANAS

l) 9'

I

with
BEANS

1542 oz

18-oz Jar

29'

Northern
TOWELS27;

69'

4-lb. Bag

BABY FOOD
BABY FOOD
BREAD
ICE MILK
POPCORN

79'
39'

2 Lbs

16-oz. 8-Bottle Ctn.

Beans494;
GERBER

$129

PEANUT BUTTER
ARMOUR CHILI

Big Roll
KRAFT

9'
8'
25'
43'
99'

Shortening

RICHTEX

NEW LEMON
TWIN PET

U.S. No. 1 Idaho

CARROTS
llb Cello

2ct

2-lb. 3-oz.

69'
8'

No. 303 Can
64 oz.

Florida

POTATOES
ORANGES
10-lb. Bag
895

231
79

59'

•

_
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2-lb Box $1
"

Can
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ELECTRIC
PERCOLATOR
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0)15(55
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110

emote. twisters
with cork inserts pivs rock
to Mold therm
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COASTER SET

9-PIECE

Easy -to-apply' Beautiful patterns in
gayest colors 10 brighten many things.

DOCUMOITICEVIIICITI3111115 .

Owe of wood or moot trams. Vs 31s",
1f" x 14"*ft.
7",
1. Tr
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SALE STARTS THURS. FEBRUARY-8,1973

Belaire Shopping Center
MURRAY, KY.
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WALL PLAQUES

SPANISH
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bed woods with inloid brass
trim. Add roci(h of elegiacs
to your home
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SPANISH

Approximately 12 high.

Aid I Msákrrussuu eW world tooth to.
any room! Intricately carved designs.

WASTEBASKET

ELEGANT SPANISH WOOD
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BOX
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COAT RAO
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Assoried reproductions by old masters
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NOW $1

Decorative cutting board for kitchen,
ton be hung on well. Protects cutlery,
surfaces. 9"2115"x3it' thick.

CUTTING BOARDS
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rtfol 6 styles

o' re

ASH TRAYS

CRYSTAL

Sot of 4 heed peliereed
moor& Pro own'tire

COASTER SET

FLORENTINE

high Taw sink,.

ifnah
fur.d.hr.sr
awes PS to r

ALABAS
FIGURES

&MOAN' assert
mat Nod meted is
Itsk. hos 3'
-• has 4

VASES &
III/STS

MINIATURE

EACH
.•

6" I cerium tile la
test its. bolder. based

T RIVETS

FRAMED

Merry poem 'eye tn.
*else Mfr.* styles end
(Woes

20 PC.

$1 Ella

ablOSI from IGL
styles of delicately
(rotted scLi'pfuret
Great dere

METAL
SCULPTURES

DISTINCTIVE

\

,.............
;espies gape newel heern (vie. due/sties II
1414s.

NOW

ASSORTED ONYX ANIMALS

;.01.

if

LEAD CRYSTAL
Dew ale ,,,,e1 (oe

Cella ASSORTED

Nihon We* intim epee
Wyk, sow howl tug gift

GLASS
A SSORT MEW

FLOIDEIMNE

NOW $10_ SET

ir era

cowl of throe decorator parities. Set sopies, A' oiled
chides 4 with:
itsbos, cope,sours, mop Wyk

2 FOR3

NOW

ONYX ASH TRAYS

Slimly an/ hese Different
(eters sad styles Icier, for
'tome it office

,

is oz. sat
00 OZ. SIZE

stop-

2rots'
2 Mit IS.

Begontly styled with own
per. Amber,'nen or blue
Choose from
9 OZ. SITE

P

01///46
1110,
srolesii4
t

SET

s2

ASH TRAYS

BONE CHINA

Ascocolol palms. A dorsihe

CHOWDER CUPS
cm,. hoe 12 apiodol hod

JUMBO

t
C.V.

Mond uahed forn Old Ent
1614 Popery kssorted styles
nd colors.

NOW

NOW
SI
ISET

ENGLISH MUSS

SET OF FOUR

tor

desigoai.
6e. mid km* pit Me
/intl. psalm

OWLA FRUIT PLATES

BAVARIAN

TO RECEIVE

• Vir

/APOTHECARY JARS

A

ENGLISH IRONSTONE SET

ltd(rotted by Mks
owner l? arias. 7Vo'

ALABA
BIRDS

WASTEBASKETS

STRAWWARE

Artisholy melded Iva candles. Approx
7'4" x 214". Cohort

LIFE CANDLES

HOLIDAY

BEAUTIFUL GIFTS...TO GIVE

1
.
111"=

2 FOR

r
WOOD HANGERS

SO

All-PURPOSE

NOW

!dull for storing almost anyrhrng flood
EOM print IA sturdy fibre board 24
14S4"x14".

CHEST
STORAGE
---(

NOW

Fsts ender trod or an closet
Shill. Stele knots, blankets,
etc. 39"x11"xe' size

Twin or full sues.
genic wayl plastic is
pretty sanitized!

FIBER BOARD

NOW

4.

FOR

2

Tronsperent vinyl with 19
middle zipper

BLANKET BAG

NOW

STORAGE BAG
Clothes remain neat and dust free.
Clear plastic with quilted front and
top 52" zipper.

GARMENT

NOW

Durable Hardtrad, walnut finished. 10 kno4bed pegs for hats
or coats.

UNDER BED CHEST

row

up t.

12 garments folds flot when
net in me

Install in II wink' Holds

OVER-A-DO
HANGER

Strong see-through clear
vinyl front with golden
back, swivel hook.

18 PAIR
SHOE CADDY

18" HAT &
COAT RACK

ro oi off,rre,s

FORGED SCISSORS
(Koko ot spies, sea by
,,,......._

ASSORTED

Heavy gauge vinyl. Holds
I handlags Aletol hanging
hook

PURSE CADDY

VINYL MATTRESS COVERS

-- ZIPPERED

Heavy gauge vinyl. Collapsible for easy storage. Use at
home or Wire

ENGLISH
TUDOR
WASTEBASKET

Zippered heavy gauge vinyl
wipes clean. 21"x2/".
Pe, Pk9

PILLOW
PROTECTORS

NOW $1 SET

Choose from 4 straight, 3 suit or 3
trouser hangers.

ASSORTED

SHOE RACK

1114.

-mous

Holds 5 pairs of slacks in the place IF
one. Keeps sleds smooth and wrinkle
free.

SLACK RACK

zippei
Cliff rids
14" r. .,SET Of 2

NOW

Chrome plated Holds e
Ilhoss. Overall 77 _

BLOUS;"
TREE

CLOSET SUIT
OR DRESS BAGS

NOW 1

SWEATER BAGS

(

Randy & sturdy chrome plated
Holds 9 pairs of any size shoe.

NINE PAIR

MONEY SAVING CLOSET NEEDS

CO

11

frS

$
2SETS1

MOS mat

MIMIL114.111.11.1110M

For pertses coditoils, bullet
[04 to teen, 144 per box.

NOW
$1 PKG.

PARTY PICKS

Rustproof alumoum
1 cup measures;

MEASURING
CUP SET

3-PC.

ow.L_

SLICER/DICER

ROTARY

eggs, other staled feeds aug
Meg distance phone tisk

',mows niner Seel fed

EGG
, TIMER

LUCITE

ALUMINUM ICE CUBE TRAY

FOOD KNIVES

FROZEN

Moody m.1

'EA.

$1

Now

4g).VP

Opens easily any Vit.
• tep or or bottle up to
3'; in diameter less
wood handle

JAR OPENER

MASTER

fits V' pees. fie sputtering.
(emu keel for easy bee
Ming

BACON CRISPERS

ALUMINUM

akit pan • 9 layer rake pc '\:..squote cake pen • loaf
pun • 1' round pie Don
• 12 quo pan

rout MICE I

TEFLON
BAKEWARE ASSORTMENT

2 FOR1

WM

F

S1

Now

(D

' SERVING TONGS

Great for all your serving
needs. Assorted deigns to
choose from

SERVING TRAYS

•
WZ110,/f±
41
4,1 -S;
:
- -;"
14.
4
0((ORATED

Aluminum platter with hem
reststont bolder keeps steak
hat' 10

09 PAO(

SI

PKG.

Now

'2SET

NOW

/:
(up measures
Accrete and easy to use'

&Interpol aluminum

MEASURING
SCOOP SET

4-PC.

piss,
prows *nos fres heedmug 4 COLOVIII PLATES
Keeps feed in pipet

PLATE
HOLDERS

WI UOW

Astrortive wicker design
Strong, sturdy, easily cleaned
Approx. 13" a 19" size.

PLACE MAT SET

-PC.

BREAD BASKETS

VINYL

COVERED BAKE PAN 'N.

STEAK PLATTERS

Coils end servest Iiumera
bulb eggs end holder
boiling ester

EGG
HOLDERS

ROUND
ALUMINUM GRIDDLE

YOUR CHOICE

lietti-pwrpese knrfe Steiriless
steel, bellow roved sieved sit
boodle. OvereN 12

3-PC. ROUND CAKE PAN SET

SPRING FORM CAKE PAN

COOKWARE AND KITCHEN NEEDS

DEL U

$
• 2 FOR

mg

lust proof, tornish proof
chromed steel Smooth pour
spout no dripping or
spilling'

Kokos Hey, dean and dual Cots biking
woo m baIt. Kom minding olimuasm
allows oven baking onside
and out

POTATO
BAKER
& SERVER

Protects stove kitchen walls
from grease folds Rat for
storage

SPLATTER SHIELDS

IUNIN UM

Double edged bides, 12
slices in ono s
cucumbers, awe"

TOMATO SLIC

fits 1' to 11' pan or
skillet For draining hot
.quids grease.

HANDY

POT
DRAINERS

......
:.••
.
•••2:::
::::::::•••

11

00

Cig:)

4.9

-,,CENTERTm

KITCHEN SCOOPS

ALL-PURPOSE
UTILITY SHEARS

EGG
SEPARATORS

3-PC. MIXING
SPOON SETS

FRY 'N DRAINS

PIZZA
PIE CUTTERS

FLORAL TOTE IAGS

MAGNETIC MEMO NOIDERS
PKG. OF 10 FRUIT SRAM
OR 4 UTILITY

GADGE ERIA

HANDY GADGET

2 FO$R1

Iii Of 1111101

SINN
2 $1
PKGS.

2 FOR1

810 O. ILA1(11

doft.

GS

PKGS.!'

Sirsel W-11101,1811k keeps LK OS 11,41431
ha hob lager
2 $1

FREEZER

100 OUMLIA

s ",•ml•—•
'

Cuick, easy way 10 hoot
1.4u,di Heat resistant ban

IMMERSION
HEATER

ELECTRIC

2 FOR

ma wo,

Fir INV POMO gi cheek vet*FsbNi•
Plork wired Ass* (sr
on

STAINLESS STEEL
SHREDDER GRATER

f

\

Slims eggs for potato salad,
patios snacks Stornloss
steel r u tty,

EGG
SLICER

$011-414114044vi. Your 411144441
fashion ohm hr Hie
kiltchai.(3 PEE MD

HOOKS

DECORATOR

SaniVoly. Dtnpeitsss pwks ono
of a Mu. IN cm'!iglu!

TOOTHPICKO
DISPENSER

DELUXE

•

r

:

N.°

(‘AQ•ktk.s,.
"

Of

NOW

NO

'2

Now

'

arr

NOW
Si

uith magnetic riot., oaten.

$2

DUST MOP WITH REFILL,
gaylpn mop washes easily
NOW
drres quickly Din clings

_4114.-s. •

1.
;161,
lisere. Wag hog
ppd Mean held
N wed OF

, DELUXE WAXER

Folds flat for travel! With foam
pod .tenon cover 21 a fir.

IRONING BOARDS

PORTABLE

- "r•-•

Ades ire rue ow

.AzZE-A-

Ns

BOARD HOLDER

IRONING

fits III 51 boards Thick pod
with Teflon' rooted cover
for nosing ease

COVER
IT

PAD &

IRONING
BOARD

....

Acid puss. and dirt tosrstoo, Gripped bottom
hogs soy flier stuilltS1
Approx /5" it

\..............

2 FOR
2 FOR

ViAN

^

SW* herdursed wit5
Ni hewn Nut fell ideri
or is use.

NOW
$

TOWEL HOLDER

5-HOOK

RAYLON SPRING CLIP MOP

UPRIGHT PLASTIC MOM

NOW $1PKG.

Easy to apply foot safety
I or tub Or shower! Colors.

RATION YACHT MOP

WINGTIP MASTIC IROOM

rBATHTUB APPLIQUES

korchproef TAN* Its WI
54 ' boo rds. troo weal
nick

IRONING
BOARD COVERS

One side for washing one
side to wipe dry. Great item
for the house or auto

SQUEEGEE

ANDY
H5-INCH

r

r

TEFLON

Line shelves quickly eosily
Long lasting 11'4 x9

PLASTIC
- SHELF
LINERS

2SETS
$1

mmamftm

SETS
km brim
r\:° dim" II" 11.4*•

A holy Ws helper far oil

CRUMB
BRUSH
WITH TRAY

HANDY LAUNDRY & CLEANING NEEDS
VINYL
FLOOR RUNNIER

. 11.11"1111111111111111111116
CS)

-mormumn•wwmianmgolownewn-40111111

IVWFTWIPW

HANDY GADGETS-MIX OR MATCH 2 FOR $1

tot" Cola

NUW

!7

Ain OR MATCH
PICTURES

2

S1

NOW

Ea Ian.
2 $
PKGS.

nal.11111

Aflrtciroyi :me(
fem. $ per peck!
Sells & reirforcos.
34" 10' size.

WOOD
PAPER CUTTER

1.1.
‘
•

420

SET

$1

2EACH

Criers soft expended viayl.
bog ?I" x 13'' r size, Trottel bog
21" ir x V. Slips loader on.
plane seer

NOW

turdy rwa4ring

CAMEO PLAQUE SET

3-PIECE

JET SET FLIGHT
OR TRAVEL BAG

' gold** sail,frames. Landscapes,
secsrapes and masters

6'2

FRAMED
PICTURE
SET

).

5 s,cled 3
play

Moil hr Wm sr Ohm
NM also.

3-PC.

PHOTO
HOLDERS

PHOTO
HOLDER
ui

REVOLVING

LETTER
HOLDER

THREE TIER

NOTE MINDER

SPHERE

NOW

(idled in Rely. Approx. 7'
Coltettui s dean. leak•
wood or hely forish

CARVED
FIGURES

ORIENTAL

dozens el duties in
Moine, etke, dorsi. IN sered
hartlwarsi,4".x7"xl 4"hiIu
lioiarre ildsk irecessary.

?trier its

I
SI EACH

1
cm
g "
Q,i a
iFP
—74

2 Si
PKGS.

oat OR 11111101

VINYL TAPE
ASSORTMENT

.................
Stronger, oder gear, caw
piete with ruler edge. 1'2"

PACKAGING TAPE

4 We%

FOR

Aid an SI %RAE Wad te
any Nadi. 2 styles Approx.
7" IA.

MARBLE
KNIGHTS

l'a' oval reprodrottions 64
........
the masters Antique-him
f-3mes

FLORENTINE
PICTURES

BULLETIN BOARD

k.,.....

Assorted pictures inserted in test brunt,
:ef subjects Approx. 2'I x 3'7". $I

MINIATURE
PICTURES
I EACH

1 NEP
(40

ISE

NOW
$1

..1r,ter eleqamty

ASH TRAYS

DELUXE ALABASTEP

PAPERWEIGHTS

MINIATURE LUCITE

BOOK

• TWO-TIE77...%
\

Approximately 5" I •'
tigag-hke frames,lovely sobiects,to (tame horn.

FRAMED
MASTER
SET

3 PC

NOW

Appian H'x '. bums* from a group
of mat finished pictures Hook for
$
hanging

MASTERWORK
PICTURES

LOVELY GIFT IDEAS & ACCESSORIES

6.44

drainer 44i assos

2 folt$1

V'• Itr.

UTILITY CAN

111111111.1.1.".11=11

$1

NOW

$1

,

Fois5

La
Al••••••••••

gar--

A 2I-GALLON GARBAGE CAN
B SIT-ON HAMPER
C 30 OT. RECTANGULAR
SWINGTOP WASTEBASKET

2

easy
7 bushel (opacity,
qua handles Greet for all your
'condi! needs'

Sigurd./ tonshuttioo. lipirtweighi Many :nod
rut f010. 5 Great for every laundry avq11

Plastic coo wills say poor*
for emergency travel psi.

NOW

4

:
NOW $1

CD

-

,

_
-

Use for Teel' cookware or
weal rookie, haw
spoon, fork sod *style

UTENSIL SET

4-PIECE
NYLON

,an den*. Nadir bog
ers laid *iris dinalux bpi,
snainers.

Ideal organizer . provides
romped Violate. Revolves
easily on big beerier

lui

Holder keeps bowl kink sot of sight
but handy!(Ada.

NOW $

.
NOW
SI
I SET

I.

2 SETSI

CNI TOO

4—PIECE HANGER SET

ef'""
i"rig6r'

NOW

!!!"
Afttactively designed siyre,,t
piastre 1 id - &mete/ 1k ,
11,9h l'c' 4 n , t.ve Its,
i

JARDINIERE

PLANTER URN

BOWL BRUSH
HOLDER SET

Keeps (tiedr, neat with airouh
separators Overall 11 1" • 8

6-11kr-TA:CrIECK

YOUR CHOICE

OVAL WICKER
LAUNDRY BASKET

ROUND

11

LAUNDRY BASKET

NOW

'2V2 GALLON

A

vi„1110
491„
4.
41r•n
tip

-

Ode side lot resit, other to
Smile peer spoor

tins.

TWIN PAIL

STURDY

SI441410 telloorsellies. for
flaorgefty trey el CO.

UTILITY
CAN

r
G—
-ALLON

It x1,1 3.4 tep
NMI MIN TRAY

ad decorator (eters Overall

Is, *Islay

DISH DRAINER

DELUXE

5"

NOW

6rorefulfy molded to suer year kokben (hoHe
.,4 'choir colors

JUMBO WASTEBASKETS

STURDY PLASTIC HOUSEWARE ITEMS

1 'U

Slit

•

N
o,
ia 00 a; 1-1
47;

'Nlw"

.•••••=1..

00

9 Oz. Can

111111C4rrit•d.

la•gutar and

100

ARRID
EXTRA-DR

Bottle

#`..--:* 13.75 Or1
)Bottle

22 Oz

for 1

Your clioic•
of Ilidands,
Almond Joy. Car•••Ile
Posw Hous• Sr Almond
Clust•r.

6-Pack"
CANDY
BARS

20 02.11•Itle

Reg. 4 to, 971

Breck •
HAIR SPRAY el

Rig.

Oz.Bottle!

?.33

Vicks
NYOUIL

ANACIN
100s

13 Os. Can

Regular. sup', •nd
unsc•nted.

Rog, 17*
2f0r1
"

GIANT SIZE KIWI
SHOE POLISH

16 oz. Lotion
TOUCH OF
SWEDEN

4 01"

r

t

'

fori OOJt

11tra
(17
-- Look...
MAYBELLINE
MASCARA

10 OZ. Borne

100

Your Choice
PAO:WINS OR
SILK 'N SATIN

vol

R•g. i 33

00

irlagners
BREAKFAST
DRINK

MIXED
NUTS

talt• you
twice
a

LISTERINE
MOUTHWASH

00

Th•
hat.
day!

FLUFF 200s
FACIAL TISSUE

King-size
HERSHEY OR
NESTLE

Protein 21
HAIR SPRAY

28 Oz. Bor.

Rig. 221

for'

2o,1 0

SIZE PUREX
BLEACH

(-GALLON

•

At

P\s
‘

0,

•
'vori
FUN FLOWER

0 fl

,r•

For sport or casual
wear! Sizes tole in
black or blown.

0 a yard

10

60" BONDED
KNITS
Nr/dAlin

LOOK TO SPRING SEWING!

VII.

Fun Flower print
bath group. Bright,
\silo..
perky and pric•d to

1 00

100

1fi.,

MATCHING
WASH
CLOTHS

MATCHING
FACE
TOWELS

LADIES NYLON

-3

.001

00
Reg. 7.99 each

pr.
for

100% POLYESTER \

All day comfort! Slz•s to
/0 in assorted
colors.

Womens
OXFORD

3444

alp stink-

a

1 01. mSlzbiirsown.
to
R0.9.07.884

Tip

Womens
SHINY CRINKLES

3

s
ir
.

KITCHEN
TOWELS

PRINT

Rag. 41*

3for100

FAMOUS BRAND
TOWELS

For any occasion! Polyester
doublo knit pants in herringbane or elm stitch, flare leg
Sires 8 to 18 in navy, mul
berry, grape, black or brown

Rep. 5.33

400

LADIES KNIT
PANTS

Wornens
PENNY LOAFERS

Handy Ideas at big
savings!
Panty
hos• In • harps assortm•nt of Colors
and slz•s.

for

PANTY HOSE

Long Omen shirts oath but
ton front. large collar and
yoke front Sizos 32 to 38 in
white, navy. lilac and blare
17% cotton 23% pOlyezfer

Rep 3 f-.4

00

LADIES
SHIRTS

SMARTLY STYLED\

SAVE DURING BIG K DOLLAR DAYS

BATH
2t01300
TOWELS

•41.4.M/
0-

"
(.0
Ilmall"M"..111"
"
u .14111111:111ZIF-11

SAVE DURING BIG K _DOLLAR DAYS

I Mali= Zjg

1

4

-ft

1Thitman

2forioo

Ma

Lally. 30" by
30" top. Easy to
open and close.
Stain f•SIStani

(„C)

—

00

FOLDING TABLE

00

41e

R 09. 77c

Styled for any
decor.
Removable glass toil.
Black satin finish.

R•g. 23c

BANANA
PEN

1

6,0100

for

ASSORTED GLASSWARE

(OCCASIONAL TABLE

17 oz. "Loop
Optic" goblets
with green lustie fade out.

pkgsl
for

00

‘1-=Th -ory

if

23t

500 COUNT
NOTEBOOK PAPER

Oew:W
;
)

• 800 inches

Reg. 235

CELLOPHANE TAPE

A large esso ,tnient
cancv
and nut dish•s. Big savings
at Big K'

GOBLETS

I00

4for

(AVOCADO

100° f

36 x 72 Inches

8-SHELF UNIT

100°

60 x 80 Inches

5-SHELF UNIT

500

30 x 80 Inches

CO
CA) 00 C.C41e°
ioe

"
114

(itSTEEL
FOLDING
CHAIR

.600P.111‘
0
c.m•

FIIRNITUAL.

4-SHELF . UNIT'4\

Cleans and Protects all furniture and- wood
pan•l. Fresh lemon sm•Ii.

ONE STEP PANEL CARE

#16

Your Choice---500-PIECE
ADULT PUZZLE \
or
100-PIECE
JUVENILE PUZZLE

SAVE DURING BIG K DOLLAR DAYS

TV
STAND

Chagos* troll,
many styles.

NoOriP
Flatk--a
°

foril 00

5

WASH CLOTHS

Reg '5,88

1200
minutes. Easy
Clean
up
in
water.

gal.
for

Reg.
2.99

00

WALL PAINT
One coat-latex.
Dries
In
20

9 push-button,
5-cup fat, 2
loco lid.

1500

7-SPEED
WARING
BLENDER

;

,1

1"

ftqf savings
at
low prices.

OVAL
THROW RUGS

Choose
trorn
many
colors,/
many
styles.

HAND
TOWELS

f

Includes 2 covered sauc
e
pans, covered Dutch oven
and open fry pan, Assorted
kitchen Colors.

-

Comes In white,
Pumpkin
and
avocado.

00

11/

5

itsZ\

*

.
1 ---"TV LAMP
ASSORTMENTS
t)
!
)
.1

Will WI up to
200 swords.

00
,.......................

ill

Opens any can.
Magnetic
lid
holder.

4"

PORTABLE
STACK RACK
•

•••••

ELECTRIC(—
CAN OPENE

8-SECTION IRON SKILLE
TI
1-STICK
IRON CORNBREAD PAN ffsi
or
6-CUP MUFFIN
PAN
Your Choice100

7-PIECE BOUNTY COOK
WARE SET

/6 Ox. Can
15 Assorted colors

Pig. 776

for 1°0

2

BIG K
SPRAY PAIN

400

NO-DRIP MAGICOLOR

PKGS1 00
for
Rag. 575

100
COUNT
PAPER
PLATES

TEREO
RECORD
RACK

6forl"

PLACE
MATS

Fully lined toilets
tailored lampshades
with sell trim top
and bottom, Assorted colors.

SILK LAMP SHAD
ES

SAVE DURING BIG K DOLLAR DAY
S

Se

